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where was once a Chinaman's fireside, -and
all of domestic happiness a Chinaman

A Weekly Religious Newspaper

Trip to North Carolina.

ev-

er knows, now grow rank weeds,and snakes

and toads take up their abode.

A passage by steamer from Washington,

is | down the Potomac
to Acquia creek, is delightful indeed. At the latter place the
nearly fallen? A skeleton?
Yes, really, a
traveler is remjnded of some of the scenes
iin:
on per year; or, if paid strlotly in ad:
little examination reveals an entire human
vance, $2.50.
of the late rebellion, by the charred timAa offices at No. 30 Vesey St., New York City, skeleton, and presently you discover there bers on which once rested extensive and
and a9 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
are many more.
Some covered with grass
valuable store-houses, but which were con-.
, "LB. BURLINGAME, Publisher. Dover, N. H.
and apparently not a bone wanting, some
sumed by the torch of war. Here the boat
To whom all letters on business, remittances of exposed to the weather and bleaching in
is exchanged for the rail, and as you roll on
money, &c., should be sent.
All communications
Some lie as they fell, while the towards Richmond, the country presents,
desitneq for publication should be addressed to the ‘the sun.
limbs of others were probably scattered by on every hand, tokens of barrenness and
dogs beforé robbed of the flesh.
Whether desolation ; with comparatively, little soil
these are the remains of the former resi- under the plow, and with no fences to endents, orrefugees from some other and dis- close it. Our train arrived at Richmond

For the Family.

this, upon which
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sword, some

Ben

Longings for a better life,

(Tried and tempted by thy powers,
“In whose path are no bright flowers,—
One is near thee! He hath blest,
With His love, thy dark unrest.

Deeds of blackness done within.
Yet we found, forgiveness sure
‘When we sought His presence pure.

How shalt thou redemption know?
How! O let us make the soul
For our God's supreme control,
Then what glory ours shall be,
In our vast eternity |
;

—Cong. & Recorder.

Bo

20, 1869.

I had long promised myself a month

of

* recreation and visiting with friends at
Hangchow and in that vicinity. A hard sumthan

usual

care

a rest was

imperative.
Hangchow is about 150 mgles south-west

from Shanghai.

The course lies up

the

river to Ka-hing,

and

the

thence

Grand Canal, all the way by
is a great variety of size

through

soil,

and

something

of

the

Of those old, infirm or sick, who

stricken.

Chinese Correspondence.
Nov.

the

wealth which God has lavished upon this
part of China.
Where are the millions who inhabited
this rich plain when the rebellion swept
over it nearly ten years ago? They nearly
all fled a$ the approach of the rebels, panic-

Brother, leave this dread unrest,

more

fled _but a

ness of

Fy

Trust the Saviour and be blest.

with

while others, seeking to escape,

state of cultivation, teeming with population and yielding rich crops of silk.
Here and there, at long distances, a family, or one of its members has returned, and
is reclaiming the homestead. Hence there
are some bright spots revealing the rich-

One by one our hopes shall fly,
Only we shall never die.
In that land to which we go,

work,

threshold,

stretching far away, are rich arable lands,
once laid under, if not the highest, a high

We shall enter death’s dark vale;

and anxiety, made us feel that

the

the

arow along the canal’s bank. On either side,

Brother, earth and time must fail,~

mer’s

upon

they
or

You see three or four, somewere erect®d.
times a dozen, of these costly structures in

we must know and feel
wounds that Christ must heal,
griefs that He must cure.
want that will endure ;
increasing to the end,
in this Heavenly Friend.

CHINA,

falling

whether

and disease,

most every Chinese city.
Although they
have likely stood hundreds of years, they
are in a state of good preservation, and
will continue perhaps for hundreds’or thousands of years more,to perpetuate the memory of the persons in whose name ‘they

Guilt of trespass and of sin,

SaANGHAI,

hunger

grand- canal are substantial, elaborately
¢arved stone monuments, or ba-lu, such as
may be seen erected over the streets in al-

Brother, we have all been weak;
Guilt of ours we may not speak;

—

and

few rods before they met death—none here
can ever know.
Along the banks of the

Brother, in whose heart is strife,

Brother,
‘We have
‘We have
Love we
Strength,
Find we

~ What

stumbled

this deserted house to die;

in Doubt.

——r

have

sick, and famishing, lay down in and about
perished with

One

you

tant home, who, reaching this point- weary,

+:

To

boat.
There
and style of

remained in their houses, many perished
from hunger, disease and the sword.
Oné told me that his family fled at the
approach of rebels, leaving his aged grandmother who refused to go, believing the
rebels would respect age and spare her.
The tide swept quickly past.
Returning a
few days after to see how she had fared,

and if she could not be induced to seeka
place of greater security, she was found
stretched upon the pavement of the reception hall, weltering in her blood!
Many who left their homes in great haste
and with little means for support or traveling

among

strangers, were

soon

our company, and as he was in haste to be
Hangchow

to attend

a

meeting,

our

boats were selected rather for speed than
comfort; still with what we took aboard,
we managed to make ourselves quite com-

fortable.
All along this route you have constantly
recurring evidence of the great fertility of

the scil.

In the hands of foreigners and

with their * appliances,” it would
yield
most bountiful crops.
But alas, ruins, ruins, ruins, ruins, constantly: meet the eye.
In every diregtion, you see the remains of

former cities, villages, hanilets

and farm-

houses. In some cases the destruction of
life and property has been so complete, that
whole cities with very little exception still
lie heaps of ruins.
A few houses, about
two or three of the gates, a street or two
partially restored, and here and there a
mere hovel are all that remain to

mark the

place where formerly stood a fine city of
great wealth'and extensive trade. Ka-shen,
Kabing-foo and Shah-mung must have
been entirely destroyed,except the walls,and
in some cases these have been rebuilt,show-

ing that even they did
general destruction.
evidence of the great
than the density of
tion.

not always escape the
There is no better
fertility of the soil
the former popula-

At Ka-hing, half way to Hangchow, you
enter the Grand canal which has its southern ferminus at Hangchow, and its northern near Pekin.
The banks were formerly

lined on one side or the other with
some and

substantial stone

with & * tow-path.”

By

wall,

a handcrowned

are slowly

claimed, and these ruined

very

by

the

being re-

and once

heart

nearly

of China,

the

most wealthy and important part, commex
cially considered.
These wastes will be
reclaimed for the culture of silk, and these
cities, real centers of trade, will rise

The Ameriéan Bible

again.

Society is in the

field with its native colporters, traversing
all this region, offering these poor returning exiles the Chinese Bible and the comforts of the gospel.
One of these men told me that in canvassing the neighboring province he saw the
bones of more dead men than he met living!

In most of thesé parts the gospel was of-

fered and rejected before the rebel raid.
What would have been their history if they
had ‘accepted Christ as their King? Their
story can but remind us of God's. dealings
with his ancient

people,

with nations

and

individuals in these times.
The remnants that return seem more favorably disposed towards the gospel. Affliction subdues and humbles the heart, and
those that remdin of this formerly dense
population are much more likely to receive the gospel than in the days of their

wealth, prosperity and pride.

seven

and

in this large
First, led
the residence
Manchester,

town.
:
by a colored man, I visited
of ‘‘Friend” S. H. Jores, of
Me.,
on 23d street, No 9.

Friend Jones is under the patronage of
association of
and has under
of whom are
two from N.

an

Friends in the state of N. Y.,
his care twelve teachers,eight
from N. Y., one from Maine,
H. and two from the city of

Richmond. One of the latter is a lady,once
a slave holder. They are. doing a nobie
work.
Friend Jones is assistant state superintendent of schools, and has,also, xecently been elected to the board of education

in

this’ city. Next,

accompanied by Mr.

Jones, I visited Bro. Chas. H. Corey, D. D.,

and his lady from N. H.
of fifty-five

teachers

Mr. C. has charge
and

ministers,

(col-

ored) and they occupy the buildings once
used by the slave dealers! Messrs. H.
W. Goodman and Mr. S. Gardiner are his
assistants. Three of the pastors (colored)
of the city are daily in attendance at this
institution. Itis called the Bolivar Institute
and is in a prosperous condition.

At

night

I attended meeting at the 1st Baptist church
and enjoyed the opportunity of speaking

twelve hundred freedmen.
seat fifteen

hundred.

to

The house will

At

the

close

of the

religious services, a wedding occurred.
Six attendants, the ladies all in white, stood
with the happy pair. The ceremony was
well conducted and accompanied with excel»
lent music.
;
In this church, Rev. J. W. Dunjee was
accustomed

I

met

to worship when a young man,

with those who

remembered

him

with affection.

walls of Castle Thunder are of brick,
and the building next tothe river is four

deserted cities are being rebuilt, but it will
take many years for them to attain their
former wealth and grandeur,if they ever do.
Still this is the

making

Few-

like the old lady, died

hand of violence.
These rich plains

P. M.,

The next forenoon, I visited Libby Prison
and Castle Thunder, whereso manyof our
‘union soldiers famished and died. The

and other diseases swept them off.
er, perhaps,

at 2 1-2 o'clock,

one half hours from Washington. Interested in all that pertains to the cause
of missions and of schools among the
Freedmen, and wishing to krow something
of their conditionin the state capital from
personal observation, I tarried a day in
the city. I was pleased tofind every col-ored person, of whom I chose to inquire,
familiar with the names and places of the
leading men in the schools for the freedmen

reduced

boats, and you may have your choice. A “want and beggary and,hyddied together
friend had already waited one day to have by the hundreds and thousands, contagious
in

0

Nos
me

MORNING

WEDNESDAY,

a

NEW YORK, AND DOVER, N. H., FEBRUARY 2, 1870.

X1.,V.,

THE

Ls

The

mis-

sionaries are geeking to make the most of
this favorable opportunity, and a line of

stories high. I confess to great sadness of
heart from the recollections and suggesttions
accasioned by the sight of this gloomy old
prison. What mavel that a God of justice
should curse this fair land!
Much of the and of Wa. is in the market.
Many of the better class of citizens desire that people from abroad should come in
and purchase property. They say, * This
is the only way this state can recover
itself, and enter upona career of improvement.” Multitudesof the farmers are taking

advantage of the bankrupt act as the means
of settling up their deranged business affairs,
and so their farms are sold at auction for
what they will bring. In some cases,
a tract of land of average quality will be
struck off as low as for four or five dollars
per acre.
Business is said to be dull,

all along

the

route from Maine to N. Carolina. But soon
the spring will open upon the country in
these parts, and

all will

be

lively

again.

The extreme south is calling for colored
laborers, and many already have gone from
old Va. to those parts to grow the cotton,
cane and rice.

:

I reached New Berne, N. C., on the

inst.
Sy

14th

Letters will reach me here.
A. H. MORRELL.

Boston

Notes.

— OP

—

RELIGIOUS.

Mission. The two former go out for the third

meeting of the society in Washington

‘time to this field of labor; the two latter are
just commissioned. The missionaries go out

ly, and various plans were discussed for the

aid

of the

sub-stations stretches from Ningpd, say 150
miles to
Hangchow, about north-west,
thence to Shanghai,about
the same distance.

hapels and preaching places in the city and surrounding country. * * # The work extends in

all directions from F'oochow as the center; on

sionary Association. Farewell soiries were
held also in connection with the departure of

promotion of its interests. The treasury
i< nearly exhausted, and several companies
of two and three hundred each are awaiting

the east about 40 miles to the ocean;on the
south nearly 100 miles; on the west about the

transportation to Liberia.

Rev. M. Randall and daughter,and two other

Instead of no native helpers,they have now about

that Republic show a gradual improvement;

young ladies, at the missionary rooms a few
days since.
:
Among the many good enterprises of our

better houses are built, plantations are enlarged, sugar and coffee farms are opened,

under

the

direction

of the

American

Mis-

churches in behalf of the freedmenof
South, there is

the

none more worthy of

* Mission

mendation than that carried on during the
past two and a halt years by some of the
New
England
Sabbath schools. These
schools, to the number of one hundred, haye

been raising subscriptions for the purpose
of furnishing to the children of freedmen
the Bible primers,published by the American
Bible Union, for circulation at the South.

¢

‘“ MASTERS."

Events

of the
—

Week.

PC

ARRIVAL OF THE PEABODY FLEET.

The British steamship Monarch, bring-.
ing the remains of Mr. George Peabody and
convoyed by the United States gunboat
Plymouth,

noon

arrived

on the 25th.

in

Portland

Accordirg

harbor

at

to the pro-

Reports

and there are abundant signs
and tranquillity.

com-

”

from

of prosperity

40.

Fourteen

Mr.

over 900 baptized Chinese in connection with the
three Missionary Societies laboring here.”

‘Washington Correspondence.

Field.

—

————

Bacheler,

of

was not a church

ago there

years

nor even one baptized Chinaman in all this
region; now there are about 60 Ghurshes and

INDIA.
Rev.

on the north 70 or 80 miles.

and

distance,

same

Gee

‘WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 26, 1870.
the

Orissa

mission,

ADMISSION OF VIRGINIA.

writes in a late letter: ‘“You have heard of the

The Virginia questionis ended at last, somerecent baptisms. We are just now organizing
The
what to the relief of all parties concerned.
the converts into a working body.
We have
debate in the Senate closed with another sharp
been preparing for this work among the Santals
collision between Mr. Trumbull and Mr. Sumfor years, and it now seems as though God’s
ner. The most ludicrous thing of this kind, dartime to work for their redemption is at hand.
ing the debate, was the attack of Mr. Morton
There have been men enough who have boldly
The whole scene was as ifa
upon Mr. Sumner.
professed their faith in Christianity, and some
In all
sparrow-hawk should peck at an eagle.
have been praying men, but all this excited no
these personal attacks it is apparent that Mr,
opposition.
Four months ago, we organized a | Sumner has inspired senators with a sense of his
class of inquirers who
publicly proclaimed
superiority, which, though unwelcome,cannot be
themselves Christians among their countrymen,
shaken
off.—Contrary to general -expectation,
and nobody seemed to care for that. But their
Drake’s amendment prevailed by a close vote,
baptism has raised 4 breeze!
Out-siders all at
and paved the way for the easy acceptance of
once refused to eat with them,:and they are re- Wilson’s and Morton’s amendments.
On the fiproached and threatened.
Children are with
nal vote, Mr. Sumner abstained from voting.
drawn from the schools lest they should become
Though he had voted for the various amend-

All this indicates life, and it enables ments,he was not willing to votefor the bill,
the converts to show what spirit they are of.
even with them. Mr. Kellogg of La., caused the
mains will lie in state on board the Monarch The three brothérs,—two of whom were bap- rule to be read which requires every senator
0, and the other to be baptized “present to: vote, but the Vice President would
until Saturday the 29th, when they will be tized a month
removed to the shore and lie in state in the next Sabbath,—are probably the wealthiest San- not take the hint, and no one calling the attens
tal family in this district.”
tion of the chair to the fact that Mr. Sumner had
city building until the Tuesday following,
The Jan. No.of the Missionary Magazine
not voted, though present, the matter dropped,
when funeral services will be performed un- has a notice of another step of Indian progress.
der the direction of the United States .au- A weekly Christian newspaper in the Bengali and the vote was declared, 47 to 10. On Monday
the bill came before the House for concurrence
thorities. Subsequently, they will be con- language is being conducted by native brethren in the Senate amendments,and occasioned a very
veyed by special train to Peabody, Mass., of various churches. It bears the title of ‘‘Sap- lively scene. It was apparent from the first that
where final service and interment will take | tahik Songbad,” (The Weekly News). A quoted the House would concur in the Senate ameadextract cites the liberality of the native Chrisments,;and thé coalition and concord between the
place.
The distinguished
honors, shown
tians in the Madras Presidency, and thus apby two nations to his remains, but poor- peals to the Bengali Christians: “These people Democratic and Republican sides of the House,
ly express the esteem in which Mr. Pea- are not prosperous like the Calcutta Christians. which existed on the passage of Bingham’s bill,
was suddenly dissolved.
The final vote in the
body is held for his unparalleled . chari- * * *How great their zeal to be independent House, as in the Senate, was a, strictly party
churches!
By reason of their zeal, their povties.
vote, ayes 136, nays 58. This morning the Presi.
erty is able to place no hindrance in the way of dent approved the bill, and so Virginia resumes
THE FRANKING PRIVILEGE.
their desire. We have no such zeal. We are
the place she abandoned so madly nine years
The earnest efforts for the "abolition of in the receipt of 100, 150, 200 rupees monthly sal- since. The Virginians were exceedingly jubiary,
yet
we
impose
upon
foreigners
the
charge
of
the Franking privilege are beginning to
lant over the passage of Bingham’s billby the
have theireffect. The House voted on Thurs- supporting those who every Sunday instruct us House, but the bill as it finally passed is not so
in the truths of religion, and we think nothing
joyfully received.
It is no doubt true that many
day for itsaboiition. The post office comaboutit ourselves. * * * Now, Bengali brethren,
mittee brought in its bill providing that af- let us in every respect seek to exhibit a desire to ex-rebels voted forthe new constitution with
a wry
face,
and
promised
themselves
intev the first of next July, no matter shall go
be independent. How
long shall we continue
demnity
when
the
State
was
restored
and
in
through the muils free. There wasan ex- to cling to the neck of foreign Christians?”
their control. The conditions imposed are a
From
the
late
Annual
Report
of
our
General
ceedingly noisy debate for an hour or two
“lion in the way,” and very perceptibly diminBaptist Brethren in southern Orissa, we learn
over its adoption, in which many sharp
ish their exultation.
that, though death has removed some of their
Sn
things were said and a number of amendlaborers, still they have reaped a rich harvest
PRINCE ARTHUR.
ments offered,to exempt country newspapers the past year. Twenty-seven have been added
His Royal Highness, Prince Arthur,is here,and
by baptism to the
church in
Berhampore,
from the operation of tbe bill. All these
is the “lion” just now.
On Sunday he attended
and
36
at
Piplee.
Two
of
the
native
preachpropositions were rejected, and the bill was
an Episcopal
church, and the crowd in and
the
passed in a hurry, just as’'it came from the ers of the church made a tour among
around the building was so great that
a police
Teloogoos
on
the coast
south
of Berhamcommittee and with only 14 opposing votes. pore, hitherto: unvisited. The attention of force was detailed to preserve order, - When
Itis hardly probable that the Senate will the people to their gospel message quite cheered about to leave the church, the rush to see him
was quite rude, and must have given him an unact upon it in such a manner, but something
them, while their desire for books and tracts was
favorable impression of the manners of our peoof the kind is likely to pass during the ses- most intense. One man ran a full mile after the ple, and a contempt for their overweening curi|
brethren
to
obtain
a
copy
of
Matthew’s
gospel.
sion.
osity to see a sprig ofroyalty.
On Monday he
At Cuttack, says the Report, the story of the
visited both Houses of Congress, and was a specA ROYAL VISITOR.
past year is one of severe-toil und heavy trial; | | tator
of the sharp set-to of Bingham, Butler and
Prince Arthur, in other words, Arthur
sweetened by .arge success.
The Lord has given
Farnsworth.
He was probably more impressed
showers of blessings; 83 have been added to the
Patrick Guelph, a son of Queen Victoria,
with the vigor than the dignity and decorum: of
arrived in New York on Friday, the 21st. church, a larger number than during any previ- Congressional debate. He has also twice paid
ous year since the commencement of the misHe is merely on a pleasure tour, and his sion. Nor is the gracious visitation withdrawn his respects to the President and his family at
the White House.
He is accompanied constantly
arrival excites but little attention. A re- or restrained; the ‘‘wind” is still blowing, and by the British Minister, and is, of course, the
ception was given him by a few private in- a goodly number are anxious to join themselves recipient of the most careful and loyal attention
gramme

dividuals

as

at present

in New

arranged,

York,

the

re-

after ‘which

he

proceeded to Washington, where he was
entertained by Mr. Thornton, the British
minister. He has attended a private dinner or two, and several parties and a ball

have been given in his honor, but as his
visit has no political significance nor official
importance, it is not likely

to

be marked

by any public demonstration. Hé is the
third son of British royalty who has visited this country, William the IVth and
the Prince

of Wales having preceded

him.

A COLORED U. 8S. SENATOR.
Mr. Hiram R. Revel has been elected to the
United States Senate to serve out an unexpired term. He is a colored man, and his
entrance to the Senate marks an era in public

progress.

He was born a free man,

and

has spent the most of his time in acquiring
an education and laboring for his own race.
He is a graduate of Ooerlin College, and
at the opening of the war was performing
the office of a Methodist minister in Baltimore. He immediately gave his services
to the Government, and assisted in organizing the first two colored regiments of

Maryland

aud

Missouri.

He

has

always

associated himself with moral and literary
efforts in the South and West, and is every-

where respected as an able and intelligent
man. His presence in Congress is a strik-

ing evidence of the change in public

opin-

Another Free church movement is about ion during the last ten years.
to be inaugurated in Boston. The moveRED RIVER COUNTRY.
the sail, when the wind blows in the right
ment is the result of the recent attempt to
The rebellion still continues.
Discondirection,
and aman on the tow-path, pullBut I must close.” I am glad of the pros- unite the Charles Street Baptist church and
ing,
you are sure of attaining a speed pect of welcoming'the Star each month,and
the Somerset Street church (D. Neale’s),but tent and uneasiness on the part of the nasomething less than that of a steamer. though I may not be able to write you so which could not be brought about. A. few tives, resulting from imagined tyrauny and
If you request the Captain *‘ to slow,” often ag that, yet you shall hear from me of the hard working members of the Charles oppression on the part of the would-be
affording you an opportunity to take a ram- sometimes, and perhaps I will give you Street church, unwilling to seek church rela- rulers, make the condition of affairs any
tions elsewhere, set to work in earnest to thing but hopeful. . A few leading spirits,
ble along the banks, you will find much. more clippings from wy trip to Hangchow.
see what could be done, and have secured detgymined to prolong the difficulty and
- wild land covered with brushwood, inter‘
Tora.
the consent of the pew-holders to have the secure a warat all hazards, fire the passions
vening between sparsely scattered farmpews free, and havearranged for sustain- of the more peaceably disposed with false
houses and hamlets.
A more carefal exSeven Fools.
reports and exciting rumors, and thus keep
ing the enterprise.
amination will reveal the fact that these
alive the flame that should have died away
lands have recently supported a great popA
series
of
lectures
to
discuss
important
The angry man, who sets his own house
ulation. Working your way into one of on fire in order that he may burn that of religious themes has just been inaugurated long ago. The negotiations of General
these tangled forests, you find you stand in his neighbor.
in this city. The fit of the course was de- Thiebault are likely to prove beneficial, howThe envious man, who canthe midst of what had been a fine mulber- not enjoy life because others do. The mur- livered last Sabbath evening at the Shawmut ever, by helping both parties to a better
ry orchard. A few steps further bring dercr, who for the consideration of a few Congregational church, President Harris, of understanding of each other. A depu‘ayou to the ruins of the house of the former pounds, gives the liberty to hang him, Bowdoin College, being the lecturer. His tion of half-breeds i to be sent from Red
occupant. It is also overgrown with brush- The hypochondriac, whose highest happi- topic was * The Christian idea of I’rogress, River to Ottawa, with every prospect of securing an amicable adjustment of the difwood, grass and weeds.
in contrast with the Naturalistic.”
:
ness consists in rendering himself miseraficultivs existing’ between the Canadians
The roof has fallen or Been burnt, ‘while ble. The jealous man, who poisons his
He is to be followed by Prof. Herrick,
and
half-breeds,
the walls remain in a state of some perfec- own banquet, and then eats of it:
Prof. Geo, P. Fisher, Prof. J. A. Seelye and
The
tion ; or through the broken roof, but par- miser, who starves himself to death in order other prominent men. The lectures are free
COLONIZATION.
tially destroyed, the branches of trées have that his heirs may feast,
to all. Rev. Geo. P. Claflin and/ wife, | The colonization society is still in existThe slanderers,
penetrated, while around their roots, where who tell tales for the sake of giving their Miss L. M. Dowling, and Miss E. Beecher, ence,
and its wants ave occasionally
&' once contented family was domiciled, enemy an opportunity to prove them a liar. on the 20th inst left Beston for the Mendi brought before the public. There was a
the

‘‘scull”, applied constantly night and day,

late-

Christians.

to the Lord.

’
MADAGASCAR.
tidings from Madagascar, that reach us

from all the members of the British Legation,
In personal appearance there is nothing remarks

from month to- month, foreibly remindus of the
prophetic promise, ‘‘A nation shall be born in a
day.”
The marvelous progress of Christ’s Kingdom on that island is without
a parallel in our
time, and should greatly quicken the faith and
zeal of every friend of missions.
Another vic-

rather below the medium size, of blonde complexion, modest appearance, and, were he not a
prince, would not be regarded by the ladies as &
very handsome young man,

The

tory is achieved, ‘“‘another chapter im Madagascar history is written,” Her leading idols have
been publicly burnediand she has entered the
community of Christian natjons.
Mr. Pool,
writing to the English Independent from Antananarivo, the capital of the .islaud, narrates
the following particulars.
The keepers of the
great national idol and the people of the villages
belonging to it, had assumed a rebellious attitude, refusing to obey the Queen, and intimating
that the god had medicine that kills (meaning
poison), which it intended to use. On the Sth of
Sept., the keepers and others connected with the
national idol came to the capital toclaim their
supposed rights as nobles.
The government immediately sent the chief Secretary of State, with
others high in rank, in haste to the idol’s village
to burn the idol before the return of its keepers.
On arriving at the village, a distance of seven
miles, the first thing was to read the Prime minister's letter and secure possession of the idol’s

house.

A fire was then kindled, and the long

cane which usually preceded the idol in processions or journeyings,
was cast into it; then
twelve bullocks’ horns from which the sacred
sprinklings were made; three scarlet-umbrellas
followed, and the silk Lamba, er loose flowing
garment which concealed
the idol when suspended on the person of its keeper as it traveled.
The idol’s case succeeded, and, lastly, the idol
itself, on seeing which the people sald, “You
cannot burn him, he is ‘a god!” to which the
Christian officer replied, “If he be a god he will
not burn; we are going to try;” and when enveloped in flames one of them held it up on a

stick to show that it was burning.
scarcely

any

one

It seems that

of the present generation had

ever seen this noted

idol; all seemed astonished

at its insignificance.
An editorial in the Eng. Independent says: “The
inhabitants of the villages, seeing that they had

no longer any gods left

to worship, sent to the

Qucen to ask what their religion was to be for
the future, and who was to teach them the
knowledge of the true God,
The missionaries
and native pastors were summoned to the Prime

Minister's house, and
the responsibiiity

he himself suggested that

of supplying them with teach-

ers should be devolved ‘on the churches already
existing, and that the government should have
nothing to do with the matter,”
.
CHINA.

Mr. Doolittle, in a recent article in the New
York

Evangelist,

in

speaking

of the Foochow

missions,thus contrasts the present with the state
of things thirteen or fourteen years ago: “Instead

of there being no Protestant chapels in the'adjacent- country, and but five or six small build.
ings erected to serve as chapels in the city and
suburbs, there are mow 60 church buildings

able or distinguished

about the Prince.

He is

FISK AND THE GOLD PANIC.

| ‘We have also bad a visit from a notoriety

of

another sort in the person of James Fisk, Jr.
He
and his partner in Erie
rascalities,
Jay

Gould, were before the committee investigating
the gold panic of September last.

istics of Gould’s

testimony

The character-

were

caation

and

reticence.
He confined himself to the exact
ground covered by the questions and disclosed
nothing exceptas drawn out by the interrogator. Not so with Mr. Jame Fisk, Jr. No sooner was. opportunity given than he started off
with the promptness of a cork froma bottle of
champagne, and for two hours he *‘ boiled over”
ina perfectly characteristic manner, to the great
amusement of the committee, if not to their enlightenment. According to Fisk, the gold speculation originated in this manner:
The Erie road
depends largely upon the transportation of grain
for its business. Last summer Fisk and Gould

conceived the theory that in order to secure the
movement of grain it was necessary to put up
the premium on gold.
They dined and inter.
viewed the President to impress him with their
theory and to secure the aidt.of the government,
so far at least a8 to suspend sales of gold, but

without effect. Secretary Boutwell
was equally
opposed to their theories.
But, meanwhile,
Gould made the acquaintance of Corbin, and he
entered into their scheme and assured them that
he was in the confidence of Grant and could control the action of the government in its sales of
gold, and that a great deal of money might be
made by putting up the price of gold.
Gould
thereupon commenced to buy gold.
For a time
the premium fell instead of rising, and Fisk,
after conferring with Corbin and receiving assurance from him that the government would not
interfere, came to the rescue of his friend Gould,
by entering into the speculation, and the price
of gold was advanced to 160,wheén the crash came
through Boutwell’s
order to sell government
gold.
He implicated no government. official excepting Butterfield, the Asst. Sec. of the Treas.

urery.
STATUE

OF

GEN.

GREENE,

. The statue of Gen. Greene was formally presented to the government by the

State

of Rhode

Island, through Senator Anthony, on Thursday
‘and bas been placed in the old Hall of Representatives. It is from the chisel of H. H. Browne,
and is a beautiful specimen of his art. It represents the general standing in the full costume
of a continental General, his head is bare, his

left hand carries his sword in its scabbard, while

across the left arm is thrown his military cloak,
its folds reaching
the ground and furnishing an
ingenious supportto the figure. The pos? is free

and graceful, and altogether the statue is a credit
to American Art, and worthy of the subject ana
tlace.
Ww.
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have come

Among

under my observation.

* * * *

a large class Of our population, in-

him for

the proper

subjects of interest.

discussion

of popular
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Men for missionaries and money to sus- -carries them away captive despite them- days of inspection given to this thing—the
of Bessamer steel. I had
tain their operations are among the great selves. ‘¢ TF wish,” said one such’ reluctant manufacture
skepticto us the other day, ** that I had seen the machinery, ‘the converter,” the
‘temperance in early life is the direct and you will soon find that you neednever leave wants of the age, for the conversion of the your Christ. But to me Christ is dim, dis- blowing apparatus; the molten iron, five
At present, wissionaties can be tant, intangible.”
immediate cause of every kind of immorali- your own church for intellectual or spiritu- world.
‘I would be
glad,” tons in weight, converted into steel in ten ,
said
another,
**
to
believe
immediately.
I minutes by a process so grand that it is
had
in
most
denominations,
but
‘there
is
a
vice, s and soon leads 1to
and
Prive.
profligacy
ty,
0 |, al stimulus,
Convocation on’ Intemperance.
lack of fands. Three of the largest Mis- want to believe. I do not djsbelieve. But | worthy a long journey to see it. All the
the commission of crimé. As the young of |5
s—l—
5
I have no assurance.” Many a “sail comes possible results of this wonderful invention
sionary Societies of our country, The Amer- ‘to
both sexes grow up, the habitof intoxicaanchorage out in the fog simply because I had traced out with delight. ‘And is,
Our
Bible
and
Tract
Cause.
In a former article, I spoke of the reican Board, The American. Missionary As- it cannot see the lights which guide to the then, this Bessamer steel invention. the
tion increases upon them, and inevitably
port of a Committee appointed by the Consociation and that of the Methodist Church,
leads to crimes of violence of the most seharbor. If skepticism is sometimes a fault, greatest sight of your trip ?” asked my eavocation of Canterbury, and promised some rious description, including murders, man:
Again we must ask: Have our friends altogether raise about
one million dollars it is _ oftener a misfortune. Now for such ger questioner—not in words, butby her
farther account of it. The chairman of
‘quite forgotten that the mission is in need yearly. All others may do as much more. reluctant skeptics there is always the ring- eager looks. No, it was not.
slaughter, rapes, robberies and violent asI had, one day, examined with very
ing of a fog-bell. It is happier, doubtless,
this committee was Rev. John Sandford,
saults. * * * Itis frequently veay painful of Scriptures and tracts to enable it to pros- This is not enough for our country ‘to do. to come into God's harbor through fair great satisfaction the depositsof block-coal
archdeacon of Coventry, and there were
ecute its work ?
;
:
Friends of God, a great work is on our weather and beneath blue skies. But even in Clay County, Indiana; and forecasted
to find honest and well-disposed and hardalso on it, Dr. Alford, Dean of Canterbury ;
We have now in progress a volume of hands. The heathen are in darkness, sor- the most constitutional doubter may come the changes in ‘business to be wrought by
working
men,
who
do
not
belong
to
the
Dr. Hook, Dean of Chichester; Dr. StanScripture selections in Santal, the gospel row ‘and woe. They are perishing.
Listen this discovery. The next day I had gone
We thither by following the fog-bell.
criminal clady, placed in the dock for seéley, Dean of Westminster; five other archof Matthew in Bengali, and three volumes can help save them. Godholds us respon- to its message:
‘If any man will do his rapidly over the prairies of Illinois, looking
deacons, seven canons, and two prebenda- rious crimes committed under the influence of Hymns in Bengali, Oriya and Santal,
will he shall know of the doctrine.”
* Oh! with amazement, not at the corun-fields, but
sible, and bids us do what we can: with our
taste and see that the Lord is good.” Doc- at the wheat-fields, which were then being
ries. The report states that in addition to of drink, and who, if they had been in pos- New and
large
editions
of
tracts
are
might. Let us give to spread the glorious trines are doubtful, but duty is plain. harvested. I had never seen such a displa
information received from the clergy of session of their senses, would never have called for every now and then, asthe state
gospel in the earth.
Then we can pray and Christian experience does not wait on Chris- of harvest glories as there were displ
thought
of
committing
such
crimes.”
the dioceses in the province of Canterbury,
of our work demands. The press has al- be heard. If we make sacrifices,in giving, tian understanding. There is a better way «And were the fields of block-coal and the
Lord Chief Baron Kelly, 26th of Fébrua- ready been running on credit for some
which contains a. population of 14,071,164,
God will give us richness of soul.
Our la- out of skepticism than that which investiga- vast fields of yellow wheat this wonderful
ear the greatest sight of your trip?” No,
“forms of inquiry” had been sent to the ry, 1869, says: ‘‘Atthis moment I can only weeks. I had earnestly hoped that in our
tion affords.
Philanthropy is the road to
bor
in
the
Lord
will'not
be
in
vain.
= We" piety.
y no means.
;
:
:
“He that loveth his brother abideth
governors and chaplains of prisons, and express my belief,—indeed, I may say my remittance for the present quarter some apshall know of the extension of the reign of inthe light, and there is none occasion of
I had seen the Mississippi, both above
heads
‘of the constabulary throughout conviction,—that two-thirds of the crimes propriation would have been made, but
Emmanuel,
apd finally have a reward in stumbling in him.”
and below its confluence with the Missouri,
Great Britain; to the superintendents of which come before courts of law in this have been disappointed.
How often to the Christian there come It is a great river always, even when it is
heaven.
F.
country
are
occasioned
chiefly
by
intemperLunatic Asylums in England and Wales;
at a low stage of water; but now: it is bankthese experiences of doubt!
Everything
Yesterday the “remittance came in the
ance.” And the testimony of other judges | form of a ‘Letter of Credit,” two months
to the Judges, the Reeorders, the Coroners
which seemed true seems uncertain; every- full, and both it and its great tributary are
thing which "seemed clear grows dim. sublime. To stand on the bank of such a rivand the Masters of workhouses throughout and Police Magistrates is to the same ef- behind time, it is true, but not the less acLandmarks
disappear.
The light of men er, and consider whence it comes, what vast
fect;
so
is
that
of
governors
and
chaplains
England.
Hence, the report contains not
———
ceptable for that. It had been reposing
seems
to
burn
dimly
and
more dimly, and distances it traverses, what vast areas it
merely the judgment of the clergy of the of prisons; and of chief constables, and su- with Pharoah and his hosts in the bottom of
If we are really superior to others, at lastis quite beclouded. The soul can ne drains, reaching on one side the Alleghany
perintendents
of
police.
On
this
point
the
Province, “but of persons of intelligence
the Red Sea -for more than six weeks, hav- they much prefer finding this out them- longer see Jesus. It goes even to Calvary and on the other the Rocky Mountains, its
report gives the separate testimony of 211 ing gone down in the steamer Carnatic,
The thick darkness which envel- heads far up in the northern regions and its
.| in vain.
and
experience
throughout the
.realm,
selves, to hearing us tell them of it.
feet far down in thesouthern, is to invest
ops
the
cross
hides it from view.
whose acquaintance with the domestic and persons.
yet, strange to say, it came to hand alFrequently men are worse than apthis river with a prodigious interest. It is
Section O. is on ‘Intemperance and most as fresh as when it left Boston,—a lit“Butoh! when gloomy doubts prevail, _
social condition of our people, and whose
a great object, and I am thrilled whenever
pearances indicate; and our opinion of |
I
fear
to
call
thee
mine;
Pauperism.”
On
this
we
have
thetestimointerest in their welfare qualify them to
tle pale, but quite intelligible. A sprig ‘them lowers with closer acquaintance ; but
| 1 see it. “And was the Mississippi the
The springs of comfort seem to fail,
ny of 129 persons.
One governor of a from the graves of our sleeping ones at
speak on this subject with authority.”
greatest sight of your trip?” asked my
the more we know of Christ the more we
Aud all my hopes decline.”
young interrogators eyes, as plainly as her,
The report goes on to state ‘that drink- workhouse says: ‘Knowing the greater New Hampton, though it had somewhat
see to love in him.
Yet still, in his darkest hours, the Chris- lips could have done. And again I was
ing prevails in our commercial, manufac- portion of the inmates and their families as stained the letter that enclosed it, was still
The mouth is seldom worse than the tian can steer for the fog-bell.
When he compelled to say, No, by no manner of
turing and agricultural districts, and in 1 do, I think of the 237 inmates now in this green and in a perfect state of preservation.
heart,
and
we
may
well
beware
of
those
of
can
no
longer
see
his
Lord,
he
can
still hear means.
house,
that
two-thirds
are
here
by
intemexfrightful
a
to
Navy,
But no funds for our Bible and Tract
both the Army and
his
voice.
Through
the
thick
darkness ¢ “What then was the greatest sight?”
unclean
lips.
Among the causes of the evil perance, directly or indirectly.” Another: cause went on that visit to Pharoah. Our
“tent.”
Perhaps’ you will hardly believe me, and
which settles over the soul, there still may
Even among those whom we must be heard, though with muffled seund, the yet it is a fact, that greatest sight was a
which are enumerated, are the large num- «I think I may say that nine-tenths of the Treasurer probably had nothing to send,
count Christians we see many weaknesses
seventy-two years old,
sweet words, ‘* What is that to thee? Fol- feeble woman,
ber. of beer shops, and low public houses; able-bodied paupers come here directly or and so sent nothing.
whos& joints are badly islocated by rheu‘“Whosoever will, let him
the payment of wages and the transacting indirectly through intemperance.
I speak
Are “our churches prepared to drop from and frailties to deplore ; but when we step low thou me.”
matism, who has suffered almost intoleraoutside the narrow circle of Christian socie- take the water of life freely.”
of business in public houses; the giving from a very long experience.” Another:
the list of appropriations the Bible and
ble pain for years, and who has not taken
At
last
life
draws
to
its
close.
The
aged
gratuities in drink, and ‘‘the social prac«Two-thirds of pauperism spring from the Tract cause? If so, we shall soon learn the ty we behold almost universal stupidity, Christian nears the ¢‘ blessed, harbor of a single step for nine years. During a detice of drinking-bouts at marriages, chris- immoderate use of intoxicating drinks.” fact, and learn too to accept and meet the unbelief and wickedness.
God's saints.” But often, because flesh and cade she has suffered, and has no expectaThe great want of the world is not heart faints, and the eye
grows dim, faith tion of relief except in the grave. And yet,
tenings, and other festive occasions, and And another: ‘From my own experience in “condition” as best we may. We want
sufferer as she is, she is as sereneas a sumeven at funerals.” In reference to the re- a workhouse for upwards of thirty years, 1 but little, a very little, and I fear this fact so much a knowledge of the truth as a love also waxes feeble. The shores of the heav- mer evening which has no cloud. Her
enly
country
are
but
dimly
discernible.
A
© sults of the evil, the report says: ‘To this consider that fully one half of the adultin- is against us. Larger wants, (that admit of for the truth.
heavenly fog'hangs over Jordan.
Hopes gray hair lies smoothly on a perfectly
cause may be traced many of the crimes mates are there from the effects of their long and loud talking), are perhaps more
If a body.of believers have ability to that have accompanied ‘and befriended the placid brow, and her eyes meet yourswi
beamed
and miseries which disturb the peace of own intemperate habits.”
.
grow dim as gentle and kindly a look as ever
easily met, and yet these little wants are walk together in unity and love, to watch pilgrim from ‘the wicket gate
from a loving little child's eyes looking on
' states, and poison the happiness of families,
Section P. is on ‘Disease, Lunacy, and real and of vast importance. We are giv- over and pray fer each other, to come out and disappear. But even then, though the a mother.
Her tones are cheery and inwhile it depraves the character, impairs Sacrifice of Human Life.” One Coroner says: ing to the Santals the Scriptures, to some from the world and be separate from evil, light cannot be seen, the fog-bell can be spiring as a bird’s; and she told me about
heard.
the strength, shatters the health and nerves,
«As Coroner, an office I have held 42 years,
extent, and tracts in their own language. and thus to be mutual helps to each other,
An aged Christian man came to me in my the goodness of the Lord, and her confiand brings thousands to an early death. It 1 can say that more than half theviolent With the very providential openings among they have the requisite abilities for a Chris- study. ‘ Do you ever doubt,” said he, dent assurance of being at home, at rest,
is found to fill our prisons, our work- deaths may be traced to habits of intoxi- them and the increase of readers, we can- tian church.
‘“ that you are a Christian? Do you ever at no very distant day. She said the entire
doubt
that heaven will be yours at last? eighth chapter of Romans—just read it—is
houses, our Lunatic Asylums, and PenitenWe may suppose that he who was
cation.” And another: “Out of 500 in- not close this department of the press withI
can
no
longer see anything clearly, but I true, and she fully believes it to be true.
tiaries, and,—more than.any other cause,
quests in the last twelve months, it is my out serious detriment to the work.
That God manifest in the flesh, would best know trust my Saviour. At least, I want to trust And she is very
happy; so that I told my or complication of causes,—to frustrate the beliefthat one half or thereabouts are con- ‘must not be. Let us have three hundred how to speak to the understandings of men. him.
t sight
But am 1his oram I not? Who can little Christian friend that the
efforts and baffle the hopes of all who have nected more or less directly with the abuse dollars, at least, for the first half of 1870. In his discoures we behold the greatest tell ?” If there ever was one who had aright of my trip was not Lake Erie, nor Euclid
nor the iron horse and the iron
at heart the elevation and welfare of our of drink.”
simplicity and directness of expression, and to say with Paul, “I have fought a good Street,
Who will respond ?
O. R. BACHELER.
rail, nor the coal-fields, nor the wheatfight,
I
have
finished
my
course,
I
bave
people.” The Committee say that the rethe frequentuse of illustrations of the most
But I have not room for more of these ~ Midnapore, Nov. 25, 1869.
kept the faith; henceforth there is laid up fields, nor even the great, sublime Missisplies to their inquiries suggest many and
simple yet striking character.
Why would for me a crown of righteousness,” it was sippi ; but this aged
Christian woman, who
important statements. The publication of
varied remedies for intemperance, and they
had been so great asufferer, but was so
it not be well for us to take Christ as the this aged father in Israel.
And
yet,
all
this report must do good, and I should
Giving for Missions.
insert those which they think of most imstandard of pulpit proprieties. The more was dark. But when death came, as it did cheerful and serene in the midst of her sufthink all the more from the fact that only &
:
.
“a
ferings, and so perfectly joyful in hope of
portance, and think they are preparedto
we imbibe of his spirit and conform to his a few months later, he met it with unfal- heaven.
small portion of the Committee and of those
Yes, she seemed to me greater
Redemption and the whole “plan of savtering cheerfulness, and entered the ford,
recommend
as practicable,
in two distyle, the nearer shall we approach to pernot seeing the Lord who waited to receive than all the rest. For, said I, Christ by a
ing grace began and have been carried on
visions, viz., Non-Legislative and Legisla- who have furnished the facts are themBut they speak in the infinite goodness and love of the fection. Would we learn howto live and him, but cheered and guided to the harbor ward can make lakes, coal-fields, and the
In the former class are recommenda- selves total abstainers.
tive.
eat river; but to make such a sightas
speak so as to do
most
good,
we
can
by the ringing of the fog-bell.
*I will
what they know of the evils of intemper- Creator. ¢* God is love.”
at aged Christian woman, he must become
tions to the disuse of public houses for
never
leave
thee
nor
forsake
thee.”
‘When
learn
best
at
the
féét
of
Jesus.
They
make
ance, and I think that this testimony will
incarnate and die on the cross. Indeed,
Benefit Clubs, the payment of wages, and
THE OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTAL RELIGION.
a grievous mistake who would cast Jesus thou passest through the waters I will be she was the sight of my long journey
lead
many to ‘“Touch not, taste not.”
; and
with
thee,
and
through
the.
rivers
they
- the making of bargains; special teaching
It is to make people good, holy, in fact, aside for heathen models.
= J. HAYDEN.
whoever shall meet her by and by in the
shall not overflow thee; when thou walkin the schools on the evils of intemperance;
like Christ. ¢ Follow me.” ‘‘ Leaving us
est through the fire thou shalt not be burn- world of glory, and see what a Saviour
and the formation of “Temperance Sociean example that we should follow his steps.”
ed; for Iam the Lord thy God, the Holy made her such, will agree with me.
ties, Bands of Hope, and Young Men’s AsSome may
say the estimate is extravaOne of Israel, thy Saviour.”—Christian UnCrushing Ministers.
‘¢ He that saith he abideth in him, ought
gant; but {I still think that placid, joyful
sociations.” The- legislative remedies profon.
:
—
E—
himself also to walk, even as he walked.”
old sufferer, seated so helplessly in that
posed have reference to therestriction of
¢¢ The church can crush me if they see
GIVING TAUGHT IN NATURE.
chair, was the greatest sight of all the
the traffic within narrow limits, and close
sights of that interesting journey.—Prest.
fit, by
Tong]
to
fight
the battle alone;
The
Greatest
Sight.
The
blazing
sun
gives.
It
pours
down
with the following :
Tuttle in the Independent.
The Fog-Bell.
rr
f—
that is, by failing to attend the services on light and heat, causing life and energy,
“Your committee, in conclusion, are of
Sunday and Wednesday evenings.
Thé joy and gladness. It sends its blessings
When the traveler has been visiting some
opinion that as the ancient and avowed competition is great, and we are constantly
One evening in August I stood upon the remarkable region, he is often asked what
About Deacons,
to distant planets, and by its mighty atobject of licensing ‘the sale of intoxicating suffering from sensations, temperance lecdeck
inthe Straits of Mack- lie regards as the most wonderful place he
tractive power, holds the wheeling orbs inaw. of aAlllatedaysteamer
The travelers in England
a haze had filled the air and has visited.
liquors is to supply a supposed public want, tures, &c., which draw our people away.
A correspondent of one of our exchanges
obscured the forest-covered shores.
The might specify the British Museum, or St.
without detriment to the public welfare, a Ido the best I can, and will strike out that make up the Solar System in place.
The earth gives. It brings forth abun- trees, ‘suffering from a ‘long-continued Paul's, or the Tower, or Shakspeare’s writes in this plain, but perhaps not wholly
legal power of restraining the issue or re- courageously for life, for the church, for
dantly, supplying the wants of men. and drought, were like tinder. On every side birthplace, or some such object as the needless way about the diaconate and those
newal of licenses should be placed in the the cause and for myself, too.
I feel that beasts.
It gives every needed comfort and fires were blazing, set by some careless or greatest. The traveler in Belgium might holding the office:
hands of the persons most deeply inter- if I fail here, Iam done for. God knows I
malicious hand, or kindled by a casual name Waterloo; or in Holland, the dykes;
The sea gives clouds, and spark.
My objection to the present order of thin
ested and affected—namely, the inhabitants did not mean to get here, but I am here, convenience.
At the Saujt St. Marie the villagers or in France, Paris; or in Italy, St. Peter's.
‘If the clouds be had kept watch night and day, beating back Were ore to journey westward from New is, that deacons are elected for life, for
themselves—who are entitled to protection and now I mean to succeed or die; die per- the clouds give rain.
ever heard 6f a deacon
refull of water, they
empty themselves.” the advancing fires with whips of brush and York to the Pacific, he might name Ni- no one
from the injurious consequences of the haps, whether I succeed or not.”
signing
his
office unti
he resigned
agara,
or
the
Mississippi,
or
the
Snowy
pails
of
water.
On
one
long
point
of
land
The
earthgives
flowers
for
beauty
and
frapresent system. Such a power would, ir
So writes a dear brother who has recentthe flames, driven by the wind, had swept Range, or the great railway which spans breath. To this plan several strong objeceffect, secure to the districts, willing to ex- ly taken the pastoral charge of one of our grance ; fountains give us living water; for- down like an irruption of barbarians from the continent.
The traveler just from his tions exist. In the first place it Bw the
I
“ ercise it, the advantages now enjoyed by | city churches. He is now in full possession ests give fuel, timber and the healing balm; their forest hiding-places, and carried off in journey often selects incidents and objects church no chance to correct mistakes.
an hour a little hamlet of fishermen’s huts. which have interested his own mind as the say mistakes, for human judgment is not inthe numerous parishes in the Province of of the strength of early manhood, of more and birds give music.
fallible even in the election of a deacon.
The half-amphibious creatures who occu- means of interesting the mindsof others.
Canterbury, where, according to reports than average natural ability, has had the
‘ Around, beneath, below, above,
Not unfrequently it happens that a man is
ied them,Canadians
and half breeds, chief- He has seen some famous bridge,or tunnel,
‘Wherever
space
extends,
furnished to your committee, owing to the advantages of liberal culture and used them
chosen to the deaconship because the right
y,
had
barely
escaped
with
their
lives
by
or farm, or river, or man; he has met >with
There heaven displays its boundless love,
influence of the landowner, no sale of in- well.
Heis a humble, devout Christian.
some thrilling scene or achievement, and man will not serve, or because the church
taking
to
their
boats
or
plunging
into
the
And power with goodness blends.”
toxicating liquors is licensed.” And it is He is an earnest, enthusiastic worker for
waters of the lake and waiting till the fury he dwells on it with ecthusiasm ; and, in so at the time happens to be poor in material,
of the conflagration was past. As evening doing, he enlists the interest of his hearers and a good brother is elected, not because
added:
Christ. Few ministers combine in their
GOD IS BENEVOLENT.
drew on, the fall of smoke settled heavily in discourse, whether in private or public. any one thought he®* was adapted for a posi“Few, it may be believed, are cognizant characters more elements of success than
Benevolence is a disposition to do good, over us. A dense fog, creeping up from
Who can hear a man say without a thrill, Nok, but because he was the only one availof the fact,~~which has been elicited by the he, and if he fails to make good his brave —good will, kindness, charitableness, love the surface of the lake, mingled with it. “Istood here behind these breastworks on able.
:
A revival occurs, a man is converted—a
present inquiry,—that there are at this and honestly spoken intentions, it will be of mankind, with efforts to promote their The lurid lights of distant forest fires gradu- Cemetery Hill, and saw the Louisiana
man of power—social influence and energy,
time, within the Province of Canterbury, | through no fault of his.
happiness. The Lord doeth good continu- ally were veiled beneath this thickening Tigers rush up that lane and leap over into just the man for the deaconship but alas, a
upwards of one thousand parishes in which
Will they crush him? Not intentionally. ally. How great is his mercy, how strong gloom. The sun went down as red as these works for a desperate hand-to-hand pious negation ; a devout nonentity is on the
though it were itself in conflagration. No struggle”? How excited we used to. bethere is neither public house nor beer But the crushing will be none the less sure, | his love, how tender hiscompassion.
*‘The stars could pierce the heavy veil which cpme when the old Polish lecturer, Colonel throne,and the church must wait some forty
shop, and where. in consequence of the none the less certain. If they allow every Lord is good, a strong hold in the day of wrapped the earth.
The rocky coast of Lebruenowski, would describe what he saw years for him to pass to his reward before
again, fa
absence of - these inducementsto crime and transient meteor that flashes across the sky trouble.” ¢* He maketh his sun to rise on Mackinaw, which for halt an hour nad been in the terrible campaign to Moscow, or on his, position can be filled. Or
pauperism, according to the evidence be- to draw them away from their own place the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain ‘dimly discernible, could be seen no longer. the field of Waterloo? Half his power was brother is elected under the impression that
Years pass, and at last, hope
With the setting sun the cloud which en- ‘in the fact that he was relating facts which he will grow.
fore the Committee, the intelligence, morali- of worship, and leave their pastor, with on the just and on the unjust.”
-¢‘The wrapped us grew dense.” The very objects seemed to himself to be the most remarka- passed also. The deacon stands still. He
the
few
faithful
ones
who
never
desert,
to
ty and comfort of the people a such as the
eurth is full of the goodness of the Lord.” on our steamers deck loomed
hazily ble in his career as a soldier of the first Na- was small when elected, and he continues
friends of temperance woul
ave antici- fight the battle alone, they need not be ¢ His tender mercies are over all his works.” through the thickening smoke and fog. poleon.,
small. He belongs to the dwarfed species,
;
pated.” A list of the nam s/of/the parishes surprised if, worn out by the wearisome “ For God so loved the world that he gave Our cautious pilot put the steamer on half
This seems a somewhat formidable open- and all the warmth of God’s grace, and the
referred to, is given inthe appendix, with work of preaching to empty seats, he soon hisonly begotten Son, that whoso believeth speed. 4 Every ten minutes the line was ing to my very unostentatious statements. dew of opportunity cannot elicit growth
thrown. We could no longer see halfour The fact is—not a very remarkable one‘in out of his stunted nature. But though he
the addition of several hundred townships accepts a call to some locality where the" in him might not perish.”
boat's length before us. We were approach- itself—I have been on a journey of a thou- will not grow, he will stick. He adheres
and hamlets which are in the same condi- fierce competitions of the city do not grind
God, aside from supplying the temporal ing the rocky and dangerous coast of Mack- sand miles; and on my way home a young to his office like gluene, and the church has
the life out of ministers so rapidly.
Do and spiritual wants of men, has a providen- inaw. But though we were now close up- Christian girl made a remark, or asked a a glorious chance to let patience have its
tion.
.
The appendix contains 222 pages, and is Christians never think? Were they more tial cate overall and of each in particular. on it, we could see neither the lights of its question, which led me to tell her what was perfect work. Now when a church makes
thoughtful they would often save their pas- And Dr. Chalmers well says, that his be- shipping in the harbor nor those of its light-. the greatest sight of my trip. She wanted a mistake in the. election of a pastor, it can
of course, the principal part of the volume,
get rid of him.
It isnot considered, in extors
great anxiety and sorrow, even if they nevolence is not confined to one world and houses on the two points of its crescent- to know, and I was not slow to tell her. treme cases, a breach of modestyto request
In this, 2,283 of the answers received to the
shaped bay. Hark! Indistinctly, muffled Perhaps she expected a different answer
inquiries of the committee are inserted un- sometimes denied themselves the pleasure one system, but to all worlds and all sys- by the thick fog which obscures sound as from the one she received; but the answer him to resign.
But who ever knew a
church
to
request
a deacon to resign? If
der thirty-seven distinct heads. I have not of listening to wandering celebrities.
seems
itself
to
me
worthy
of
some
thought.
well
as
sight,
we
hear
the
tolling
of
a
distant
tems of worlds. And while He does good
I told her I had seen Lake Erie; and had any one can inform me of sucha church, I
room to enumerate these, but will give you
Few things are more Completely isesst. to the whole, he confers blessings on every bell. The pilot's trained ears have caught
the sound long before his passengers have been moved with as keen admiration of the will journey far to pay it a visit, and, standa few of the answers.
Section A. has ref- ening to the minister than, after careful, single portion.
done so. Unable to see shore or light, he grand sight as if I had never seen it before. ing over against, it will say, ‘‘Here was
erence to the age at which intemperance perhaps elaborate preparation for the disGod feels for all. He regards the rich steers towards. the fog-bell.
Louder and ‘Was this the greatest sight of your trip?” fought the good fight.” Whence this peculOne clergyman says: ‘I have cussion ofan ¥pportant subject, to find but and seeks to bless them.
begins.
He pities the clearerit rings through the night air. Sud- No, I had seen Euclid Street, in the city of iar tenderness for a deacon's feelings, and
seen boys between 9 and 12 very drunk at a meager handful gathered to hear him,and poor and loves to dothem good. He sends denly, at one side there looms up the Cleveland; and had traversed its entire this awe of the order arose, I have no coner, anoth- length, had hunted out its history, the very ception, for, compared with pastoral service
fairs and statutes, (places for the yearly to learn that large numbers of his congrega- his reviving Spirit into the hearts of the ghostly specter of a ship. A
er;
they
are
all
around
us.
en
our en- date of its survey and the name of its sur- and consecration, the diaconate appears
hiring of farm servants) , and another says: tion and church have left him to attend humble, cheers by his presence the discongine-wheeld stop their revolutions. Lights veyor, and was ready to pronounce it the very inconsiderable in importance, and it
‘‘Lads of 14 years of age may be seen, alas! some other service. ‘A common variation solate, watches every sick bed, listens to shine dimly through the fog; red lights, finest avenue, all things considered, I had is undeniably true that in many churches
on Saturday nights, after receiving their of the crushing process is practiced by the complaints of every sufferer, hushes the yellow lights, lights stationary, lights glid- ever seen. “Was Euclid Street, then, the men are filling the deacon’s position totally
unflt for the place, wether you regard it as
fortnightly pay from the works, in a state those who, however regular they may be in
greatest sight of the trip?” No.
sigh'of anguish, wipes away the tear of ingto and fro. Then the dim outline of a
I had seen the iron rail, and the iron an emolument or a service, and, indeed,
of intoxication;” and another. £80"
bold rocky shore is just discernible, frownsoon as attending the preaching services, absent
sorrow, and attentively hears every sincere ing upon us like a darker cloud through horse that trod it; and informed my young blocks of obstruction in the progress of the
the lads can earn anything, they aie, I themselves from the prayer meeting and
prayer.
There is a fine illustration shed the cloud in which we are enwrapped; friend that T am unable to suppress my de- Master's kingdom.
know, enticed into the public houses or the covenant or conference meeting. Many.
benevolence in what God does in his then the form of curiously shadowy houses light whenever I come in contact with this
beer shops, to smoke and drink; and be- are often so situated that they cannot well over
One pound of gold may be drawn into
Then voices double object. What a stride from the
goodness
and wondrous love to dependent with their twinkling lights.
eome reprobates very soon.”
attend the weekly prayer meeting.
Such
loud and hoarse mingle with the tolling of wooden tramway of the English coal-mine, a wire that would extend round the globe.
Section M has reference to ‘Intemper- members should make the greater effort to beings, Oh that all would praise him and the bell, and we are, to our surprise, al- 08 Stephenson saw it, to the Union Pacific So one good deed may be felt through all
seek more and more to be like him,
Railway, the last and greatest of the iron time, and cast its influence into eternity.
Tends at our pier.
a
ance
ice and
and Crime.”
Cri
This contains a letter report themselves at the monthly covenant
I have often thought since of that even- roads! What marvels of achievement. in Though. done in the first flush of Jou, it
from Lord Chief Justice Bovill, dated 23d meeting, that they may promote the growth
GIVING FREELY.
ing and its lesson. Often we sail through the 50.000 miles of iron road in this coun- may gild the last hours of a lofig life, and
to operate it! may form the brighest spot in it.
* Freely have ye received, freely give.” thick darkness.
: which 1 give the fol- of grace in their own hearts and encourage
Often we can see no ty, with the machinery
anuary, 1860, from
lowing.
8: ‘I have no hesitation in their pastor.
“The Lord loveth a cheerful giver.” Give, lights, -But we can always steer for the How has it revolutionized business, society,
}
the country, the world! ‘And are the iron
in the north of England, and
Don't crush your minister.
Rally in and it shall be given unto you, full meas- fog-bell,
Benefit your enemies, that at last may bethe iron horse the greatest sight
in most
of the large towns and the manu- full force at the stated and special meetings ure, pressed.down and running over.” ‘It is often said that this is an age of f | ofroadyourandtrip?”
come your friends.
No.
skepticism. It isat all events, an age
©
en
districts,#8 intemper- of the. church, Cheer his heart by your “Cast thy bread upon the waters, and tbou’ reluctant skepticism. « Its cry ‘is, ** Lord
‘1 had seen an invention put in‘o restive
y the cause of hy presence, and stimulate his zeal and fervor ghalt find it after many days” + There is help mine unbelief.” Men fight against which to me was very wonderful.
Set bounds to your zeal by discretion, to
«Indeed,
I had made mysell very weary with two to error by truth, todivisions by charity.
of the crimes that by your careful, constant attention.
doubt,
Itovercomes them, conquers them,
Trust that scattereth and yet increaseth.”
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Departed.
RL

Mission

he

Pulpit.

‘tempt
us to be idle,

Ap

the press, or the

:

with the spiritual

varied

Hands that have lain confidingly in mine,

As loth to sever;
!
;
Eyes that upon my darkened pathwdy shine
*'
No more, forever;

.

Sweet, childish graces;

Dark grew the world, when death’s solemn night
d those fair faces.
I sometimes wonder I can éver smile,

religion,

of man,

relations,

and

in

its

activities.

the achievements of art, the stores of literature, may all be “used by the preacher
as material for his work, provided he melts
and fuses his material by a religious purose in the use’ of it.. But not otherwise.
n the contrary, all this

Or speak with gladness;
But God is good, and present joys beguile

class

of subjects

may be properly treated on the lyceum platform without any recognition of their relation to the spiritual nature of man. These
are very important distinctions, and very
plain ones, too; but many people do not
understand them.
On theone hand many
people in the old churches would restrict
the pulpit to a yery narrow range, to so few

The past of sadness;

i)

Yet earthly futures are but dark and dim
Beside that heaven,
*
To which God hath, to all that follow him,

Free entrance given,

And there I knowgmy loved ones are at rest,
“Mid beauty vernal,
And ne’er can sorrow, cire nor sin molest
Their peace eternal,

And I will wipe away my selfish tears;
Death can not sever
The ties that bind our souls thro’ mortal years,—

They last forever!

—Cong. & Recorder.

Religious Success.
Bw

«t Nevertheless, at Thy word I will

let

Master.

It had been a toilful time. But nothing had
come of it. Through the long night the
two. fishing boats are passing back and
forth over the water. These fishermen
know their work well. They dwell upon
the lake side. The scenes around are homescenes. With every cool and deep and
shaded cove where the fish love to gather,
they are familiar. They have searched them
thoroughly with their nets. Yet where they
usually have caught so much, to-night they
can catch nothing. At last the morning
breaks. The night—the best time for fish-

ing—has been fruitless.

aspects,

with

nature

not be treated in this religious way. The
facts of science, the movements of politics,

And dearer than all others to my sight,

to the

are peculiarly its

Culture and character, morals, worship and
theology are proper subjects for the pulpit.
Any subject that has a real relation to reLigion,
r to the ~interests of man as a
spiritual being, may rightly find a place in
a sermon, if it is used for the sake of this
high relation ; and no subject should ever
be brought forward in the pulpit that can-

Hearts on which mine was ever wont to lean
With trust unshaken,
:
:
‘While not a single cloud could float between,
Doubt to awaken.

said Peter

Its elevation, its

own. .It" deals Jrmarily

And voices that still whisper of the past
In accents tender ;

And the fair future stretches far way
From our weak vision;
And thinking of its sunny days, I stray
In fields Elysian,

lyceum.

purposes and its methods

Splendor,

—

It is useless to try

and taken nothing.
Nevertheless,
word, I will let down the net,”
=

at thy

Here, then, is the way into a religious
success. It takes always two steps to walk
this way, and so to get into success.

The first step is faith.
‘“ At thy word, I will let down the

If it but be Christ's word, that

net.”

is sufficient.

If only Christ order it, that at once legitimatizes and renders reasonable any underthking, however hopeiess. It may be
noon-tide—the very worst time for fishing—
when the glare of the spn has sent the fish
down into the dark holes, too deep and
jagged, intorocks,to be reached by any net.
Yet, if Christ say, * Cast in the net,” His
time is the best time, and fAith is to believe
Him.
That is the only faithful, and so the

only Christian attitude—waiting for Christ's
word. This Step of faith is the first one to
be taken along this way into religious success. It is very certain that nobody ever
found himself amid such success who had
not taken it. —

The other step is that of Obedience. A
faith,—pure and firm as it may be—if it be
cloistered

faith,

enough; that faith must come
secrecy into daylight, .and gird
action. Not
simply believe
Christ says is to be done—is just
to do— but it must address itself

is not

out of its
itself for
that what
the thing
to the do-

ing it. Faith must pass out into obedience.
See, it is all in Peter's answer: ** Neverthe-

less, at Thy word I will let down the net"—
and forthwith the net is lifted from the boat

We once heard a person, while spea ing
of a ‘certain minister, style him a *¢ dul
preacher.” It was not the first time we
ever heard the remark applied to a class of
preachers who, while they seldom dealt in
the ornamental, always provided their h earers with solid truth.

they

tug

and

pull.

The “boat

two boats hold the entire treasure. “Why,
even Failure, which had toiled all night and

talsen nothing, taking
but these two steps
of Faith and quick Obediende, has passed on
and out into the most affluent success.
‘“ For the eyes of the Lord run tosand
fro throughout the whole earth, to show
himself strong in behalf of them whose
heart is perfect toward Him.” Just as the
Sunlight presses round the: opening flower,
to fill it and to paint

80 does all the

it and

strength

to nourish it,

of God

that heart opening itself toward
Faith and in Obedience.

B a perfect heart—1t
ent,

For such

holds

itself

surround

Him

in

a heart

in pure

And the good Christ waits upon

UL

no £0

gloomy

Bberisements. 2

discourage-

fr

help

op

A
| from personal
effort which will be answer- |

ed. Ready for the weakest feet ist he Lord.
Jehovah's way of deliverance:
*¢¢ Other
foundation can no man lay than that is

Shining.

Hereis a pleasant’thought for all modest

laid, which is. Jesus

ceals it, yet it shines,

and“

when

the

Of

There is a most comprehensive sentence

Sometimes its gleam falls upon other shores in the writings of Augustine:

remote from us; but we await its return,
confident that neither time nor space can
change its gentle radiance.

Always veoh

“If you

What can more aptly

forbearance.

afraid of God,

fly

to

wishing it was
morning;

his

ing when the sun of worldly prosperity is
brightest; lending thereto beams of charity,
love, tender pity, which the world may
not regard, yet- which angels look upon
with delight.
Shining at home; shining

do Embiosconblorosy,

Age!

at

night

wishing

trouble with

there i§ dullness somewhere else.
e
have seen dull hearers as well as dull
preachers. It does one good to preach to
a man or a woman who is wide awake—
not only their eyes, but their ears open,
and their brains at work. A- listening infidel is a better hearer than a drowsy Chris| tian. A stubborn shake of the head as our

us, but a common
place.
We have seen
ourselves perish and
fall away, until we
cease to take notice.
-

As time is all the while dying, so then
is life. The friendship of last year is
dead as the flowers of the same period.
Yesterday's expectation, the very vitality of
our heart, lies buried to-day in the tomb
of defeat. The taste that admires this or
that just now, will be soon put off to bring
us no more joy. We die daily.
But we are also born daily. These dissolutions are compensated by births, births
into yet greater and nobler life. The true
souls gain more than they lose. The
seeds decay ; the fresh shoots come. Hopes
die, but hope never; while the plan of its
existence is more

elevated,

the

temper

of

its life serener and gladder. Loves end,
but love is perennial. Muscle is exchanged
for mind, and will for grace. If, in many
ways, what we once were is gone; so, in

more ways, what we once were not is come
to us. Death reigns, but life more abun-

dantly, and our song in the very face of all
this decay; if we live truly, should be in
the jubilant major key and not the dolefud:
sounds.

Let us, rather,

chant

the song of

our many births from our one first birth,
and say of deatli it has been, ever ‘‘ swallowed up in victory.”—ZHome Eclectic.

Look

out for Him.

;

us—the

star,

* always

shin-

matter-of right.

of

this poor

world

before you!
Are you ambitions? In what
splendid honor will he make the great
things of man appear! Aro you discontented P In what exalted light will he place
the advantages of others before your eyes ?
Are you jealous? In what strong contrasts
will he place the kindness of the person you
love toward another than you! Are you of an
ilktemper? How he will make you think
everybody hates you, neglects you, dodpises
you, or intends to slight you! Are you in.
dolent ? How wearisome

will he make

the

slightost effort for another’s good seem in
our eyes ! Are you too activo? How useess will he make the quiet hour of prayer,
and thought, and reading, seem to’ you!
He tempts us to what our nature j£ Rosi in-

clined ; he suitshis allurements to

our in-

it. clinationr, If we are of a quiet temper, he
to show Himselt strong in its behalf. A will not tempt us there; if we are only amheart’ like that can never fail.— Christian bitious, he will not take care to make us
at Work.
jealous; if we are too active, he will not

He

who

good you may extend over all with

you have to do.

whom

Be always shining.

of mercy are

always

open;

Allen, 171 Broadway,

found.

Fellow-sinner,

whoevey. you

drunken
frith at

pulled, and pulled, and wondered. they did
not reach the shore. In their magglin state
they thought

A CERTAIN

took spells
they reach

Great was their astonishment, for

the

frith

are.”

The

night

wore

cured

the

worst

cases

of Neuralgia

Jan. 1870.
6t1

blamed

fate and

the devil, and

a thousand

other things. Meanwhile the real cause of
the soul's’ long delay has been unnoticed ;
the heart has never really loosed its hold of
its self-righteous hopes, never fairly pulled
up the anchor and trusted itself to Jesus.
Reader, how isit with you? Have you
heaved the amchor? Have you done with
self?

Ifnot, all your

efforts are

idle,

all

your prayers and tears are fruitless, and you
see clearly thatthey must be so. Man, up
with the anchor! let go every trust but Jesus, and you will soon be at the desired
haven.

Luther
Those who

and

his

have to do with

the

ities are shown in

cure of

qual-

this incident:

Luther had a domestic residing in his
house by the

name

of Elizabeth, who, in a

a

Elixir very extensively, and" have known

“Well, Elizabeth, what is the matter?”
“1 desire,” she replied, ‘“to ask yeur

her

to her bed six

a very

severe attack,

years ago

had

she

when she

tried Dr.

“ Why,” said Luther, ¢ that’s of no great

else?” “I have,” she
many. wicked things,
me most is that I have
poor soul to the devil.

O tell me, sir, how can such a crime ever
find mercy?”
¢ Elizabeth, listen to me,”

rejoined this man of God.

‘Suppose while

you lived in my louse, you had
transferred all my children to a

| would the sale or

ful or binding?”

humbled girl,
to do that.”

sold and
stranger,

transfer have been law<0, no,” said the deeply

“for I could

have no

right

« Very well, you had still less right to give
your soul to the arch-enemy; it no more
belongs to you than my children do; itis
the exclusive property of the Lord Jesus
Christ.

He made it; when lost he redeemed

it; it is Klis with all its powers and faculties, and you can’t give away or sell,what
is not yours. If you have attempted it, the
transaction was

unlawful

and void.

From

J. S.

died full of faith and hope.

country.

Colwell.

Not long since a steamer

prepaid by mail.
for $1.00.

sight of a framing,

ay

crying

for

help.

«Stand up!” fhouted an officer on the boat,
who knew that a good foundation for his
feet was near the surface, The despairing victim of his own carelessness rose from
the baptism of the flood, and walked with

gladness towards the green thore.

i

By how many desponding, weary spirits,
wasting in useless struggles their strength,

Ipoking

for distant

help,

might

this’ voice

be heard from the skies—‘‘ stand up!”
God's foundation is beneath, and the fragrant land of harvest-work for glory and
immortality is nigh.
Despondency comes not from God.
He
may providentinlly pcrmit it,-but it is not
in him. Thereis no possible condition of

Choralist,
. do

dozen,

Minutes of General Confer.
ence,

8]

Strengthen

the digestive organs,

avoiding

costive-

They operate

in harmony

with the laws

Pills should be usedlet, let the case be what it may.

NIE

SPRING

TERM

of 11

weeks

will

com.

mence TUKBSDAY, Feb. 1, 1870, under the instruc.

tion of

Mr.

dll. N,

MARSTON,

from Bates College, as Principal, with competent as.
sistants,
TUITION,

Primary,
Higher fnglish,
BOARD

$3,560.
4 50.

Common English, 4,00
Languages,
5,00

from 2,25 to 3,00.

Rooms can be had by those who wish to board

themselves.

GEORGE C. PEAVEY, President,
:
\
WARREN Foss,
etary.
Center Stafford, Jan, 4, 1870,
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Prices.

schools at as low rates as they can be
bought elsewhere

in New

England.

ers, we offer our own prize books which

are not excelled by any other books
In another column, seé"

From these pri-

ces we make
A LIBERAL
to Sunday schools.

:
DISCOUNT

BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
You Must Cultivate it
GRAY HAIR
Is a certain indication
of decay at the roots,
' New Style.
Important Change.
A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
Combined in One Bottle,

MRS. S.A. ALLENS
HAIR
Will

RESTORER

Restore

Natural

Gray

Hair

Life, Color

and

to

its

Beauty.

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.
It will premote luxuriant growth,
FALLING HAIR is immediziely checked.
Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'§

ZYLOBALSAMUM,

arothsr

It is very simple and often produces

results.

lis great superiority
and

ecomomy

all not only in this country

but in

as a Hair Dressing over high cost French Pemades 1
acknonicdged

Europes

Tke

Restorer and Zylcbalsamum s,

be used one with the other.

not

BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer -& Co., Wholesale Druggists,
35 Barclay St. and’4) Park Plece, New-York,

Sam,
.

. DANA, EDITOR.

CHAS.

‘The cheapest, smartest,

Everybody likes it.

Three

and

best New

York

newspaper.

editions: DAILY,

$63

SeMI-

WeFkLY, 82: and WeekLy, $1 ayear. ALL THE News
at half-price. Full renorts of markets, agriculture, Farmers’

every
and Fruit Growers’ Clubs, and a complete storyof invaluable
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- VOID QUACKS.—A victim of early indiscretion, causing nervous debility, premature decay,
&c., having tried in vain every advertized remedy,
has discovereda simple means of self-cure, which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of
pay postage.
Addiess J, H., REE VE 78 Nassau
St., New York.
1y24
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AND EXPENSES
SEWING

MACHINES.
The best machine in the world. Stitch
alike on both sides. ONE
MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
For further particulars address THE WILSON SEW-

ING MACHINE
Boston Mass,

CO.,

No.

656

Washington

street,
1y48
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Ft Famil sa=simplecheapratizbies Knits everything.
AGENTS WANTED.
ircular and Sample stocking FREE.
Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO,, Bath, Me.
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or176 Broadway, New

Machine Company,
AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,

Portable

Stem

OF

For Incipient Consumption,

HAMPTON

Narrow Chest, use
Dr. Howe

INSTITUTION.

EIGHT ASSISTANTS.

Thera are three departments—Classical, English,
and Commercial, all in most successful operation, A
large patronage constantly increasing bespeaks the
well earned popularity o the present board of in.
uiroular. App
Givoular.
on
E. til

New Hampton

early to the Prineipal,
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Seo'y Trusy
34
H., Jan, 4, 1870,
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VALUABLE

FITCH)S

GIFT,—80

“DOMESTIC

pages.

¥AMILY

Drug-

3md2

Dr.

8S.

8,

PHYSICIAN?

describes all Diseases and there Remedies. Sent by
mail, free. Address DR 8. s. ¥ITCH,
om17
714 Broadway New York:
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Mill
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CLASS.
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the time or for the spare momenls,

Ree. od. B. Meservey, A. M., Principal, ,
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refers to Rev, Bishop James

Brothers, New York,

Business new,

light and

Persons obel hier sex easily earr. from 80¢. to $iper

PIO)!
evening, and a proportional
sum by devoting their whole time
to the business, Hops and girls earn
us much as men.
That all who see this notice may send their
address, and testthe
busin cee, wo make this unparalleled offers
such as are not
well satisfied, we willsend §1 to pay for the tronble of writing.
Full pa rticulars, a Yafuable sam
eh i willdo 19. Commence
.work on, and a copy o
ie
People's Liter:
mpanion—
one of the largest ana beat family vermont rublisedei

wvatlreo by

mail.

Reader,

if

you

want
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%

tal

Vork,
rd ‘ess I C. ALLIEN S00.
& € Ou Augusta,
A icurtsy Maine:
Satna

Seriné TERM begins Feb. 8, 1870,

WITH

J,

gists,

Smid

under the direction of
bad

Dr.

TUBE for common air, the best of all remedies, Send
three cent stamp for circular, to 227 Grand st., N. Y.

'

and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
Gas Works,
(ch. to Sep, 12, 69)

NEW

O. R. BRIGGS & CO.
184 Washington St., New York.

Bronchitisy Asthma, Enfarged Tonsils, Loss of Voice

Engines,

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw

12t47

DAMPER
gives the most heat with the least fuel. No
express charges.
No risk.
Send for Circulars to

3md6

STATIONARY
AND

York,

GENTS
WANTED EVERYWHERE. —
BROWN’S PATENT DOUBLE GONE VENTILATING

N. H.

ZGas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
. Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn®s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boller Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

JB

CENTER: STRA®FORD, N. H.

AU

2

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

without sediment.

'_ Machinery, (both circular and upright) Iron

AUSTIN ACADEMY.

44

rir

$2000 A YEAR

of

recommendable for Liver Complaints, Jaundice, DyaPehela, Fevers, Piles, Headache,
Coughs,
Neuralgia
orms in
Children, Nervous dlsorders, Female
is
eases, &o., &c.
For all diseases of the Blood these

PY

‘Wholesale

-

Agent,

MANUFACTURERS

ness, producing a moist condition of the skin, and ia
a word, enabling the different organs of the body te
perform their functions in a natural and healthy

04

dozen, 2,00

single, 1,20
7

At

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iren Pipe ; Stcam and

LA nti-Bilious Pills

do

a stamp to

SOUTH NEW-MARKET,

SAWYER'S

do

ni

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
:

Boston.

41bs. Early Rose
New

2%

2,66
1,20

1M” '® In

,l14
1,356
»

Conover’s Colossal Asparagus, $3 per 100;

eowd 1tf

MISS

SL

jr

To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON

& Co., Boston ; Balch & Son and Cham-

CATHARTIC.

Ey

single,
dozen,
singles

blooming Japan Honeysuckle, 50 cts. each, prepaid,
True age Cod Cranberry,
for upland or lowland culture, $1.00
per 100, prepaid, with directions.
Priced
Catalogue to ay address, gratis; also trade list.—
Seeds on Commission.
?
B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries and Seed
Warehouse, Plymouth, Mass. Established in 1842,
4mb2

bers & Colder, Providence, R. I.; H. H.
Hay, Portland, Me. ; Burnhams & Van"

VEGETABLE

Book ye

us, Ao

.3¢

56
20

preparation, roy the Hair ; clear and transparent,

Price $1.00 per bottle ; six“bottles for
$5.00.
:
WHOLESALE AGENTS.
John F. Henry, New York; Goodwin

A PURELY

(Ques

04

_ Nature's Crown. ¢

Agents wanted.

$25 per 1000, prepaid.

J. S. COLWELL.”

the human system, and may, therefore, be safely em:
| ployed in various forms of diseases.
ey are

was passing in

Street,

2,88

mn

25

2,10
1,00

Appeal fo Conscience,
do
do- & do
Communionist,

25 Sorts of either for $1.00;
repaid by mail. Also
Small Fruits, Plants, Bulbs, all the new potatoes, &c.,

Shaack, Chicago, Ill., and retail by druggists and medicine dealers generally.

single,

dozen;

Maine.

Mrs. Kingley, 419 Atwell’s Avenue,
Providence, after two months severe suffering with Rhenmatism, was .cured by a
single bottle of Clarke's Rheumatic Elixir.

manner,

Stand Up.

in the

Fresh Garden, Flower, Fruit, Herb, Tree,
Shrub and Evergreen Seeds, with directions
for Culture, prepaid by mail.
The most
complete and judicious assortment in the

Mapleville, R. I., Nov. 24, 1869.

it, and entreat him to pardon you, and take

the devil; for that, and that alone, is his.”
The girl obeyed, was converted,
and

Water

A8

%

240 : 1700
08
88
,60
848

500
80
2,88

20

#3 The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.
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Rheumatic

“J have sold Dr. Clarke’s Rheumatic

any case.

1h
vy
dozen,
single,
dozen,

1,40

204 ne.

i single,

de

IN 1817,

K. ROGERS,

55

Elixir and was cured by less than two
bottles.
My advice to all who are suffering from Rheumatism or Neuralgia is try

Now, do" you go to the Lord, confess your
guilt with a broken heart and contrite spir-

back again what is wholly his own; aud
as for the sin of attempting to alienate his
rightful property, throw that back upon

OOMMENOED

JOHN

About three

Clarke’s

OTe

a

and have never known it fail in any case. £
ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITs
My wife who has been subject to Lumbago for years had one of her most painful
HARD AND TOUGH METAL,
attacks last fall. T immediately gave her
And its large varieties of
the Rheumatic Elixir, and in three days
BOOK AND JOB TYPE,
she was well, though in a previous attack
And lately for its unrivalled
she was confined to her bed three weeks.
NEWSPAPER
FACES.
I know the case of a lady who for many | Address orders to
years was subject to Rheumatic Fever,

Elixir eighteen. months, and have known
it to cure some very severe cases of Rheupardon for leaving your family so abruptly ;
but I have something weighing heavily matism and Neuralgia that had been unon my conscience,—I have given my soul der treatment of physicians without benefit; and have never known it to fail in
away to Satan.”
;
:
consequence ; what
continued, ‘done
but what oppresses
deliberately sold my

Sto

BOSTON TYPE ROUNDRI,

I have ever geen,

at a time.

i

1863

Come BB 0B

wonderful

it to cure some of the worst cases of Rheu-

or eight weeks

for

do
do
do
The Book of Worship,

First Letter Foundry.in New England.

Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir without delay.
fit of displeasure, left without giving the
Z. TRANK.”
family any notice. She subsequently fell

into habits of immorality, and
became
dangerously ill. In her sickness she requested Luther to visit her. On taking his
seat by her bed-side he said:

Brunswick,
’

8,26

i.

. dozen,

Thoughts upon Thought,

FREEWILL BAPTIST MINISTERS can obtain Books
in all departments, and in any desired quantity, on
specially favorable terms, by Sending their orders to
D. Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill,
Boston.

“This is to certify that for the last few
years I have sold Dr. Clarke’s Rheumatic
matism and Neuralgia

A

mage,

P. 8.—We have at present no agents canvassing for
any work except the New York State Directory and
the Lowell Directory.
S,D ., & CO.
b)
Tt61

Me.

which used to confine

Servant.

souls ” need tact and sympathy. Both

Poland,

of Lectures,

do

Fd0
yr 0
Church Member's Book,
do
do
do

Directories or advertisements in them to any
person.
who at the present time represent
themselves as
agents for the New England
Business Directory, as
we shall not issue another edition until January 1,
1871, and consequently have no canvassers in the
field on that work, and shall have none till nearly a
year from this time.
SAMPSON,
DAVENPORT, &
CO., Directory Publishers,47 Congress Street,Boston.

Read the following from Mr. Z. Frank,

ever. The means of grace have been una- |
vailing, prayer has brought no answer of joy,
the man has been ready to despair, and

0

BosTON, Nov. 20, 1869,
The public are cautioned against giving orders for

in

the morning light explained the mystery to in three or four days, and many cases of
their soberer eyes. ¢ Why, Sandy, mon, Chronic Rheumatism that for years had
we never pulled up the anchor!” - Just 80; defied the skill of the physician and the
and thus, tug as they might, they labored
power of medicine have been cured by
in vain.
:
Many and many a sinner has been in like from one to six bottles of the RuEucase. He has tried to believe, always a MATIC ELIXIR.
strange thing to do, but all his trying has
come to nothing ; peace has been as far off as

do

DIRECTORY CAUTION.

from two to four hours, Rheumatic Fever

on, and

Course

dozen, 15,36

list, and retail prices.

irculars containing full information may be had
on applying to the Secretary.
:
C.F. BRACKETT, M, D., Sec’y.

FCR

THIS Standard Medicine has been employed for more than twenty years with
the most wonderful success.
It has often

was narrow, and a quarter of an hour should
have seen them at the opposite beach.
“Surely,” they said, ‘‘ the boat is bewitched,or we

CURE

Annual

Le

1,96

single, a

of their.class.

COLLEGE.

Medical School of Maine, will commence Febru17, 1870, and continue sixteen weeks.

ay

RHEUMATISM and NEURALGIA.

the tide was set against them,

and so, in a wild fashion, theg
of pulling, but no shore did

HE Fiftieth

Dr. Clarke's RHEUMATIC ELIXIB,

night. They leapedinto the boat and pulled
away at the oars with all their might; they

42

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

.afraid of God, fly to his arms.”

We have heard a story of twa
sailors who had to cross a Scotch,

York.

BOWDOIN

may

be, and whatever your past life, remember
those words of Augustine: ‘If you are

Pulling up the Anchor.

New

3

In addition to the publications of oth-

Agents Wanted, Ladies’ and Gents’ for their spare
moments. How, when, where, what and all particulars; also,our Monthly “Magazine” free. C.L. Van

and there, and

30

dozen, 10,66

Christian Baptism, Bound, single, =

Lea

$37.50, A GIFT.

only there, perfect security is always to be

do

do

History ;

SCIATICA,

should go thither

ing.” You can not tell how many will take in such a spirit would find no arms open to
confidence. from your steadfastness; how receive him. But to him who goes weak
soft and soothing your little light will fall and helpless, ready to say, ‘‘Againstthee,
upon some heart; what an influence for and thee only, have I sinned,” those arms

| whole

C—O

he place the Pleasures

Be like the

do

it was

(that I have just got through with,) that most awful,

by a thousand dim and shadowy

do

Butler's Theolegy,
AND

fears;

but the great

om

Go Em TU mesom
oa,—
single, 1,60

- do.

of gin and impenitence, “we are all like
timid children, trembling in the dark, sur-

rounded

Shin-

Paalmody, 16mo. in Sheep, singl100"e,"
"0 3

RHEUMATIC
DISSOLVENT.

night, and

ie

Prices of Freewill Baptists Books,

When you have the
‘NEURALGIA,
When every nerve in your being is like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very verge
of madness:
°
;
a
When you have the

arms.” How much of all that is most sacred and dear to the guilty soul is embraced in that single sentence! In a state

express the influence of sincere Christian
life! Shining when clouds are in the sky;
softening their rough edges with the light
of patience, meekness,

are

Fn

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.

READER, you may consider this a sort of spread
eagle heading, but I mean every word of it. I
have been there. When your. system is racked with
;
RHEUMATIC PAIN,
and you cannot even turn yourselfin bed, or sitting
in a chair, you must git and suffer, in the morning

more

dazzling light has passed from our view,
how pure, clear, steadfast, burns its ray!

the

KENNEDY'S
NEURALGIA

SE
+

BLESSING
DR,
ak

a

fhe

Adbertisements

MEDICAL

Struggling, desponding soul, look not to
pastor or friend ; wait not for some imagined aid’ coming
through the mist and
ing star justas it was dropping out of sight, gloom. ‘Stand up!” is the loving com“¢¢ did you ‘ever think that that bright star mand ; and the waters shall only lave thy
is always shining P” Always shining! How feet, which move towards the wide field:
often has the calm assurance brought com- of usefulness beyond which is the strength |
fort and Reposet Sometimes the sky is dark and open vision of heaven.—A4m. Mess.
-o
“
with clouds; that star touches their linings with silver. Sometimes the sun conFedr and Protection.

A

Lee,

THE GREATEST /

Christ.”

people:
“My child,” said a lady to me many
years ago, pointing to the beatiful even-

Possibly, we thought,

For the great adversary who always aims
at the open point in the harness, A shrewd
step on the way out into a religious suc- | | writer says :
:
cess.
_- Does not Satan attack us in our weakest
For see, now they begin to gather in point? How he suits his mode of temptathe net. They lift upon it. It does now tion'to the disposition of the victim! Are
come in light and empty as it has before. Jou vain? In how dazzling a luster will
dips beneath the wave at the weight upon
it. The net cannot stand the strain, The
other boat must come to help; por can the

Always

strong.

.and hurled into the sea, and soon it goes to
tke bottom.
Obedience—that is the second

Look, how

-

‘| ment or despair;

SHY

faa

most SiEonj thd gai ying most
great fear which includes the lesser ones— most heart-withering,
and mind-weakening of all the
diseassprings from the fact that we know we spirit-breaking
es that can afflict our poor human nature ;
have done wrong, and have offended the
Ween you have the
LUMBAGO,
great and holy God who made us, and who
watches us continually. What shall we Lying and withering in agonv.and pain, unable to
subjects that neither variety nor life is posbed, and every movement will go to
abroad ; when all men may see, when only do?
Shall we foolishly try and run away turn youreelfin
heart like a knife; now tell me if a relief and a
sible in such preaching as they
equire.
the Father in heaven knows and approves. and hide ourselves as our first parents did vour
cure
of
any
of
these
diseasesin a few days
is not the
On the other side are many people who One star may differ from another star in
Greatest Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!
make objections against all Christian preach- glory, but the glory of all is constant. after their great transgression? ¢‘Whither
DIRECTIONS
TO
USE:
ing, and against Christianity itself. They One Christian may differ from another shall I go from thy spirit, or whither
You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
think that a lecture on some of the facts of Christian in endeavor, in the field of labor, shall I flee from thy presence? * * * * If of water three times'a day, and in a few days every
I
say,
Surely
the
darkness
shall
cover
me,
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will be disSgence is as good for people to hear on in adaptation to effort; but the . endeavor,
solved and pass of by the kidneys.
unday as a sermon.
And the dicsiples of the labor, the effort, when given to God and even the night shall be light about me.”
Manufactured by
In
all
the
universe
there
is
no
possible
DONALD KENNEDY,
-| this school treat even the tacts of the spirit- spentin God’s service, must needs shine.
refuge
and
resting-place
for
the
soul
in
this
Roxbury, Mass.
ual nuture of man’in a purely mechanical
Some light from every star touches upon attempt to run away from God. But
Wholsale Agents—Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., M. S.
and scientific way, without any religious some point. Some good comes from the
Burr & Co., Rust Brothers & Bird, Carter & Wiley,
blessed be his holy name, there is full, ampurpose or effect.—J. B. Harrison. Gilman & Bro., Weeks & Potter. Reed & Cutler,
.| feeblest worker, so he or she be faithful in ple, everlasting protection, if we will Boston;
W. F. Phillips Y. W. Perkins & Co., Portwell doing. No effort given to right and adopt just the opposite course, and fly di- land; Joseph
Balch & Son, Providence, Af retail by
.
.
humanity is ever quitein vain.
And, oh, rectly to his arms. Not that we can go all druggists.
Price
$1.60 per bottle.
21t52
Dull Hearers,:
humble Christian, thinking ef this, be there to claim any such
protection as a

more. So the morning finds them with their _clearest arguments are stated, has more anboats moored, and they—cleaning their imation in it than a sleepy nod which may
nets. ‘‘ They have toiled all the night, and express approval or conceal a yawn. When
people are interested, they will fisten. When
taken nothing.”
Picture of discouraged
workers! So they recognize the message as from God,
many hours consumed, so much toil expend- and hear, remembering that eternal.intered—nothing done. We have taken nothing! ests are at stake, the preacher can feel that
—how that wail keeps breaking from the the intellect of the hearer grasps the truth,
Let hearers
spiritual fishermen ! We havé *‘ taken noth- and his heart feels its power.
ing” in Christian experience. We are not sharpen up, and there is no telling how
what we might be—what we ought to be. much it will brighter the sermon. The
We have entered too little into the perfect upturned countenance of a listening conpeace of the soul that is stayed on God. gregation exalts the preacher, and his mind
© have reached up too little into the jubi- takes in a range of thought, and his tongue
rows eloquent as he tells it. He feels that
- lant experience of the Apostle—certain that
nothing can separate him from the love of Bis words take hold, and weaving his arguments with vigor, he binds them firmly
Christ.
And then we have ‘taken nothing” in with strong appeals.
If your preacher is tame, perhaps he only
Christian achievement, We are sure that
Wake up. Help
much is to be done. We are filled with a reflects your dullness.
vague longing to do something; and we him—if not for your own sake, for the
often do make, at least, some small attempt. ‘sake of others. He may not do you good,
We throw overboard our nets and drag the but if God called him to preach, he has a
sea; but, alas! they too often come up message for somebody. Do not let your
empty. - The sum of our Christian achieve- dullness blunt the edge of his blade.
ments seems very small comparatively. We
may have toiled all the night; but it does
We Die Daily.
frequently seem as though we had taken |
nothing. But must we always live at such
a poor dying rate? Is this forever to be the
We miss something to-day that we had
Christian plaint,—We have -toiled all the yesterday. Some familiar and glad vitalinight, and taken nothing? Is it true that ty is no more with us, nor can we call it
the promises of a rich and exalted Christian back. It has ceased to live. What we
life which flame before us are only a sort of were in childhood we are not now, and can
pious ignis fatuusto allure us—is ‘nothing be no more. Our youth is dead—dead and
solid which we can grasp? Must our nets
one. Our maturity may have perished.
come up empty for evermore when we seek
here is the volatile prattle—the butter-flyto enter upon a Christian fishing? Are we chasing exuberance of irresponsible life—
always to be discouraged with failure and the school-day relish of sport? Where the
never exultant with success ? So, shall we
follow the Disciples—stop trying and - moor hey-day of youth—its ambitions, hopes,
loves? Where, if we have come to our
the boats of our attempt ?
-¢“‘threescore and ten,” is the vascular enNever!
Success is possible and certain. ergy of middle life—the will of iron, the
It always follows such spirit and answers as lion-likecourage, the muscle of steel? They
this: ‘‘ Master, we have toiled all the night have all died. Death is no new thing to

only a secret and

Héknows us well ; he | life which
can excuse

drives our inclination to its far extreme.

The mission of the pulpit is very different
from that of the platform, of the school,

Brows on which memory’s radiance is cast

net,”

his

Bi

Loved ones departed.

down the

of

A

I gaze sad-hearted,
And see thro’ gath’ring mists of blinding tears

.

STAR: FEBRUARY2, 1870.
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Down the dim vista of the vanished years
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GEORGE

T. DAY,

¢ EDITORS.

GEORGE H. BALL,

&¥~ All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all Tetfers
on business,

remittances

of money,

&c.,

should

A Large

To any person who will'send us a year’s
subscription in advance for his own paper,
-together with a year’s subscription in advance from a new subscriber,

we will

reverence.

wrong

that®he public heart has become able to
appreciate this sort of nobility, and hastens
to canonize it with fitting testimonials.
Doing good is proclaimed at length a sublimer type of greatness than that which
mere position, or overmastering force, or
superior genius,or vast and varied learning

heavy misfortunes ; but he

same

work

will

unbound

send any

volume

thought.

the

fifteenth

inclusive,

on

we

eyes

same

:

= The Crowning

the

out

such

tributes to generosity, and to the aim to do
good with money, as the world never before witnessed. No king, even in the days
when it was believed that he was hedged
by divinity, and ruled by the special grace
of

God,

ever went to

his

grave

amid

an

outburst of deeper or wider public’ feeling.
A plain,

untitled

citizen,

fice, aspiring to
which other men

no

of-

none of the distinctions
eagerly chase for a life-

time, he dies amid

gratitude

holding

the

lamentations

of two hemispheres.

and.

England

opens her grandest mausoleum for his

tem-

porary resting-place, sends one of her
most magnificent vessels to bear his dust
across the sea, and delivers what

is mortal

of the great benefactor to the hands of the
republic whose citizen he was, with the solemnity and reverent tenderness that testify
more strongly to her regard and grief than
all the labored eulogy of words. And the
ceremonies that are still in progress at Portland, and thatare to

follow

elsewhere, are

not meaningless or indifferent
tion ‘of the American people.

Mr. Peabody

to any por-

stands before

us simply

as the embodiment of practical beneficence.
It is that quality that wins attention and
honor.
Most
people
know
little of
him,

save

that

he

devoted his

The

Though

human

great nations, appears

immense

wealth to the welfare of the ignorant and
the needy. Those who -know more of
him find their chief iuterest gathering about
that one trait in his character and that one
fact in his history. Many of those who
honor him most for what chiefly distinguished him, see more or less in his general character to question or disapprove.
His religious opinions appear to have lacked definiteness, and his regard for religion
was somewhat equivocal.
He paid little
deference to the usual forms, of worship.
He was not an habitual church-goer. Of the
profound struggles through which the human soul usually comes into conscious unity with God, he does not appear to have
known anything.
The mighty conflicts
going on in he world of religious inquiry
seem hardly to have arrested his attention.
The sphere where ideas battle,and so shape

in

w

spirit which will make

and

The

that have marked many other men whose
royalty in the world of business has been
conceded on all hands. Through a long
and made

money. He eschewed extravagance, kept
clear of rash ventures, and plodded on,
never impatient, never weary; and when

he had reached the age at which most mer. chants retire or die, he remainedin the field
and
the large harvests which naturally followed his ample and protracted seed-

of her ancient

his giving made him - famous
as few men have

been

and then

and honored,

disposed to render

themselves by his method.

its

intense

every

con-

Bible

are

woman

and child is inter
Our public schools

our joy

and

against

the

work

our

schools,

and

hope

to

The very rari-

prestige,

she has

still the

nation, is the election of a colored

represent
Senate of

man

to

the United

States,

Mr.

Revel

will soon appear as the successor of Jeffer-

son Davis.

ion, and therefore ought
So

does

my.

philosophy,

Must we

to “be excluded?

physiology,

exclude

them

astrono-

also?

erature and history favor religion.

Lit-

Must

we expunge all Christian ideas from them,

to adapt them to our schools?

Moral and

mental’philosophy are almbst as emphatic in
asserting the moral principles of the Bible |
as the Bible itself.
Shall we exclude
them? There is the same reason for doing

so that thereis for excluding the Bible.
Our

reading books

are full of Bible senti-

ments; must they be purged?
will never do.

No, this

The state is bound to teach

morals, and the use of the Bible is the best
possible way todo so, and it should there-

fore be retained in all our public schools.
Does this infringe upon any man’s liberty? A'very few violent, passionate, fanatical unbelievers object to the Bible, and
‘0 all

moral restraints,

but the great mass

of them are in favor of having the Bible
read.
They know that the influence is
good, and they desire to have it continued,

and to have thelr children benefited by it.
The number who dissent from this view is
small and unworthy of influence in the
case. We interfere with no man’s relig-

ious belief by its use; no sectarian dogma
the state of Mississippi in the! is tanght or enforced. Religion is not the
That is poetic justice

And what a change

it depotes!

indeed!

Where the

haughty southren sat, sneering at the

idea

that a negro could properly be a citizen,—
pronouncing the philanthropy morbid and
false that sought to rescue the colored min
from chattelhood,—claiming that this was a
white man’s government which would be
defiled by the touchof a sable

hand,—and

out from which he passed to lead the movethat was meant to make

the

negro

a

serf and a thing for all generations,—into
that very seat, vacant and waiting for an

‘occupant ever since Mr. Davis left it in his

objecy for which it is read ; morals are promoted by its use, and for that purpose we
ask its continuance,

because

the

state

is

solemnly bound to use all-legitimate means
to inculcate morals.
Hence, there is no
occasion for our listening, for a moment,
to the argument, that the Bible should not
be read in our schools, because the state

ought not
believers
oppressed
children;
"and

to teach religion ; mor because unobject to it, or feel themselves
by having it read before their
for very few of them do object,

those few are

a violent, unreasonable

class of men, who are governed more by
hatred of the moral reproofs§ of the Bible

thus

agent

it notoriety, and

ouniy upon the poor, the tically an outlaw and an exile, seeking rest
‘eyes
wonder, pours |

its admiration without
th

Wl

found
a new type of heronA php.
TANT

ered

SEYLER
|

stint, and

Biv

men

There

are

enough

and

who

to

-would

shonld

he

supplied

the

Lord

would

relief

afforded;

have

not because

that

there is no

which is more generally endorsed,
more readily enlists the sympathies
people, and to which they give with
satisfaction, than this. They feel the

ara

hand hh

do. what

We are persuaded

in their places

than by reason or regard to the best interests of soeiety,
Neither should -we yield to the papists,

gave

the

they are unwilling to give what is needed.

war

treachery, comes this sable senator to keep
it free from the taint of disloyalty, and fashthe nobility that iv suggested at once gainion legislation in the image of equity and
ed for him the confidence and the gratitude
make it serve the interests of mankind.
of the public. Great wealth so seldom *And when he takes his place amid the welworks in company with public spirit, that
come of the nation, one cannot fail to recall
when
it forgets to grasp and reaches ont its
the fact that his haughty predecessor is prac-

_ty of his procedure

to

| desire to see

waging

and they

their overthrow,

demand.

not

them.” And why is it not done? Not because the churches are too poor to. give
what is needed ; not because they do not

nothing concerns us more than this.
are

the

have

to continue, funds

men

feelings.
The welfare of our children, and
our children’s children, is involved, and
enemies

harvest.”

to relieve these wants, and help the young

source of our prosperity. Anything which
threatens their integrity and
success,
touches our dearest interests and tenderest

Powerful

the

be glad to respond, if they were only qualified. But they are not educated, and are
too poor to meet-the expenses of attending
school, and so they mourn and still linger
in secular life.’ If they could be aided a
little toward their expenses, they would
gladly prepare for the good work, and give
their lives to it.
Every one will say, ¢ This obstacle ought

and the chief not

our pride,

into

who are ¢¢ called of God,”

in Schools,

in this question.

side, but we

supply

All hail the republic of

.

Every man,
ested

power to make herself felt for good.

As aresult, age found him rich| ‘ment
men,

in

the prayer goes up,

laborers

and failing to find it, stripped of power and
estige, and, bating the sycophancy that

gs, upon him and the treachery that
shares his sufferings
and disgrace, finds

for they are enemies to all public education, and are only opposing the use of the
Bible for the purposeof exciting infidels
against it, that they: may help them make
the schools obnoxious to protestants, and

must

effect

their

total

overthrow.

stand by our public schools,

We

and

stand together in support-of comprehensive
instruction in science,

literature and mor-

¥ {

I

1

‘Green Mountain Semi nary.
This

* Current Topics.

cause

which
of the
more
need

Seminary, at Waterbury

Center, - .

Vt., was dedicated on the 1st day of Sept.,
1869. Even at this late hour I wish to say’
a few things relative to it.

—

relieved it. Let the minute guns roll their fidels and generous, liberal Christians, of more ministers ; they consider the*sacrithunders over the sea and send their echoes who are ready to yield more than they fices which young men make to enter the
along the city streets! They strike the glo- ought to the demands of our enemies. We ministry jthey know how expensive it is now
rious hour that tells of the supremacy of know the wiles of the papists. They pro- to pursue a course of study; they know
goodness and the public exaltation of love: test against the use of the Bible in schools, how necessary it is that. mental discipline
Let the people stand reverent around the not that they would like them better with should be had, to fit men for this work;
grave where a giver of great gifts is lower- the Bible excluded, but inthe hope of set- and they are easily persuaded, therefore,
ed to his resting-place ! The burial scene will ting Protestants against them also. They to give liberally for this object. Then why
hallow the gracious work which is ended, shrewdly calculate that Protestants would isnot more given ?
If we had some regular system for conand noble purposes will blossom continual- prefer sectarian schools to ‘public ones,
ly above that cherished grave.
While the which are divorced from moral instruction tributions to our benevolent societies, and
few chosen hands are garlanding the coffin and influence. They are right in that. The this cause had a time and a place in the
of Peabody, the nation is arising for the cor- exclusion of the Bible is only the begin- plan, ample means would be supplied.
ning.
Spiritual songs, literature which But as itis, there is no time for its presenonation of beneficence.
savors of Bible truth, and moral lessons tation ; no person to present it; cther causes
which have a Bible basis, must follow; and are urged per-istently, this is scarcely urgthe schools, instead of giving moral in- ed at all; and so very little is done. We
- Progress of Reconstruction.
struction with the scientific, will practically all know perfectly well that our Foreign
pee,
testify against moral instruction, discard- and Home Missions cannot prosper long
The work of rebuilding the nation goes ing it as dangerous and hurtful.
Then without an increased supply of ministers;
on steadily, and, forthe most part, well, will® follow sectarian schools, and the and yet we are doing almost nothing to seand with good promise for the future.
Papists will have their own way and be cure that increase. During twentyyears past,
Ohio has given her formal approval to glorified.
we have raised more than a million of dolthe fifteenth amendment. In doing this,
We are surprised that our generous lars to found schools and colleges, and still
she has been true to her better traditions,
friends who would consent to the exclu- our young men are groaning in spirit for
has borne a testimony which the loyal men sion of the Bible, don’t see the inevitable help to attend school, and cannot find it.
of the country feared she might refuse to effect of such exclusion, that evil only, and Isit not time that we amend our policy
give, has brought to nothifg the plottings
no good, can come out of it. They assert somewhat?
Can we not agree to give to
and prophecies of the haters of the negro, that the state ought not to teach religion; this cause one quarter of the year, when the
inspired the administration with courage that liberty of conscience, in matters of re- churches shall be asked to make collections
and satisfaction, and made the civil rights ligion, forbids it; and that reading the for this special object, and other objects be
of the freedmen well nigh secure. Her Bible in schools is teaching religion, and forbidden during that set time? Why not
vote is hailed with enthusiasm,
and the
therefore ought to be discontinued. The assign three months to Foreign Missions,
pitiable attempt of the Legislature of New
fallacy is in the assumption that the Bible three to ‘Home, and three to this work of
York to undo a great deed of justice, be- is read in schools mainly for religious pur- raising funds to aid young men ?
comes as fatile as it is wicked.
That a- poses. The Bible is a religious hook, but
- We have schools, where these young
mendment will now be speedily ratified. it is quite as much a book of morals. brethren can be well educated; why not
The passage of the bill for the admis- There is no other book which equals itin render them in the highest degree available
sion of Virginia is generally hailed with this respeet, by the confession of unbeliev- by such a fund as shall enablethe brethren
satisfaction throughout the country; ‘and ers as well as believers. Now the state to attend? This would fill these schools
in spite of the imposed conditions, the re- may, and ought to, teach morals, and with excellent material; itewould make
joicing. is nowhere greater than in the city ought to use the books in the schools which them serve the purpose for which they were
of Richmond itself. The debates in Conare the best acapted to'that purpose, and founded, and cause the churches to feel that
gress over that question were long, able, hence ought to use the Bible. Protestants it was not in vain that they had sacrified so
earnest and thorough.
Two hundred col- do not ask the state to teach theology, nor much for educational purposes.
Immediums of the Daily Globe were filled with to have the Bible read for theological pur- ate and special consultation ought to be had
the speeches on that subject, and the lead- poses ;—but they” do ask for moral instruc- .upon this subject, and. some arrangements
ing members of both houses were active
tion, and desire to have the Bivle read for made to meet this great and pressing want
without delay.
in the discussion. Mr. Sumner was espec- that purpose.
ially vigorous in his opposition to an adIs it objected that the Bible favors relig-

a place and a name.
Nobody claims for
him the shrewdness or the mental breadth

asit has found many other

“Send. more

Denominatioral News and Hos

a pastor; and an “encouraging sign of the
times, that every nook and corner of the
house is crowded with hearers on the Lord’s
Day; and that several hundreds regularly
attend the week-day evening lectures.

——FRrEE

Churches are unsupplied, new fields are
calling for help, open doors invite us from

——

Let
school supported by any one denomination
her work unselfishly to give the
Nation
of Christians, or in assisting any student to
a true character, and she need not be anxattend any school thus supported.
rious about her reputation as a State. When
These were among the things that dis- the Union embodies justice, Virginia will
tinguished Mr. Peabody. Aside from his not miss her deserved honor.
transactions at the banking-house and in the
One of the most striking facts showing
variohis departments of mercantile life, he
the progress of the work in building a new
© was little known till kis donations gave him

sowing.

God

Students .

From all sections,

Welcome, then, to the Monarch and her | to plant sectarian schools, where certain
precious freight!
Her priceless cargo is a dogmas may take the place of sound learnWe are in danger from papists, inheart that pitied suffering and a hand that ing.

of the money should be given in aid of any

business

overlooked

Js

——te—

stile its glory !

out the destiny of civil states and ecclesiastical institutions, appears to have been to
1 mission without conditions, not because he
him a foreign province or an unknown would needlessly humble Virginia or delay
land. His sympathies naturally gravitated
for an hour the complete restoration of the
to the fixed and impressive, even when the
Union, but because he was forced to disfixedness barred the way of progress -and
trust the men who lead in the management
the show ..covered a poor substance. His
of the politics of that state. On the whole,
patriotism never rose-to- fervor mor -broke the welcome to Virginia is magnanimous
forth in a single kindling word: Daridg the and cordial; and there are a hundred obgreat struggle with rebellion in his native
vious reasons why she should henceforth
land, he lacked the penetration to discover
nurture modesty and prove
the genits deep meaning, and the bad cause took
uineness of her loyalty to the ideas which
éncouragement from his silence or his
she claimsto accept. She has sinned grievtacit approval. Andin the bestow ment of
ously, nursed her baseless pride, petted
his ample gifts for. promoting education in
her offensive egotism, and gloried not a
America, he took care that the lingering
little in her shame; but if she will hencedisloyalty of the land should meet no reforth do her duty, she will escape unwelbuke from his benefaction ; and one of the
come but impénding discipline and make
last of the conditions imposed upon the trusthe only proper atonement for” past follies
tees having the management of the fund
and wrongs. Though having lost much
that bears his name, was, that not a dollar

life, he gave himself to

Indigent

geing

the future, that looks for triumph only in
its rectitude, that counts itself secure because the Lord is its defense,and finds in
} his

the

and

illustrates

with patience he stands wilting, with
exactness grinds he all.”
“|

s¢iousness of self!

beneficence

hearts

his

- Farewell
the republic of the past, which
forgot to be just in its struggle to be great,

Greatness is hence-

the chief ambition of many
royal law of many lives.

of Beneficence.

Mr. Peabody’s death has called

of two

only

2s

als. ‘Nothing short’ of this comports with
our duty as citizens, nothing less will discharge the obligations of the state, and
nothing more do we ask. The religious
mission. of the Bible we will leave in the
hands of the church.

We

and

¢ The mills of God grind slowly, but they
exceeding small; . .. -

fact that they ibdicate an increase in the
appreciation of that type of life and service
which the gospel would at SH
and
exalt, and that they will aid in developing

terms. The
postage,—which is twelve
cents,—must be paid by those who order the

books.

in

bis grievous

the retributions that follow transgression,
and the fate that overtakes those who would
arrest the progressive movements behind
"which Omnipotence is starting.

forth to befound, not in getting, but in
giving, and especially in giving to the
neglected, the unfortunate and the needy.
Mr. Peabody’s glory is that, while so
many about him were.busyin self-seeking,
he turned away from the plea of his own
selfishness, that he. might respond to the appeal of two hemispheres eloquent in their
unspoken wants and woes. The satisfaction
found in these funeral solemnities and honors, that touch the hearts and moisten the

of the
the

can_attain.

both

The moral is set before the phys-

first men of the future.

Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from the second
-to

discovery

Mr.

ical and the intellectual. The Christ, who
goes about doing good, is. steadily winning
.the homage of mankind; and they who
cgpy. his example are to be hailed as the

to the

Or, ifit is preferred,

marvelous

higher ideas begin to dominate

a copy of Mr. Kennedy's volume,—*¢ Close
Communion, or open. Communion?
An
Experience and an ‘Argument,”— and will
also send
a copy of the

FEBRUARY

none so poor aas : to do him

send

new subscriber.

STAR:

regret

‘It is a rare and aa noble work which

be

Premium.

MORNING

Peabody hag done; and dt isa cheering fact

_or

addressed to the Publisher.

THE

COMMUNION. "A religious serv:

ice’ of great interest and solemnity was
held at Newport, R. I, on the Sunday
evening which closed the week of prayer,
when four churches, the Congregationalist, Second Baptist and two Methodist celebrated the Lord's Supper together. The
service wus held in the Methodist church,
and the ritual and ceremony used were
therefore those of the Methodist denomination. A vast assembly crowded the church

Prof. R.

Dunn,

from

Hillsdale

college,

gave an excellent oration on the occasion,
on “The Value of Literary Institutions.” .

He spoke without notes, and it was deemed
one of the ablest
in this section.
clear in diction,
ment.
It was
feast, for which

addresses ever delivered
It was rich in thought,
and convincing in argua well-served intellectual
we

owe him

a large debt

of gratitude.
The large chapel, 69 by 44,
edifice, and marked tenderness andrelig- was densely packed, and large numbers
J
ious fervor characterized the whole service, could not gain admittance.
which continued two hours. It was for
The building completed is one of the
proposing and joining in such a union com- ‘best, the lot of ground is very excellent,
The buildmunion that Rev. C. H. Malcom and his and the location a choice one.
church were made the object of close-com- ing cost, in round numbers, $26,000.
munion action in the Warren Association. There is a debt of several thousand dolBut Mr. Malcom and his church have nev- lars, and it is hoped the generous friends
ertheless taken no steps backward in their of education in the Vt. Y. M., and in other
testimony for open communion.
Confi- sections which have been helped by Verdent that they are right, they can maintain mont generosity, will be prompt inrefirmness; assured that even Baptist testi- lieving those who are legally responsible
| mony will endorse their action in the future,
for this indebtedness.
they can afford to take quietly the reproachThe Freewill Baptists of Vermont cannot
“es of the present hour.
afford to fail in this enterprise, and every
——

——DONATION

AMUSEMENTS.

ent

a detailed account of the

sends us

A correspond-

proceedings which he recen'ly witnessed at
a dona'ion party, gathered at the

of one of our pastors.

residence

He says the usual

party anc ring plays were freely and

open-

ly carried on, in which the minister partici-

man, woman and child, whoge
are with us, as a denomination,

sympathies
should de-

vise and execute the most liberal
their power, to makeit a glorious
This Seminary, if the Trustees
to its interests, and the charches
liberally to its support, with both

things in
success.
are true
come up
pecuni-

ary means and students, will prove a bless-

ing to the Vermont Y. M., which cannot
ring cake lottery was used to raise mbney, be estimated by dollars and cents. ' Let
and an attempt made to form a party for -every F. Baptist of Vermont feel a personcard playing. No religious exercises were al interest in its prosperity.
D. 8. Frost.
introduced, and the pastor told the company
that he was glad of their happiness and he
had found the occasion a very enjoyable one
. .. Reminiscences, &c.
for himself. Our correspondent was grieved and saddened at the presence of irreligFeeling that God was calling me to anothious hilarity, and the absence of the relig- er field, I closed my labors in Northwood
ious spirit, and thinks such methods of on. the 1st.;Sabbath in Dec., and bade fareraising money for religious purposes worse well to the people, many of whom had
than doubtful.
In all of which he will greatly endeared themselves to myself and
find nearly every earnest Christian fally family by their expressions of kindly feelings
sympathizing with him, and ready to join and Christian sympathy ; a number of whom
in asking, *‘ What concord hath Christ with I had the privilege, during my brief pastorBelial? "
ate of only about twenty months, of leadpated, games of chance were

instituted,

a

—~—STATISTICS OF CONGREGATIONALISM. The
Congregational Quarterly for Jan.is remarkably full in its Statistics of the denomina

tion in this country.

We copy a few items.

The body has 2,326 churches, 3,168 ministers, and 300,362 members. It has 89
churches in what were formerly slave States,
28 of which were organized last year.
Its

increase of membership

during

year is 9,320, or a little

more

the

past

than

three

per cent. The largest church is Beecher's,
in Brooklyn, which reports a membership
of 1,853.

Next to this is Park

St., Boston,

which numbers 930. It has 935 ministers
not in pastoral service, and 605 vacant pastorates.
The Sabbath Schools reported
have a membership

of 361,602:

The

body

ing down

into the baptismal waters.

It

was hard to part with friends so kind, but
this is the pastor’s lot, and we should not repine.

Having accepted a call from the F. Baptist
church and

society

in

Blackstone,

Mass.,

but havinga few Sabbaths before commencing my labors here, I had the privilege of
spending two Sabbaths very pleasantly
with the church at Strafford Center, for the
benefit of their beloved pastor, Rev. I. M.
Bedell, who has been laid aside by sickness
the most of the time for some eight or ten
months. The people seem greatly attached
to Bro. Bedell, and appear to be tryingto do
what they can to cheer and comfort him
and his family in their days of darkness and
trial. May God bless them in their noble

represents much ability and is felt as a and Christian-like work ; and may he soon
strong force in. the country, though its be restored to break to them again the
net gain in membership is much less “rapid bread of life; which they seem so ardently
than that of some other denominations.
to desire.
Will not each church in the Q.
M. consent that their minister should labor
——GOVERNMENTAL Economy. Mr. Dawes one Sabbath for the benefit of Bro. Bedell?
of Mass. has done a good service in Con- Jt would be but a small sacrifice for them,
gress, by

calling attention to the needless-

while in the aggregate it would be a great
benefit to him,
The last Sabbath in Deo. I spent with the
churches in Dover. In the A. M., I listened
1 to a very instructive and interesting sermon
Dr. John Hall.
by the pastor of the Washington St. church,
Rev. I. D. Stewart, from Luke 12: 20.
This Christiah minister, from Scotland,
This society has just completed one of the
but now pastor of the Fifth Avenue Presbymost beautiful and substantial church editerian church in New York, is attracting
fices in the state; which, while it reflects
more attention just at present than any
great credit upon the society, is an ornaother clergyman of the city. A picture of | threaten to read bim out of the party as un ment
to the City. Inthe P. M., I was at
him may be interesting. The Doctor is tall, enemy. But Mr. Dawes knows his ground, my old post of labor, Charles St. church.
broad shouldered, with large and slightly he has weighed his words, he echoes the Here Ilaccepted the very cordial invitation of
awkward limbs, a ponderous head, which views of the President, and is responded the pastor, Rev. J. Malvern, to preach, and
hangs forward as if too heavy for the neck to by the approval of the people. Econ- enjoyed the privilege’ of speaking to, as
omy is a necessity; and unless the domi- well as the warm greetings of very many
and shoulders to sustain. His face is broad
and generous, his mouth wide, his eyes a nant party will seriously undertake the] old and tried friends of former years.
This
work of retrenchment and lightening the church has recently repaired, enlarged and
pléasant blue, his hair auburn, and thio,
tending to baldness. He wears the minis- load of taxation, it will fail to keep its greatly beautified their house of worship,
terial gown while preaching, which by no pledges, and need not expectto retain the and are now enjoying a good degree of
means improves his appearance, and speaks confidence and support of a needlessly bur- spiritual prosperity.
dened people.
with great earnestness.
With this people I spent seven years of
——James
LENoX. This gentleman is followHe seldom stands erect while speaking,
pleasant
labor, and in leaving these assoing
the
example of Mr. Peabody in ada great loss to the hearers, for his form
ciations, and the dear ministers and churchand presence are much more impressive ministering his own will. He has given es of the New Darham Quarterly Meeting,
and agreable when he chances to rise to lots, of great value, in the vicinity of Central with whom I have labored nine years, I am
his full stature
; his voice is full, agreeable Park, for a Hospital, and also a public Li- filled with pleasant and sad reflections
and clear, and his enunciation generally brary, and $300,000 to erect the buildings strangely intermingled. During these nine
distinct, but occasionally breaking into a for the Hospital, and gives $300,000 more years, eleven ministers with whom I have
with the choicest collection of books and been associated in the Q. M. have been rebroad. Scottish brogue, not readily caught
cabinet
of paintings and statuary in Aieri- moved by death ; some have gone to other
by the ear of a stranger. He speaks without notes, uses a hand
he often reads,

expounds.

turns

which
and

His style is plain, direct

and

forcible, but not
emblems

Bible, from
to proof texts,

or

adorned with

beauty

seems to use words

of

rhetorical

expression.

He

simply to convey his

ly large estimates of the expenses of the various departments of the Government for
the-current year. His figures are startling,
and his facts compel many of the ‘officials
to flutter, and send consternation iato
the ranks of the lobbyists and jobbers.
Some of his republican associates complain ;
Gen. Butler tries to break the force of his
statements by counter statements and satire ;
and a few foolish men aud farious papers

ca, to the Library.

made vacant by these removals; and, to-day
the New Durham Q. M. is blessed with an

and

ployed

and

departures of vessels

the more terse and specific the better.
He

is fond

of

comparisons,

uses

them

freely, and makes his points quickly, and
then
leaves
them. He is sharp and
incisive in his arguments, bold and faithful
in application, deals thoroughly with the
conscience, lays the truth upon the heart
with fidelity,

and unravels

the

sophistries

and excuses and subterfuges of sinners
and worldly professors, as if intent upon
sweeping away every refuge of lies and
bringing them to Carist. His sermons are
not what would be called brilliant or powerful, but they are.impressive, and one con-

stantly feels that there is a magazine of
forces lying back in reserve, which would
make him overwhelming if they were once
brought out. One characteristic is prominent above all ofhers,—an honest, earnest

purpose to deal faithfully with his hearers

and do them good. Ii is much to the credit
of that’ congregation, that they choose such

fields of labor, some to other employment,
while others have left the ministry in dishonor; so that almost the entire ministry
of the Q. M. has changed within nine years;

thoughts plain

his

spirit of Christ is

——CoMMERCE.
Few are aware of the
immense traffic on our chain of lakes.
There are more than 100,000 seamen em-

forcible,~uses just as few as possible,

meaning, to make

The

truly moving the wealthy to noble deeds.

in the

vessels;

the

atone

arrivals
port,

and

Buffalo,

but, thank God,

other

ministers,

faithful

and true, have taken the most of the places

during last summer, exceed 10,000; the
grain transhipped at that point, was 45,440,220 bushels. One hundred and twenty
six vessels have been wrecked during the

able, devoted and

at all disfigured by the fanaticisms of senti-

usually deeply interegting.

ment and speech that made the gatherings
in Mass, and R. I. ridiculous.
They fram-

increasing in numbers and in
from Sabbath to Sabbath; owing

ed a platform, nominated an independent
ticket, and so inaugurated a new party

no doubt, to the fact that we have a ** live

well-united ministry.

Having attended nearly all the sessions
for these nine years, and having had the
privilege of preaching a number of times in
season, and 209 seamen drowned.
So there nearly every pulpit in the Q. M., I can but
is joy and sorrow mingled in this formidable feel, on leaving her, a strong attachment
to the Mother of our denomination, and an
commerce.
abiding desire for her prosperity.
fas
I commenced my labore in Blackstone,
——LABOR REFORM IN N. H.
The spethe
1st Sabbath in this month. Our cbncial friendsof Labor Reform held a state
convention at Concord on the 28th inst., gregation is good ond we have an excellent
which was well attended, earnest, and not Sabbath school, the exérocises of which are

The school is
interest
largely,

man,” for a superintendent, The interest
movement with the usual enthusiasm and in our meetings is good. A few have remore than the usual good sevse.
The cently indulged a hope in the Saviour, and
friends of the’ independent Temperance our earnest and. united prayer is. that the

party movement made overtures looking to| Lord wonld abundantly bless this people.
a coalition, but met no sympathy.
{| The church appears well united, and! I find
-!
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soon as convenient.
two promising

‘Items from Southern Ohio.
While some churches

holding

meetings

Alexander and Rutland.

in

In the latter place

;

2.

_ in consequence of declining health,

with more or
Com.

As some of the fruits

Q. M., and is spending the

nesota “for the
health.

winter

purpose of
:

bis

Rev. R. J. Poston, late pastor of the two

:

to go forward

distant.

The

Kyger

tain it.

churches,

sented

during the past year, have enjoyed revivals,
and received about fifty new members.
Rev. J. W. Martin is employed a part of
"the time for the ensuing year.
Rev. S. H. Barrett, of Rutland, is engaged in preparing a series of sketches of
eminent ‘deceased Free Baptist ministers,

admission,

late

of

Atwood

Institute,

marked fidelity and

T. E. Peden,

of Pageville,

who,

labor is an important one for some earnest
and faithful minister.
Bro. S. will close

his labors on the first of April.

Brothers

Cheshire—are

‘Com.

unable to sustain pastors.
Lane Theological Seminary,

and

yet

20.

:
established

Revivals, &c.

most of the great men

of the

Clerk.

are seeking

the Savior.

denomination in

other makers do not.

question the very foundation principle of
our religious belief, but they do not succeed
in weakening our faith. We all believe
that our Father's table will be free in heaven, and we try to make it so here. Ihave
a brother in the upper kingdom, who, I
suppose, will not refuse to sit at the great
feast with me, simply because he was a
Regular Baptist in Tennessee. By charity
for all our fellow-men, and by doing God's

qualities,
“LOOK

J. B. Grigspy.

Bro. Cowell is pastor.
meeting ; the preaching

was

and the time well

thé Sabbath, one man

improved.

the pray -

exhorta-

The meetings were continued,

and there

were indications of an outpouring of the

Holy Spirit.
This Q. M. means life and work. About
one year since, there was a missionary
effort put forth to raise up a church at
Northfield, with favorable results, as a
church of 24 members was recently organized there with prospects of additions.

Rev. W. W. Nutting has taken the pastoral |
care. They have a good meeting-house
anda large congregation,
blessing, a strong church

and,
will

with God's
soon

repay

"the Q. M., for their efforts.
The little church

at Vershire,

organized

about three years since, enjoys the labors
of Bro. Shepherd, and some revival interest
and additions by baptism encourage their

hearts. Here is a good, faithful little band
of brethren, May they increase in numbers
and grace, and overcome all opposition.

The church at Williamstown has prospered much of late. There has never been

which,

with .sums

and THROAT DISEASES,

SINGERS

Its ability ‘and

CATARRH,

they have

and PUBLIC

Troches, many worthless

and

cheap

offered,

for

nothing.

which

BROWN’S

received,

:

CONSUMPTIVE

use them to

te

BRONCHIAL

TROCHES.

6mdt

tubes.

evening.

port from the Committee appointed by the Society for

increased to such an extent, that it is now his
own opinion, and the opinion of eminent physi.

‘We find, on examination,
that the relition

hodocation of the Theological School, and transact
any other business which may come before the Society.
y
B.CHRNEY, Pres't.
Feb. 1870,
A. K. MOULTON, Sec.

y

4

There will be a meeting of the Trustees of the N, Y
Home

and

Foreign

Mission

Society,

in

the

F.

B

church in Buffalo, Feb. 4, at 7 o'clock ln the eveniog.
.
G, H. BALL, Sec.

of

wm

in-

we dre, in view of the facts in ‘the case, very ro-

appendix, many

WHAT

Kducation

EVERY

all those who are troubled with
ness, Piles, Biliousness,

“I

»

Agents wanted.

Dyspepsia,

Headache,

form

and by all Druggists.

MAINE

STATE

p

Aik

so | everything.
6,0

THEOLOGICAL

Dec.

Sec.
6m2

10,00

1,50

>

»

Mr, N.

B

Cram

of

Catharine Lombard of Biddeétord,
Jan.

20,

by

Rv,

;

and

inducing

& regular

,00 | body, in cases of chronic constipation.
BY

SOLD

25

ALL

Yop

habit

and

of

8. Bowden,

In Charlestown, Mass , Jan. 18, by Rev. 0. T. Moul.
ton, Albion G. Emery of Boston, and Miss Zilla C.
Russell of Alfred, Me,

both of Smithfield,

i

House.

1 am perfectly delighted with them.

I think

they are all that is claimed for them.
I. also think
that whoever labors to secure their general introduc-

tion is truly a public benefactor.”
Prof. Sylvester Dixon, of Tiiton, N. H. Female College,

says,

Dec. 16, 1869:

Having

made

trial of

Per-

kins & House’s Patent Non Explosive Kerosene Lamp

1 can most cheerfully commend its use.
It gives a
clear, steady light, far surpassing in brilliancy that of
the ordinary Kerosene Lamp, aud commends itself
for its economy as we | as its safety.
Its comstruction is such as to preclude the possibility of explo

sion. Ic has only to be known to come into general
use.
I am pleasedto find such a lamp, and shall use
it to the exclusion of all others.
;
Rev. D. W. Farrell, Pa: tor of First Baptist church
be turned

down

low

greeable odor.

without

Lamo

I

bought

It can

any of the usual disa-

For reading it gives the steadiest and

strongest light I have ever seen, and because itis
safe, 1 have put away my glass lamp, and have yours

I can

carry about the house without

Rev.

A. D. Smith.

D. D. L , L. D., President Dart-

mouth College, N. H., rays: ‘“ My

family

regard this

lamp as superigs fo any other in respectto salety, per.
fect combustion, freedom from any unpleasant odor,
and the amount of light given.”

1 recommend’ them as a decided improvement upon
the ordinary kerosene lamps.”
R. C. Kedzie, Prof. of Chemistry in Michigsn Agricultural College, sags: .** This lamp will banish the
appal ing accidents of burning and roasting resulting from explosions of Kerosene lamps, and is a boon

receipt, we have used

it to date.

have ever

beyond

It has given

satis-

used.

But

this,

and what

is far

This is a great point secur-

stamps it as a great

not

Kerosene Lamp.

We like the article much,

only for its evident Jakty,

but its brilliant

light

Rev. 8. G. Kellogg, Pastor of the Methodist Church
in Tilton, says: ‘“ From similar trial 1 fully endorse
per express

on

receipt of $3.26

send

or C.0. D. a lamp *

complete.

DRUGGISTS.

Though lately introduced it has met with an unpre-

100,00

Miss

or Gun-Powder!

Dr. C. F. Elliott of Great Falls, N. H., says, Jan. 14,
1870: “Knowing as I do that Kerosene must, necessas
rily, be the means of light for the people ‘generally,
and knowing, alco, the fragile aud pertectly unsafe
character of the lamps used, I availed myself of the
first opportunity to obtain some of the Perkins &

the above statement in all particulars.”
1n places where we have no agents, we will

the safest

cedented sale, beeause it supplies a great public want.

HAMPTON
WHE
T

SPRING

ACADEMY.

TERM

will commence

Monday,

ALLEN FOLGER,

pes sior REV. Do Wo C, DURGIN, A. M., Principal,
and
Miss 8, JENNIE CHASE, Ireceptress,

1

Sold only by canvassing agents.
Exclusive sale
guarranteed.,
For descriptive circular and terms,
address with stamp,

Feb. 21, under the direction of

GENERAL AGENT,
th

’

Parsonsfleld,

Nitro-Glycerine

.
ANYTHING

BY

alimentary canal at the same time, is

This Yastitution (one of the oldest in the State), sit-

Towne,

EXPLODED
SHORT OF

wise to attempt to regulate a chronometer with a pick.
axe and sledge hammer, as it is to assail the obstruct.

20,00 ( Surest méans of superiuduciug A

¥, W.

BE

LAMP.

and solid structure; and so far as we can judge it Is
all it is recommended to be.”

ed and constipated bowels with abrading purgatives.
That genial and heaithful Jaxative, TARRANT'S E¥FERVESCENT APERIENT. which relieves and tones the

T

Rev.

CANNOT

Explosive
It would be as

with competent assistants.

18, by

Non-Ezxplosive

Rev. L. D, Barrows, D. D, Pres’tof N. H. Confer.
ence Seminary and Female College, at Tilton, N. H.
rays, Dec. 8, 1869: “ This certifies that we have used
in our family
for a short time Perkins & House’s Non-

uated by the sea side, in the ancient and beautiful
town of Hampton, is in a flourishing
condition, and
offers the advantages
of
thorough
fnstruction to

Jan,

HOUSE

Ican, therefore, and do cheerfully recommend it,
and really hope that all will encourage him in his efforts to introduce it for the public use.”

.

A. Hall,

Parsonsfield,

Patent

&

and genuine improvement.

E.

JuSoysh

money rapidly, and do

ed by this invention, and really

=

Parkman Me. Jan.3, Mr.J. 8pringer Giles and Miss
.
H ttle N. Eliott, both of A.

make

canvassers

have carefully tested it.

Sound Doctrine for the Sick.

0. Jan. 4, Mr. Joha P. Gu ldsmith and Miss Frances
Wiggin both of O.
:
In
N. Berwick, Jan, 22, by Rev. J. Nason,
Géorge
B. Came of Portsmouth, and Augusta A, Hall of N.
B

can

HAMPSHIRE.

better, is the fact that the lamp i8 non-explosive; of
this we are fully satisfied, judging both from personal examination and the evidence of scientific men wh

8,00
1,00
5,00
5,00
2,25
2,25

John

NEW

faction, giving more light from” thé fame amount of
oil and tne same sized wick than any other Jomp we

494,06
Treasurer.

Mr,

IN

¢ Perkins & House’s Non-Explosive Lampe,’ for the
purpose of selling and testing the same. Since its

ack-

Brooks,

TOWN

Hon. Asa P. Cate of Northfield, N. H., under date
of Dec. 10, 1869, says: ‘‘ Some few days eince Mr. C.
H. Robertson of this town left with my family one of

L

Helen

WANTED.

to the race.’

In Ossipee, Jan.'8, by Rev, D., I. Quint, Mr. Aldo
M. Rumery of Effingham, and Mrs. Surah Wiggin of

Ricker and Miss

Mass.

Rev. N Lord, D. D., late President of Dartmouth
College, says: ‘* The Lamps perform their promise.

10,00
5,00
1.75
5,00
5,00
2,64
10,00
5,00
3,50
8,40
4.37
10,00
10,50
5,00
2,00

Married

In Manchester, by Rev. N,

SCHOOL.

27, 1869,
nd
if

.

In West Waterville,

last

For Rooms or Board.address O. I, Dan-

10,10
The next term will commence WEDNESDAY, Jan,
10,00 | 19. and continue 13 weeks.
10,00
}
J. FULLONTON.

The credit of 2,00 In the Star of June 17, to Mary Blaisdell, should have been Mrs N B Blaisdell, Bradford, N. H

old

will

a A

9,10

Boston,

tear of accident.”

Board $3,60 per week, including

iels or A. J. Ssnborn, the Principal.
D. H. ApAms,
Waterbury Center, Vt., Jan. 1870."

1

by sending

of you is the very thing I have been wanting.

GREEN MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY.
HE SPRING TERM of this Institution

begin Feb. 16.

CO.,

of Concord, says, Jan. 1, 1869: “The

ME.

JNO. H. SHAPLEIGH, Sec.

20,

OC. O. LIBBY,

EVERY

in ure, which

20
fi
300
ot

4,

Bell, Mrs

ACADEMY.

3t3

&

PERKINS

of the pre-

ne SPRIY 8 TERM SOmIneNCes TUESDAY,
eb.
16.
Send for circulars to
v

Perry, Mrs H Preble, Mrs F H Bubar, Mrs J I
Joy ,b0 each; Mrs G Reed (40; C Bubar, Miss B
Rob! son, Mrs LE Preble, Mrs B Bubar, Mrs E
Brown, Mrs A

EATON

KEROSENE

SEMINARY.

LEBANON,

?

8 Preble, B ¥ Jones, J Bell, J I Joy, 8 Grifiin, IL
Rubar, O Robinson, Miss A Robinson, Mrs H O

Mac

P,

CANVASSERS

g
IT

B. F. HAYES, Sec.

WEST

bargain

Weekly, $2.50, Monthly, $1.50 per year.

good, selling the

scription used (free of charge), with the directions for

5,00
3,
ay

ubar,

R.

and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to
make known to his fellow-snflerers the means of cure.

To all who desire 1t, he will send a copy

FARMER,

Send stamp for specimens and premium list.

2m50

LEBANON
20

ENGLAND

TERMS:

Good

o

HE SPRING TERM will begin Thursday, Jan.
27. Send for Catalogues or any inforu ation, to

17,50

«=

NEW

and we invite you to get a good
to us at once.

FOR

TO CONSUMPTIVES.
THE Advertiser, having been restored to health in
a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after having
suffered several years with a severe lung affection,

121,00

athric

bi Albany,N.Y., COUNTRY GENTLEMAN says this
the

Mailed for

60 cents.

Treasurer.

per W Sanborn

of

Lieut. Governor of Massachusetts.
For gale at No. 1
Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. HARRISON &

CO., Proprietors,

B

advise

Costive:

or any

3t5

s

“ Worth double the amount of subscription to any farmer.”

9,00
2,00

Wilder

reble,

ADIES, send 50 cents and obtain a box of that
nicely perfumed INITIAL STATIONERY.
Address, CHAS. C. WEEKS, 164 Cambridge st., Boston.

Indigestion,touse DR. HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.”—ELISHA HNNTINGTON, M. D., Ex-

Society

Watiss
A Noble, H Preble. IH. Bubare 1b Hnek:
son, J Valley, L)0 each: B Bubar, L F Preble, C
oble,

4 41d

is some

would

WANTED!

ed Patent Everlasting White WireClothes Line, Cheapest and best clothes line in the world;
only 3 cta. per foot, and will last a hundred
years. Address Hudson River Wire Co., Tbe
Wm. St., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn St. Chicago,IL.

useful

Journal, July,

NEEDS

Costiveness.,

AGENTS

year sure made by agents,male

or female,se'ling our world-renown

H., Sept. T,1869.

PERSON

remedy for habitual

CHANCE!

$1 0005:

eowly48

in the fol=

Crawford Fem Miss Soc, Lawrence, Mass, per S M
Durrell, for sup of Mary A. D vis in India
D McDonald, Montpelier, Vt. for support of a boy
in India
Kilbourn City, Wis, per A Tyler
So Kingston, N H. per JB
Merrill
A friend, Waterbury Center, Vt
A friend, Lowell, Mass
Danville, N H. per P 8 Burbank
Kittery Point, Me. per B 8 Manson
Mrs 8 P Adams, Portland, Me. per M M Hutchins
Sab school, Attica, N Y. per H Perry
Bolton, P Q. per A Vilas
Rocsingham Q M °
Prairie City, lil. per E A Dudley
West Scituate, R 1, per 8 C Brown
New Lyme, O. per A A Myers
A friend in Unit
M. per M M Hutchins
Rev L Gott, W
Elldworth, Me. proceeds of a famiiy Christmas tree
>
;
Col by Mrs Jas Burnham on monthly pledges, $4;
J Boothby $2; Mrs M J Doe, $2, So Parsonsfield,
Me. per F A Towne
Mrs 8 Frost, Ex Parsonsfleld, Me. per F A Towne
Steep Falls, Me. per A Hobson
.
Thos Hodgdon, No Boothbay, Me. per L Given
Strong, Me. per E Toothaker
Johnsburg, N Y. perJ H Loveless
88

GREAT

complaints are added.—

young gentlemen and ladies seeking an education.
\
WM. T. MERRILL, Sec. of Trustees.
Hampton,

$1 000

N. H,, Jan. 21, 1870,

5

IN 3 MONTHS AT HOME.
$10 will
purchase an outfit,samples worth $50,and

the deed of a whole township for the twe best Agi
Patents ever issued.

cultural

Particulars free.

dressJ. AHEARN, Baltimore, Md.

MAINE

CENTRAL

Ad-

its

INSTITUTE,

THE SPRING TERM of this Institution will com.
mence Feb, 17, and continue ten weeks. For partioulars address,

G.B

Fives, A.B,

Pittsfield, Me., Jan, 20, 1.70,
»

'

of emi-

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00: In Turkey morocco, full gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address “THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,” or
DR. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.
N. B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confl-.
dence on all diseases requiring skill and experience.

Wednesday and Thursday in February.
Ministers
Conference Tuesday preceding, at 1 o'clock,
v
8. BOWDEN, Clerk,

in Gardiner city, the

are writ.

pr

Mr. Henry W. Ellis and Miss Betsey A. Whitehouse,

gt. church,

an

of Yue day.— The Medical and Surgical

WATERVILLE Q. M. will hold its next seseion with

the Brunswick

professional gentleman

Hayes, one of the most learned and popular physicians
NY

b,

Wis. per

Mass.
dteow5

CO., Boston,

&

WASHBURN

wy

order of

These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr.

In Athens, Jan 1, by Rev. J. w. Hinkley, Mr. San
ford Genthner and Miss Clara A. Eastman, both of

Notice.

cians consulted, that his ‘recovery is remote at
best, and that rest and freedom from care are
absolutely demanded.

cheap

ton Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.

of Home Mission Society.
8. CURTIS, Treas.

Dover,N.H.

Jan. 31,

Meeting of the F. W. B Education Society.
By onder of members of the Exec, Com. of the F.
W.
Baptist Education Soulety, a meeting of that Society is hereby notified to take rlace at the Vestry of
the Freewill Baptist church in Port-mouth, N- H., on
the 17th of Feb., at 2 o'clock, P.M ; to hear a re

until

not the

cause of those diseases to which they are-subject, and
‘he tells them just how and when to~do it.—Farming-

For Miss Soc. Free Baptist Conference at Nova
Scotia, on salary of Miss Julia E Phillips, gold

and continue 2 or 8 days at. least.
Ministers and
brethren of the Q. M. who wish to be helped or to
help others, are earnestly invited to attend.
. KENISTON, For the Com.

within a few months,it has appeared in a com-"
paratively mild form. Of late, the difficulty has

dre

DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and popular
physicians of thé day, and is entitled to the gratitude
of our race for these invaluable
productions. It seems
to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the

8 Grace Scribnvr, Hartsville, Ind

Notice.
There will be a revival Convention with the church
Monday

They

‘oos Republican, Lancaster, N,
;

J10, per H Preble, Alva, Me

Notices dud Appointments.
on

the valuable
These books

»

From Levi Bartlett, Warner, N. H.
.
«1 have received a copy of your superbly gotten up Amateur Cultivator's Guide. “I think it far ahead of anything
of the kind ever before issued from the American press.
Sent to any address upon receipt of 25 cents for paper
cover, and 50 cents for tastefully bound in cloth.

cerning which lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,

X

ch.

Robinson, Miss

in Epsom, commencing

This work, we feel
French Hybrid Gladiolus.
will compare favorably with any similar one.

Lp
J

and purchased to Jeuty coarse tastes, but

Smith, Mrs E Bubar, W H Preb'e ,25 each; extra

His disease

pleasant and

sure

consumption and has the reputation of being a very
reliable cure of diseases of the lungs and bronchial

The following is the report of a Council called to
advise with the church relative to the resignation
of its pastor Rev. G. P., Blanchard:
We find the only cause of your pastor's resig-

pastor and people is peculiarly

Be

are

We call the attention of our readers to Clarke’s European Cough Remedy advertised in another column,
It is prepared by Rev. Walter Clarke, of Minot, Me.,
who was formerly a medical practitioner in England,
1t is one of the fow proprietary medicines extensively
used by physicians in the treatment of coughs and

Roger Williams Church.

though,

good

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

. J. A, VARNEY, Clerk of Council.

standing,

are

.

VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have ea

ten by a responsible

No Strafford, Vt. per J D Waldron
Parsonsfleld Q VI. Me, per I A Philbrick
{ 2d Alton ch. N H. per A C Peaslee

TROCHES

imitations

the author,

nence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, con-

away in Adis in
andwich
.

Pleasant

the

924th edition of this popular work, which has met with so
been re-writmuch favor in the'past, is now ready.
ten and improved, printed with new type, and on fine paper,
fine
illustrated with a beautiful Lithograph, and many other and
engravings from nature. It contains full description and
Flowers
of
varieties
leading
the culture of over 1500
presVegetables; also descriptive list of the novelties of the choice
ent season: to which is added a collection of 200
confident,

abominable trath, published by irresponsible parties

[The two preceding for support of Leonard Hath-

ount

a soothing effect

SPEAKERS

of

nu
Parties wishing the prescription will please ad* | dress
. Rev. EDWARD A. WILSON,
3m42
Williamsburg, Kings County, New York.

Gennessee Q M. Mich,

action; soothes

TontiK

Suephen WY
James Fluker, § Carson, Sarah Fowler, Amelia
Brown, H King, A Beardsley, Delia Gifford, H

per A G

in

There

medical works of Dr. Albert H. Hayes.
intelligent family.

Bath, Mich. per L B Potter
Farnuwsville, Mass. per G W Wallace
Joy D P lise, No Ravilic, Vi thrick

OBTAIN the true

Bro. H. R. Howes was set apart to the ministry of the gospel, and installed pastor of the F.
W. B. church, at N. Vassalboro’, Me., Thursday
evening, January 13th, by the following order of
exercises :
Reading of the Scriptures by Rev. J. Small;
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Haskell; Sermon by Rev. E.
Knowlton; Ordaining Prayer by Rev. J. A. Varney ; Charge by Rev. W. H, Littlefield; Hand of
Fellowship by Rev. J. Small; Address to church
and congregation hy Rev.
W. H. Littlefield;
Benediction by Candidate.

nation to be a failure of health,

'

York Home and Foreign Mission Society.
Collected by Rev. H. Abbey, as Evangelist.

Liverpool. O

prompt

PHYSIO-

are of astual merit, and should find a place in every

Miss Soe. Madison

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

a time, except a short period directly after
creasingly hopeful. And yet, though it may be
its organization, that its spiritual condition hard for both parties to sunder the uniting bond,

ag been as good ‘as now.

ro

er published.

others

Foreign Missions.

will most invariably give instant relief.

For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,

and Installation.

seems to be one of long

.

Anson Q M, Me, per M Merrill
1st Madison ch,
Me.
*

disease,

.

All the NEW DISCOVERIES

rescriptions for prevailing

form, only

Itis

fording relief and a complete cure.
3
SkTH W. FOowi E.& SON, Proprietors, Boston.

whose experienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—"4ate given in full. No person should be without
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any

the Principal.

lect often results in an incurable Lung

amounted to $55.
Ordination

-

G. H. BALL,

Requires immediate attention, as neg

BRONCHIAL

OF

works on Physiology ever published.

anguage.

No. 30, Vesey St., N. Y.

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

BROWN’S

TREATED

SON, BOSTON,
:

pain, take- out the roreness, and reduces the most
angry looking swellings and i. flammations; thus af

‘Woman.

or WOMAN

&

Works like magic on OLD SORES, BURNS, BCALDS,
Cuts, Wounds, Bruises, Sprains, Chrpped Handa,
_Chilblains, &c.

and interesting character are introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in our

The Jewish Messenger calls attention to the
sme
fact that no one can dispute that Christmasis a Mrs G W Bikey Deerfleld, N K. per E P PresLoudonCenter, N H, pord H Cox
festival having sole and special reference to the
carboro,
('andia,
NH. Me. perper JWW J Potter
Dudley
Christian religion; and yet “it is notorious that
Pascoag, R I, per M Phillips
many anti-ceremonialists were very particular
¥ hE a G P Ramsoy,to con Hev Peter
and precise in observing this ceremony last Fri- | Queonts,
:
No Scituate,
R3 I. per O H True
day evening.”
Red Creek, N Y. per 8 T Devoe

Row

Every

pnd cleanses the Lungs

GRACE’'S SALVE

the

Chatauque Q M
Rev J O steele
‘Wm
Harry8 Warner,
S Keeney, Warsaw
*
DeWitt Akin
ie
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BRONCHIAL

from

» EITHER SEX car require to know, but what is tully
explained, and many matters of the most important

C Keney, H C Thompson 1,0v each
C Lathrop, A Akin, M Beerdsley, J Mix ,50 each

PRESCRIBED by our most eminent physicians. For
Lung Disea:es. the Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.—
Get the genuine.
Prices, $1 and 50 cents,

SOW

for

t

Balsam
CHERRY.

Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE
and sold by deale:s generally,

SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, etc. The object of the advertiser in sending the
10,00 Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread in10,00 formation-which he conceives to be invaluable; and
20,00
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will
20,10 | cost them nothing, and may prove a blessing.-

regularly in us stables, and that the expense is more

Tunbridge,
y

previously

in the same

diseases arising

USE Of

y

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

preparing and using the same, which they will find a

than offs:t by the diminished amount of grain neces:
sary te keep his horses always in good order.

Rev. J. W. Hinkley and wife thank their
friends in Parkman for a donatton on the 17th of
Jan.,

be made

x

Capt. Charles Sager, who keeps a superb stock of
livery horses in Portland, Me , informed us receantly
that he uses Sheridan's Cavalry Condi tion Powders

Rev. J. 8. Dinsmore and wife gratefully acknowledge a donation recently of $132 from their
friends in Burns and S. Cambridge, 111.

On

requested

should

Book

DISEASES;

ordinary

"Ye
SOCIETY.
.
Légieles to this Society should be made

should be inserted in the place

clear and strengthen the voice.

inter-

ers of God's people, and several
tions followed the sermon.

in

Under this

ing to bed, and keep the head warm at night.

ing, Jan. 19th.

spiritual and

instructive, the social meetings were

esting,

a do-

FIGURES.”

Many people, particularly children, suffer with the
ear ache; and for the beaefit of such we give'a sure
but simple rémedy.
Put in two or three drops of
Johnsows Anvdyne Liniment, stop the ear with undressed wool bathe the feel in warm water before go.

Rev. J. E. Dame. extends his thanks to his
friends who contributed to him the sum of $150,
at their annual donation visit, Wednesday even-

|,

It was an excellent

Rev. C. C. Foster and wife acknowledge

HERE !—STRIKING

stock of practical, reliable,instiuctive reading matter,

Rev. J. H. Cox and wife wish to tender their.

:

CoriNtH, VT.,Q. M.
The last session of
this Q. M. was held at East Orange, where

from

)

heading, our readers will find in an advertisement on
our last page, some substantial ev'denceof the high
esteem in which the American Agricuiturist is justly
held by its readers. This Journal will undoubtedly
prove very serviceable to every one who adds it to his

hearty thanks to the church and society of London Center, for a donation, on New Year’s evening, amounting to $70.

will as he shows it to us, we hope finally to

enter into perfect rest.

nation of $65 in money and other articles
their friends in Otisfield, Me., Jan. 14.
nation of $57 from their friends
Vt., on the 13th of January.

at’ all sur-

know them

other

cured by th ©

By a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimonials received by the
proprietors,
ed

is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF

lowing
form;
“1 BEQUEATH to my Executor (or Executors) the sum
of
dollars in trust, to pay the same in
days
after my decease to the person who,when the same is payable, shall aet as Treasurer of the Freewill Baptist Home
Mission Society, incorporated by the Legislature of
New
Hampshire, to be applied under the direction of the Kxecutive Committee of that Society to its charitable uses
and purposes.”
:
The Will should be attested by three witnesses, in
some states three are required, in others only two), who
should write against their names. their places of residence (if in cities, the street and number). The following
form of attestation will answer for every state in the unfon: *‘Signed, sealed. published and declared by the said
(A. B.),
as his last wiil and testament, in the
presence of
us, who at the request of the said A.B, and in his presence, and in the presence of each other, have hereunto
subscribed our names as witnesses.”
SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.
Concord, N, H. ¢
P. 8. Bequests to the F. W. Baptist Education Society

room, there is nv organ that unites so mdny desiraole

and inchurch-

The thanks of the F. B. church in Brunswick,
Ga., are expressed to Rev. W, F. Eaton, of Port-

They call in

not

for they

HER

a2
FORM OF BEQUESTS TO THE F. W. B, HOME MISSION

to be all and every thing they are claimed to be.—
Whether for the home circle, the chapel, or the lcdge

all

cur:

y

and allays irritation, thus removing the canse of
complaint.
0
3

INSTITUTE,

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGYOF WOMAN,AND

D Lothrop & Co.;,Boston, Massy,

will this injunction

Musicians are

prised at their great popularity

BiG Creek, E. TENN.
The F. B. charch
land, Me., for $46, sent to aid in the erection of a
-at this place consists of 65 members. It is house of worship.
subject to various opposing influences, but
The name of Rev. J. Trueworthy was left out
is endeavoring to sustain a vigorous Chris- ofthe Register through mistake, He is a memtian life. It has fallen out of the favor of ber, in good standing, of the West Ellsworth
some of the churches of other denominations church.
in the place, but all efforts to destroy its
life have thus far proved ineffectual. We
have recently received an addition of sevRev. Andrew Hobson and wife return thanks
eral young converts, who believe that such to the Steep Falls church and society for a liberal
principles as we represent should not be donation on the evening of January 4th, of $63,allowed to depart from the place, by the 17.
death of the present aged members of the
Rev. J. Nason and wife received a donation of
$75,00 from the church and society in North
ckurch.
Our theory of free communion is causing Berwick, Me., on the evening of Jan. 19.
Rev. and Mrs. F. Keniston acknowledge a doquite an agitation among the
Regular
Baptists in the vicinity. They belitve that nation of $100,00 from friends at Bow Lake and
we are mistaken in theory and heretic in vicinity, on the evening of Dec. 21, 1869.
practice, but they can show no Scripture to
Rev J. Hutchinson and wife acknowledge a do-

prove that we are wrong.

In nothing

A

“ E P Ladd, Limerick, Me. via Saco

:Organs, maee by Messrs. S. D. & H. W. Smith, of
Boston. These instruments possess every reyuisite,
and, indeed, many excelleneies which the organs or

es.

;

BEST.

aad

SE

This well-known preparation does not dry up a
Cough and leave the cause behind. as in the case with

;

ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS
ES of mature year This is indeed a book for every
man. Price only One Dollar, 285 pages, bound in
cloth. DR. A. H. HAYES, Author.

EXPRESS.

All

Sal ermanen
pen Coty

y an

Wistar's
OF WILD

A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of

CHONDRIA;

Rev E P Ladd, Limerick, Me
* BS Moody, Lyndon, Vt
‘J mariner, Haverhill, Mass

A. SARGENT, Clerk.

GET THE

EuuneToN, N. Y.
Brother Abbey is
holding « series of meetingsin this church, are not Baptists. Must this intolerance always
and the Lord isblessing his labors in the prevail in the Baptist family?
Rev. G. W. Wallace has resigned the pastorsalvation of souls.

* The church in New York is holding spe-

Thir-

better apply thon ic selecting musical instruments,
and more especially in purchasing Parlor Organs, It
is now a well established fat that the best instrumeuts of thls class manufactured, are the American

England, and many in America, but he is cast
out of his Christian associations, because he sits
at the Lord’s table with the Lord's children, who

ate of the Farnumsville, Mass., church,
vites
correspondence with
destitute

session

MEDICAL

a
‘,+

SEN

reme-

WOMANHOOD,

ability and
. care, and, as

L Hulse, Johnstown, Wis

OARS]

H

that old and reliable remedy,

APS PERSIAN

EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE
DECLINE IN
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY, HYPO.

J K Irons, Lawton, Van Bu Co, Mich

Rev H G Meeker, Burlington Flatts,
John Rodgers, Greenville, Pa
J W Barr, Otselic,
NY
Parley Phillips, Whitestown,
NY
J W Carpenter, Lee, O
5

OTT

LOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
TO OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVINGS.
These are, beyond all compatison, the most extra.

Rey J Runnells, Tam:worth I W. N H

M A Godfrey, Attica, Wis
8 O Lilley, Smyrna Mills, Me
Rev R Fuller, Ludlow, Vt
“ CL Vail, Giibert’s Mills, N Y
¢ J W Hinkley, Harmony, Me
“ A Losec. Sherman, N Y
J A Brown, Washingion Mills N Y
T N Huntington. Bath, Me
Rev 8 8 Cady, So Edmeston,
NY
* IO Guptill, No Lebanon, Me
A A Moulton, New Haven, Conn
J M Russell, Concord, Vt
Rev W I, Noyes, Sutton, Vt
8 Hazelton, Busti, lowa
C H Woodworth, West Bolton, Vt
Rev 8 W Cowel , Ea Orange, Vt

Are. spoctily

HOM

100,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE; or SELF PRESERVA-

-

Brewer, Box 272, Sacrameénto, Cal
Gove, Livcoln, Vt
D Byyd, Ruckland, Me
J
W H Bowen, Lewiston, Me (2)
M A Quimby. Epsom. N H
B F Fellows, Center Sandwich, N H
Rev. .W W Nutting, Northfield Cen. Vt
Lizzie Beamaus,
Port Alleghany, Pa
Daniel Osburn, Paw Paw,
Mich
David Clough, Folsomdale, NY
Revd C Steele, Hamlet, N Y
Chas A Whittemore, Brunswick, Me
Rev John swank, Se Litchtield, Pa
* P Clough, Ea Weare, N H

Clerk.

its January

.

C Joslin, Albion, Erie Co. Pa
Rev RE Cornwall, Ellington, N'Y
* 8 W Cowell, Ea Orange, NY
A Moulton, Derby Line, Vt
J Blaisdell. Milo, Me
Elias Chandler, Lynchburg, 8 C
Rev 8 Bowden, West Waterville, Me
8 M Haggett, Springfield, Me
Rev P Keller, Ludlow, Vt
W RS'one, Gilbert's Mills, N Y
C J Davis, Beaver Dam, Wis
}
Rev L Hanson. So Pultney, N Y
* WL Noyes, Sutton, Vt
“ N Milliken, Buxton, Me
.A Wade, Salem, Oregon

*

( cou G HS,

‘No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,
(Opposite Revere House,)

TION.

wt

SORE THROAT, INFLUENZA,
WHOOPING COUGH,
Croup, Liver Complaint, Bronchitis, Difficulty of
Breathing. As hma, Bleeding of the Lungs,
and every affection of the Throat, Lungs

most medicines, butit Joosens

§ Fifield—L

MT
M B
Rev
*

*

Notices.

AND

PEABODY

J Watts—W Winsor—B

.

of E. F.

PUBLISHED BY THE

BY MAIL,

teen churches reported general prosperity.
The
Sabbath schobls are flourishing, and the cause of
missions 18 receiving more than ordinary atten.
tion.
The business of conference was done
with dispatch and in the spirit of Christian harmony.
The meetings of worship were well attended and deeply interesting.
Rev. C. O. Libby was present and presented in a very luminous
way the claims of our F. M. cause, in a stirring
address. The collection for this cause amounted
to $42,00. Any church wishing the May session
to convene with them may correspond with the

We are informed that Bro. F. W. Denmure, a
Baptist, and for some time a missionary of the
Baptist Home Mission Board at the West, has
been put through the fires of proscription, hecause of his sympathy withopen communion.
He is represented as an able and faithful minister
of Christ, and devoted to Baptist doctrine and
polity, as held by Bunyan, Hall, Spurgeon, and

ed sphere of influence. 1t has for many
years struggled under many embarrasments,
but it is believed that those days of darkness
have passed.
H.D.T.

Q. M.—Held

R Williams—Mrs

W Wright,

ALLEN

and you will get the best known

MANHOOD

Books Forwarded.

its ladt session with

J. 8. STAPLES,

SANDWICH

Ministers and Churches.

years ago, is now entering upon an enlarg-

cial revival meetings, and souls

Wroght—W

Clerk.

‘with the church at New Hampton village.

feel

at Walnut Hills, near Cincinnati, about forty

.

Walker—Mrs

the Depauville church, Dec. 25, 26. The churches
were generally represented.
A
piecious revi
was reported by the Harrisburg church, a
connected with the la¥prs of Rev. A. Randlett,
Q. M. Evangelist.
Meetings for worship were
very interesting.
Preaching by Revs. €. M.
Prescott, M. Atwood and A. Randlett. Next
session with the Philadelphia church, Feb. 19,

Surry, Me. I went to the Toddy-pond
settlement recently and, finding no religious society there, started a series of meetings which have been signally blessed.
A good revival is in progress, and many
are seeking the Saviour. West Ellsworth,

destitute of regular preaching, and are
anxious to secure the services of some good where Islabor a part ofthe time, is also enminister. They are both important points, joying an outpouring of the Holy Spirit.
.
STEPHEN GROSS.
which should not be overlooked. Several
other small churches are destitute,

Clerk.

8S. MOpNT,

JEFFERSON Q. M.—Held

Peden and Smith have rendered essential
service in procuring funds for this purpose.
Two prominent churches on the Ohio

river—Middleport and

our

CHATAUQUE
Q. M.—Held
its
last session
with the Clington church.
The Spirit of God
was present; many have been conyerted, and
the work is still going on under the labors of
Brother
Abbey. Next session
th the N.
Cherry . Creek church,
commenging
Friday
evening, Feb. 11. Each church isf expected to
be represented by letter and delegites.

most of them by baptism. The church is
now united and strong, ‘and the field of

in

every Sabbath. The church in Pageville
are putting forth efforts for the completion

new ' house of worship.

success.

with
than

sixty persons have been added to the church,

addition to his labors as teacher, preaches
of their

years
More

WASH,

L Davis—Flelds. Os-

Fernald—J

R. I., and Miss HANNAH

dy for REMOVING MO 'H PATCH, TAN and FRECKLES. Manufactured only by B.F. Rackley, Druggist, Dover, N. H. Price $..00 per bottle,
6mb

—B 8 Gerry—H Green—Mrs A Heald—J A Howe-H W
Hilton—D 'D Halstead--i A Hanson—A H Heath—I M.
Haggett—L A Huntley—A H Huling—J P Hutton—I Hyutt—John Hunter—G H Hubbard—Ms J W Hills—Joy &
Co—E Jenking—Vrs N Johnson—N Jones—J Kettle—J C
Kellogg~W W Kurtz—D Libby—J P Longmald—R_
F
Lawes—A Losee*-H 8 Limbocker—D Lake—J B Mclntyre—W D Merriam—J Morse—) W Moody—C B Moses—
annie O Mills—R Moore—O'T Moulton—A W_Murlin—
Mrs Jesse Mason—N M Gardner—1 Pelton—J © Printy—
J L Phenix, Jr—G DD) Plummer —Lucinda Prescott—H B
RackHff—B A Russell—Rel—Mrs B Rogers—E B Rollins—
J H Rushton—P C Stire—~J Scott—F 1, Saftord —J Stuart—
‘J 8 Stapies— L M Shermans) 8 Stamm—J
Sherburne—E
Smith—Mary M Smith—C H Smith—8 W_8choonover—I
Stillwell—E J Sterling ~Mary K Smith—F W Squires—OW
Smith—E True—F W Towne—A 8 Tracy—T Truesdell—D
D Tibbetts—T J Thompson—¥ M Thompson—L Trufant—
H P Thompson
-C Whipple—J A White—F M Warren—B

ATHENS Q. M., Ohio.—Held its November
term with the first Alexander church.
The busi‘strong power in his cause.
; ness was harmonious, andthe meetings of worship
spiritual.
The
next
session
will
be held
x
G. W. MOFFATT.
| with the Columbia church, commencing
February 11th, at-2 o’clock, P. M,
Opening sermon
PrrrsrieLp, N. H. Rev. E. A. Stock- to be preached by Rev. H. J. Carr. Quarterly
Conference will convene after the sermon.
man has decided to leave this field wherein
JOHN W. CARPENTER, Clerks

is now employed ds Principal of Cheshire
Academy.
His place is being filled by
Rev.

the

H

nash

8.

SK vour druggist for

ott—N Gammon-N B Gregory—G W Gould—8 B Given

the church at Montville Center, Dec. 17—19.
Thé weather being stormy and traveling unfavorable. several of the churches lailed to report. But to those in attendance it was a good
and refreshing season.
Voted that the Clerks of churches in making
reports to the Q. M. be requested to comply with
the directiondaid down in the Treatise.
Next session with the church at North Palermo, Feb. 18—20.
E. PRESCOTT, Clerk.

rite of baptism will be administered in a
tew days. The church has a good prospect,
and it is our wish that God may make it a

whichwill appear in the columns of the Chris~PR _ tian Freeman.
he has labored for nearly two
S
Prof. Chase,

and

HA

—

Received,

good & Co—Frankiin, Me—E

MONTVILLEQ. M.—Held its Dec. session with

Several other candidates have pre-

themselves for

L. S. HARRIS,

SNe.

Special

Office Addresses.

Fuller, Ludlow, Vt."
Tibbetts, Ft. Madison, Iowa.
&
H, Smith, Pittsfield, Me.
Losee, Sherman, Chaut. Co., N. Y\
‘
EE—

Dawley—H Deering—N Dumars—8

Quarterly Meetings.

a call from deed. A church has been formed, and
several earnest converts are united to susthe church at Pleasant Plains, a hundred or

Pawtucket,

D Albee—F Abby—Mrs I. Avery—E O Aldrich—8 H
Allen—Catharine Aray—J Vl Brewster— Baily—BBlanchard—A A Blake—D D Babgogk—E C Brown—dJ T Brown
—J G Brown—0 Blake—J 8 Burgess—E Chand.er—T B
Colby—dJ W Cole—E © Coffin—E J Collins—R Carpenter—
Wm Coe—J Chick—E Cook—C Cole~E F Chase—8 A
Currier—F A Darling—C H Divers—G H Damon—s W

Providence, Jan. 21, 1870.

Kyger churches, has accepted
two miles:

Sl ee
1
to Bro. Blanchard

ri

1870.

2,

A. LOSEE, Clerk.

Letters

earnest sympathy in this his severe trial, and
will pray for his complete restoration to health
and for long and successful service for the Master.
In behalf of the church,
oh

EVERGREEN,
N. Y. Revs. Wm.
H.
Trowbridge and 8. C. Davis have just clos.
ed a series of meetings in the east part o
this town, and the results are cheering in-

in Min-

recruiting
3

Rev. P.
‘ E,
“©.
* A.

|

we greatly regret his failing

Subbath.
Lod
8. That we extend

J. NASON.

his labors with the churches in the Meigs

prov-

health and inability to continue his work as pastor, which has induced him to offer his resignation ; yet, under existing circumstances and in
view of the uncertainty of the future, we with
great reluctance-adopt the advice of the Council
and accept his resignation, to take effect on the
first of March, with a leave of absence after next

soon in the ordinance of baptism.

closed

has

:

SER

i

That Bro. Blanchard

That, while

id

evening, Feb. 18.

Money w#s voted tg aid in reviving some

"There are several more

About six months ago, Rev. T. H. Drake,

1.

=

Si Q. M. will hold
San
ast Xarnham,
Farnham. P. 1% Q.,Q.. Jan.
385; 13,13, byby Rev.A.
Rev,
a.)
FRENCH CREEK
its
next session | 11To EHast
Vilas,
|
with the church is Sherman, commencing Friday | assisted by Rev. D. M. Ladd, REY. 16x40 HYATT 0

church passed the following resolutions:
Resolved,

ropa

:

Post

to ‘preach

“

.

-In accepting the report of the Council, the

of the revival ‘which we have enjoyed this
been, added to one of the Free, Baptist winter,
thirty-two have been added to
churches.
Other denominations, also,
in the church by baptism, and thirteen by
the vicinity have had considerable- acces- letter.
So
;

tions.

Council.

a

FEBRUARY

STAR:

pastor and preacher, and has won our affection
and confidence,—~more than meeting our highest
anticipations.
:

" N. BERWICK, ME.

some twenty-five, mostly by baptism, have

Advising

a

i

ed himselfun able, earnest, faithful and effective

attended
:

:

ny

out a

ual, and have been
less revival.

with , good

enjoyed

Revivals have been

success.

:

Sr

;

PERKINS,

of the feeble churches.
:
:
For some time past, the sessions of this
Revs. I. Z.
have been Q. M. have been more than usually spirit-

appears to be'gaining ground.
Haning, H. J. Carrand others

ed it

ti

Tuctantly r brought
to the conclusionttthat it wou a
i you to accept the resignation.
he wei
J. A. Howe. B.ParLoN. I. Hyatt, C.8.

the

God is raising up

his word. This Q. M. has sent
seem to be on a large number of useful ministers.

decline, others are enjoyinga good degree
of prosperity. The cause on thé whole

protracted

ststal
suiain

young brethren

=

y

blessing of a means of grace are better than ever before,
Twelve have recently ‘been baptized, and
about fhe same number will go forward as
J. RAND.

termined not to rest till the
full salvation is realized.,

4
RTT

MORNING

THE

~~.

5

Aqe Ce

a

:

;

Sw

i

a

H
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Principal.

White's Block, Concord, N, He
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Book Faun!

’

FREE

BAPTIST BOOK
© IN BOSTON.

on

Dest

&

Wonro,

Boston

STORE

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBARIES:
‘And Religious Publications,
The most hi

Asoriment and Lowest
ces.
I, LOTHROP & CO.
38 & 40 Oarnhill,

Bg

slttarosyic

PA

BEE,

lw
i

Hoetry.
The

Rising
-

rr

Prayer.

A daily prayer goes upward,

' West Indian isles, leaving below the glitte

»'When the early beams of morning
And the tearful prayer and pleading,
From the lonely cottage small,

Find an echo in the palace
And the rich man’s lordly hall :—

loved ones,
sin and harm,
drunkard,
baneful charm.”

For alike the fearful passion

The monarch on his throne;
.
God protect our absént loved ones, ©
Keep them safe from sin and harm,
From the power of all temptations,
From the wine cup’s baneful charm.

Praying God the time to hasten

*

ter into waves;

our shirts,
always squeak;
see,
done

. He puts damp wood upon the fire,
That kettles cannot boil ;
His are the feet that bring in mud,
And all the carpets soil.
The papers always are mislaid;
‘Who had them last but he?

There’s no one tosses them about
But Mr. Nobody.

The finger-marks upon the doors
By none of us are made;
We never leave the blinds unclosed,
To let the
curtains fade.
The ink we never spill ; the boets
That lying round you see,
Are not our boots!
They all belong

To Mr. Nobody.

Air-Mothers.

and me.

But as they

It

flash and thunder-peal.
before many

air-mothers, now our fathers, the sunbeams,

are grown dull. Our green summer beauty
is all draggled, and our faces are grown
wan and wan ; and the buds, the children
whom we nourished, thrust us off, ungrateful, from our seats.
Waft us down, you
soft air-mothers, upon your wings to the
quiet earth, that we may go to our home,

on his horny wing.

thenceforth;

we

will

dive
and

our

sharp

beaks into the soil, and rise again as green
trees toward the

sunlight, and

the

work.

spread

out

And,

please

over,

as

great

God,

we

Fresh

sun.

Amen.—Charles

of what

run

Kings--

Clara’s Work.
|

Clara Gay graduated with high honors.
Every school-girl knows what that means.
The. prize-medal
for composition hung from

her watch-chain, on her finger shone the

is

in the recess of her study

while away

were

books, re-

fell thém, and the saw which will shape

the vast estate that belonged to her father.

them into logs; and the trains which will,
_ roar and rattle over them, as they lie buried

are

ground and rotted into powder, and dug
up and flung upon the fire, that they too
come air and sunlight once again.
And the air-mothers

and

be-

;

hear their prayers,

and do their bidding; but faintly, for they
themselves are tired and sad.
;
Tired and sad are the air-mothers, and
- their garments rent and wan. Look at
, them as they stream over the black forest,
before the dim southwestern sun ; long lines
and wreathsof melancholy

with dull yellow or dead dun.

gray, stained

They have

She lcoked from the drawing-rooms

over

‘‘Mine to enjoy,” she thought.

their way;

and now that

they have reached the land, like sbipwrecked sailors, they will lie down and weep

tl | they oan

weep

wep no more.

know.”

»

¢¢ Like to, well enough.”

.

‘ What have you in your body
never die?”
‘¢ Breath, I reckon.”

that will
7

“Oh, James, have you never heard about
your soul? Nor you? Nor you?” she asked, half-despairingly turning fiom one to
the other.
>
All were equally ignorant.”
Clara began
at the beginning, and in the first lesson told
them enough to make their eyes stand open
with wonder.
‘Come. again to-morrow,” she said at

earned

it, there

is,

in most

cases,

lying

especially unlawful pleasure, is a perilous
ta:ng.
Lawful,
necessary
and healthful
pleasure, like the pure mountain air, and

Home.

-

—

:

city.

By

home

‘influence

and

indicates ; and, however fair your character
may seem in other respects, they will be
satisfied, from this alone, that there is some

hidden taint and unsoundness. However
small your income, always live within your
means. “There is far less unhappiness in
things,

than

lie is consid-

ered by them the greatest disgrace; next
to that to bein debt; and this, for many
reasons, but especially because they think
that one who

runs in

gity, tell lies.”

debt must, of neces-

Does your experience,your

conscience, tell you this is true?

&

Always keep an unspent and unpawned
dime in the bottom of your pocket. Its
touch will always be invigorating; and,
with talismanic power, send through your
soul energy, making you carry a countenance

ed halfsadly, as she wandered through the
rooms of her beautiful home the day after
her graduation.
“Do with life!” echoed her tall brother,

giving her a kiss.

“Do

with life!

Make

it beautiful for others.”
“True

"” exclaimed Clara,

glance. ‘That means
than to glide through the

with a bright

something more
days in an easy

Joying one's self generally.”

** Glide through as you choose, vou will
alwaze be a sunbeam to me.”
;
Pleasant words to Clara. Hote dutios
-

.

continued, develops

this

into

a

confirmed

habit, tainting the whole nature. A man
yet in his prime, who has accumulated a
fortune of two millions by

said, “I began
keep

all my

twenty-five

with

wages.
cents

a

honest

industry,

a determination to
When
day,

getting

I always

only
saved

something.” This principle has carried
him, and will carry you, to high elevation
of character, to great influence, and to independent fortune.—The Oceident.

Benefit your friends that they may love
you more dearly still.

when others were absent, and I thought
I'd stay.”
;

instant she was enveloped in flames.

Her

screams brought her father to her room, and
O, what a scene for him to look upon!
‘What horror must have crept into that fond

father’s heart! He said he never
reamed
what misery was till that monent. He
speedily extinguished the flames,

ing
nor
ly,
all

and, find-

they had not reached the child's head,
apparently had time to burn her severehe thought himself the happiest man in
the world, for his darling was safe. He

laid heron the

bed, and

began at

once

to

apply such soothing remedies as he cculd
command.” Soon the child asked, ‘Father,
how long must I suffer this intense agony?’
¢0, not long Helen,

Only

an hour; I hope.

For three quarters of an hour
murmur nor utter a cry, nor say,
dear father, how near is the
What submission in suffering
At last the poor father said, “I
teen minutes, Helen, you will
from this great pain.’

she did not
‘How near,
hour up?
was there!
hope in fifbe relieved
Sa

brother Wallie kissed her and said, ¢ Helen,

you must forgive
you.’

me

¢O, brother

to forgive.

for

often

Wallie,

annoying

I have

nothing

I want you to ask Jesus to for-

give you, and make you his dear boy.’

He

has asked Jesus, and since his sister’s death
has united with the church. Then her parents bade her farewell ; and just before midnight she asked them to sing,
¢ Jesus, lover of my soul,

that father said he never heard

the

words,

‘Thy will be done on earth as itis in heaven,’
uttered as she uttered them. When she
closed the prayer she seemed to be for a
time breathing an inaudible prayer, and at
twelve o'clock the bridegroom’s voice was
heard, and Helen went out to meet him,
and the door was shut, and Helen went in

to the marriage supper o

the Lamb.”—H.

Thane Miller.

How

:

A

Boy
Hc

=

“nd

A few years ago a large drug firm in
New York city advertised for a boy. Next
day the store was thronged with applicants,
among them a queer-looking little fellow,
accompanied by a woman, who proved to
be his aunt. Looking at this little waif, the
merchant in the store promptly said :
¢ Can’t take him; places all full ; besides,
he is too small.”
“TI know he is small,”

iis
said the

woman,

‘‘ but he is willing and faithful,”
There was a twinkle in the boy's eyes
that made the merchant think again, A
partner in the

firm

volunteered

to remark

that he ‘‘ did not see what they wanted of
such a boy—he wasn’t bigger than a pint
of cider.” But after consultation the boy
was set to work.
A few days later a call was made on the
boys in the store for some oneto stay all
night. The prompt response of the little
fellow contrasted well with the reluctance
of the others. In the. middle of the night
the merchant looked in to see if all was
right in the store, and presently discovered
his youthful protege busy scissoring labels.

“What

are you doing?”

said he; ‘I

did not tell youto work nights,”
“I know you did tell me so, but I thought
I might as well be doing something.”

was willing and faithful.

Lectures.

By

tarian faith to which he may appeal, when asked
the question, What do Unitarians believe? In
| replying to that question in these lectures, he
tries to keep clear of detailed statements where,
as he confesses, there is no general agreement

body of Unitarians will be ready to rally.” Some
of his strongest statements are .rather negative
than positive, and - he feels obliged, every now
and then, to say that there are manifest.
and
openly avowed differences among the exponents
of the body for which he speaks,
But he has
given us a very plain, fair and courteous state-.
ment of the theological opinions that are generally received by the Unitarian body, though more

or less of them would be disavowed both by the
extremists of the right and of the left wing of
that ecclesiastical household.
It well represents
the average Unitarianism of to-day, and affords

an opportunity to institute an intelligent comparthe évangelical theology.
any really vicarious qualis open and positive, his
seems to push the special

of the Holy Spirit quite

into the back-

ground, and he holds decidedly to the theory of
universal restoratioh that predominates among
‘the Universalists.
It is, doubtless, as accurate a

statement of what Unitarians believe as any man
can well make, and it has a frankness and dignity

about

it

that

are

to

be

appreciated,

even

though the theology itself must be pronounced
very defective and unsatisfactory.
THR

WONDER

SERIES.

In four volumes.

1.

‘Wonders of Creation.
2. Wonders of Nature.
3. Wonders of Vegetation.
4. Wonders of
Many Lands.
18mo.
Boston: D. Lothrop &
Co.
1870.

These volumes most

happily

combing

the attention of the young, who are so in danger
of acquiring an appetite for what excites much
and teaches little. The world is full of facts of
the most significant sort, and they lift up the
heart of every earnest student who gathers them
up and reflects upon them.
These beautiful volumes, well printed, tastefully bound and put up
in a neat box, should find their way into our juvenile libraries generally.

Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW is less massive in appearance than usual, but the same general qualities that have heretofore distinguished
it still remain,—except that the present issue has
only a few pages devoted to critical notices of
books, and these lack the vigor, the sharpness

and the decisive tone that have

been so peculiar-

ly prominent,
It has six papers, discussing,— |
The Let-alone Principle; Indian Migrations; An
Ancient Creed; Railway
Problems
in 1869;
The Ecclesiastical Crisis in England; The Treasury Reports.
Of these the fourth, by Charles
Francis Adams, Jr., and the fifth, by Goldwin
Smith, deserve special mention for their abundant information and the exhaustive thoroughness of treatment which the topics have secured
at the hands of these able writers.
The North
American is a most noticeable embodiment of the
mental vigor and culture of American scholars.

corrett interpretation; 5. Bethesda

and its Miracle; 6. The Doctrine of the Apostles; 7. Recent Theories on the Origin of Language; 8. New Studies in Egyptology; 9. Assyr-

ian Studies—Text-Books;

10. The Topography

and the reviewer

shows

himself thoroughly- at

home in metaphysics; and the fifth, seventh and
tenth especially reward a careful perusal. Andover, Mass.: W. F. Draper.

axy sparkles with a genuine

luster; Lippincott

the Atlantic holds right on its way with the
calm consciousness of literary power and recti
tude that no rivatries appear to disturb. There
are many others, in whose behalf we have often
found ita pleasure to say a specific word of coms

mendation, and shall doubtless find re&sons for
saying such words freely hereafter. We now
simply indicate them by their titles and sources:

OLD

AND NEw.

Feb.

Boston: Houghton &

Co.

ATLANTIC MONTHLY.

Feb.

Osgood & Co.

:

.

Feb.

PUTNAM’S MAGAZINE.
P. Putnam & Son.
HARPER'S MONTHLY

Boston: Fields,
New York: Ge.
Feb.

MAGAZINE.

New
i!

York: Harper & Bros,

THE GALAXY.

Feh.

Co.
LIPPINCOTT’S
B. Lippincott &

New York: Sheldon &

MAGAZINE.
Co.

"Hours AT Home.

Feb.

Phila.:

Jg¢

Feb. New York: C. Scribe

ner & Co.

THE

CATHOLIC

WORLD.

Feb.

New

Catholic Publication House.

THE

York:

a

AM. NATURALIST.

Jan:

Salem, Mass.

Peabody Academy of Science.

THE LADY’S
& Peterson.

FRIEND.

Feb. Phila.:

THE SABBATH AT HOME.
Feb.
Tract Soc.
THE
RIVERSIDE
MAGAZINE.
York: Hurd & Houghton.

'

OUR

YOUNG

FOLKS.

Deacon

Boston: Am,

Feb.

New

Jeth—poston:

Fields,

Osgood & Co.
THE

NURSERY.

Feb..

Howe's MusicAL
ton: Elias Howe.
ARTHUR'S

DREN’S

HOME

HOUR.

Boston: J. L. Shorey.

MONTHLY.

No.

Bos

THE

MAGAZINE.

ONCE

7.

A MONTH.

CHIL-

Feb,

T.

S.

Arthur & Sons, Phila.

.

-re

0
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A London correspondent of the Zraveler
gives the following :
I must be allowed to tell a little story,
which ought to be truer than most of the
court gossip. It comes to me only at
second

hand,

and,

so far

as I know,

has

never been published.
An English peeress traveling on the
continent some years ago, was commissioned by the Queen to find

a French

Protestant

governess for royal children. The accomplished widow of a French physician was
presently encountered in her travels, and
persuaded to undertake the office of instructress in an English family of rank, whose
name was not disclosed. She returned
with the peeress to London, and arriving
at a very spacious and elegant mansion,
was ushered into a drawing-room, where
the lady of the house came to talk with her.
In expressing her wishes for her children,
the lady developed such elevated view
of education that the governess began to
doubt her own ability to meet such requirements, and begged to, be released from
her engagement.
¢“ Try us for a month,” said the kady } ¢ per-

ace, the Queen ran to the
governess's
apartment, sank on her knees upon the floor

and buried her face in the lady’s hands.
‘“ Madame,

weep

with

me,”

“I have no one left to call me

she

said,

Victoria.

You, too, are a widow, but I am the loneliest

appeal to the sympathies of her people.
The ‘divinity that doth hedge a king”
—or did, three hundred years ago —has
doubtless disappeared in the broad daylight

of the nineteenth century, and it may be easy
THE BAPTIST QUARTERLY has some papers of
varied merit, none of which are weak, some of
which are alive with practical interest. Prof.
Kendrick deals with Christ’s exaltation and sec-

ond coming, taking the ground that the purified
earth is to be the seat of the Lord’s future empire and the special paradise of the saints; Dr.
Richards furnishes an interesting, though rather
wordy paper on Spectrum Analysis, in which

the latest scientific

discoveries

to perceive intellectual deficiencies which,
in a different age, would have been concealed by the luster of crown jewels. But
a sovereign

who

her ministry needs

can

call

a

Gladstone

“ip

to

not to be a Semiramis

or Zenobia; and an example, rare in palaces,” of domestic peace and purity may be

better for a nation than the
Elizabeth or a Catherine.

genius

of

an

the following

in

:

respecting the

composition and offices of the solar ray are presented ; Prof. Arnold shows that immersion has
always been the baptism of the Greek church, in
spite of the affectations of doubt upon the subject; Prof. Broadus treats the methods of preach-

ing in a way that is very interesting and satisfac-

A

Rumseller’s

Brutality.

cic
John B. Gough relates
one of his lectures:

. A poor old lady in another town, who

tory, and some other papers will well repay a formerly lived in affluence, had a husband
and two sons who gave themselves up to
careful reading. It isa publication that reflects
intemperance. One day the father and sons
no little credit upon its managers,
Phila.* Am,
drinking at the tavern, with others
of were
Bapt. Publication Society.

like themselves,

when a hearse passed

idiotic

would

the door.

per on the Suez Canal, quoting from and heartily
endorsing Mr. Froude’s new and original por-

and, very naturally, all hands in the store

its abilityin

of Jerusalem; 11. Notices of Recent Publicawidow in all the world, for no one can
tions. The first is learned and careful; the sec- come near me.”
ond abounds in admirable criticism upon such
It would seem more like sacrilege to
writers and expounders as Renan; the third is a publish the records of a grief like this, ifin
careful examination of some of the prominent | the life of the Prince Consort the (Queen
points presented in Prof. Porter’s recent treatise,
had not herself uttered a most touching

Only a few weeks elapsed before a show
of wild beasts passed. through the streets,

-

respecting

haps you will be better satisfied than you
thipk. My husband himself conducts the
religious education of our children, and is
in the Habit of spending an heur with them
every morning for that purpose.
I am sure
that we shall be mutually contented, and:
I hope you will remain.”
~ The governess having consented to this
Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.
| limited engagement, the lady ddded, quite
simply :
THE BIBLIOTHECA SACRA for Jan. is even
“You may perbaps liketo know my tiabler and better thar the average.
Its topics, as
tle,—I am the Queen of England.”
;
usual, are mostly theological, or belong to the doYears passed, and the French lady still
main of theological and biblical study, and some
remained with Ler charge, gaining daily
of them are models of scholarly investigation and
critical thoroughness. It has the following va- in the confidence and affection: of the royal
family. Then came the great sorrow, the
ried and suggestive table of contents: 1. The Ingood
Prince died; and during the hush
carnation; 2. Revelation and Inspiration; 8. The
of dismay that spread throughout the palHuman Intellect; 4. The Progress of Truth de-

‘double the boy’s wages, for he is will-

to

ing.”

removes all doubt

the in-

structive and the entertaining.
By means of
abundant illustrations, pleasant and skillful description,“oceasional narrative and an abundance
of curious and remarkable facts, they possess all
the elements of absorbing interest and teach
while they please. Such books cannot be too
widely circulated or too earnestly pressed upon

a :

and improvement in con-

keeps a steady and sure aim at excellence ; while

men of the denomina-

tion, and to confine himself mostly to the gener@ points around which he believes the great

agency

much

New York:
:

cess. Harper is unusually brilliant; Putnamis
noticeable for its solidity and variety; the Gal-

Mr, Metcalf encounters the very obvious difficulty of having no formal statement of the Uni-

ison between it and
Mr. Metcalf’s denial of
ity in Christ’s sacrifice
view of regeneration

from

every department, and assures us that it has all
the elements needful to guarantee a literary suc.

Richard Metcalf. Boston: Am. Unitarian Association. 1870. 16mo. pp.186.

among the, representative

heed its teachings

growing enterprise

Literary Review.
Winchester

and

tents. The second number of Old and New is,
on the whole,
an improvement upon the first,
‘and

LPTTER. & SPIRIT:

read

Of the Monthly Magazines we need say only
the word that commends them for a generally

;

BLACKWOOD’S
EDINBURGH Yack:
for
Jan, is at hand, carrying along its serials, dealing
with the Farming and Peasantry ef the Continenf in an instructive way, having a pleasant pa

In the morning the cashier got orders,

who

and body and

It will save those.

needless foly-and guilty suffering.
Wood & Holbrook.
iy
—
EEE

"To-day that boy is getting a salary of

pendent on

Rose,

the general conduct of life,

$2500, .and' next January will become a
member of the firm.
And all because he

school instruction she, in early life, gave
her heart to Jesus.
One sad
Saturday,

turning around suddenly when near the
fire, her dress ‘caught, and almost in_an

serve in the management of mind

Orders were - immediately given once
more:
‘Double that boy's wages; he is
willing and faithful.”

Sunday

the gushing waters of the mountain spring, |Let me to thy bosom fly,
have been made accessible by our Creator
at comparatively little trouble and expense. and she sang clearly and beautifully, withAny indulgence may be known as unlaw- ‘out a tremor in her voice, through it all.
ful when it can be reached only by run- Then she commenced the Lord's prayer, and.

“I give it thee to enjoy for me; to use in flushed with
honorable frankness. This
my work,” she seemed to hear the voice of
simple dime is invaluable, as the symbol
Jesus say.
of manly independence. The consciousHer heart gave a thrill of at this; she was
ness of debt in a young man, begets incipever glad to listen to that voice,
ient meanness of character, and, when
‘‘ But what shall I do with life?” she ask.

come far across the seas,
and done many a sort of way, making fancy articles and enwild deed upon

“Don’t

¢“ Do you care to hear?”

ancient Persians, ¢ To tell a

wards for various branches.

may return home, like all things,

made heaven and earth ?”

and

coming, to bring them low inthe midst of
their pride; of the reckless ax which will

"in the gravel of the way, till they

:

there is in the consciousness of being in
debt. Herodotus says, that among the

ring for proficiency in history,

lusty boughs.”
They never think, bold fools,

-

“Don’t know about the great God wh

doing without even necessary

yonder,

like «arrows

drive

are

away

and we will take good care of ourselves
through the heather,

to nobler
ley.

of dead

each

weeks

once more,—to go forth again, it may be,
with fresh knowledge, and fresh powers,

air-mothers,

Help us but to touch the moorland

life

slow and chill old age, we return from
whence we came; to the Bosom of God

as all things go, and become air and sunlight once again.”
And the bold young fir-seeds know them,
and rattle impatient in their cones.
*‘ Blow

spin

‘Who made you?” she asked.
“Don’t know.”

ning in debt. The highway of sin is an
expensive road to travel. The fare, the
bright under the fresh, bright heaven, they
charges, are all high. And they have to
will race with us toward their home, to gain be paid twice over, not only in currency,
new heat, new life, new power, and set but also in something more precious than
Men
forth about their work once more.
gold, quarried from the depths and springs
call them the southwest wind, those air- of our being.
No person ever traveled on
mothers; and their ghosts the northeast that highway, so attractive in prospect,
trade ; and value them, and rightly, because without becoming bankrupt, and pawning
they bear the traders out and home across his own peace and life, long before he got
the sea.
Butwise men and little children to the end of his journey.
should look on them with more seeing eyes,
Whenever
a young man, however mod‘and say, ‘‘ May not these winds be living erate his salary, is seen always cramped
creatures?
They, too, ‘are thoughts of for money, and ready to borrow of his
God, to whom all live.”
Le
friends, he is surely on the downward grade
For is not our life like their life? Do we of virtue and respectability.
Willingness
not come and go as they? Out of God's to run in debt
is itself a great vice.
It is
boundless
bosom, the fount of life, we caused by the wish to gratify the unlawful
came; through selfish, stormy youth, and craving lying behind, perhaps undisclosed
contrite tears,—just not too late; through to the
eyes of the world. Experienced
manhood not altogether useless; through men readily judge what this want of money
their father,

they pass. And in the chattering of the
dry leaves there is a meaning, and a cry of
weary things which long for rest.
¢¢ Take us home, take us home, you soft.

fly

warm

Westward-Ho, we shall overtake the ghosts
of these air-mothers, hurrying back toward

as

may

fly southwards,

thrills them, and they drop their loads of
sleet and snow ; and meet their young live
sisters from the south, and greet them with

ing homeward to their nests.
The woodpecker on the pine-stems knows
them,and laughs aloud for joy as they pass.
The rooks above the pasture know them,
and wheel round and tumble in their play.
, The brown eaves on the oak-trees know

and

=

behind this, some passion so strong as to
thus overbear his moral principles, in
clamoring
for its indulgence. Pleasure,

whisper before us and behind, as if they
called gently to each other, like birds flock-

slow

;

storms, as they hurtle from the black north| east, bear back the ghosts of the soft airmothers, as penitents, to their father, the
great sun.

speaks in parables, but in true ones.
Who are these who follow us softly over
the moor in the autumn eve ? Their wings
brush and rustle in the fir-boughs, and they

from our prisons

flew.

cold, bleak snow-

You wish me to write from the West Indies; and write to you, please God, will.
But listen; for a voice from the West In-

beckon

moments

young man loves money so well 4s to get
it while knowing he cannot repay, or be
willing to take it before he has honestly

They know not'that the

Al

northeastward,

steam

the icebergs, weeping tears of snow and
sleet, while men hate their wild, harsh
voices, and shrink before their bitter breath.

The Family Circle.

faintly, and

Going
ee

* The
physician
clouds. Then they drew their white cloudcame
day after day.
Mr. Neff at last saw by his countenance
garments round them, and veiled them- the end.
Dayrafter day the little ones gathered in something that aroused his suspicions that
selves for very shame ; and said, * We have
the
orchard, except when cold and rainy; his daughter would not get well. ¢ Doctor,’
been wild and wayward; and, alas! our
pure-bright youth is gone. But we will do then a room over the kitchen was opened he said, do not keep anything back; tell
By and by dirty faces were made mk all.’ The poor man, who was an intione good deed yet ere we die, and so we to them.
clean,
tangled
hair smooth; eyes that had mate friend, burst into tears as he replied,
shall not live in vain. We will glide onward to the land, nd weep there; and re- been used to look only at low hovels, began ¢ God knows, Mr. Neff, that I wish I could
to turn inward, onward and upward.
‘do something more for Helen, but I have
fresh all things with soft, warm rain.”
Susie and Mary said, one day, “Won't done the last thing in my power; she must
So they are wandering past us, the airyou teach us to. sew
We are ashamed to die,I am afraid, before to-morrow morning.’
mothers, to weep the leaves into their
go ragged any more.”
Never, as that father told me, never had
graves; to weep the seeds into their seedJames and Noah felt an ambition to take he experienced such feelings. ‘0, how can
beds, and weep the soil into the plains; to
writing lessons, while little John whisper- I tell her?” He wentto her at last, took her
get the rich earth ready for the winter, and
ed that he would rather be a minister—a hand in his, and, with all the calmness he
then creep northward to the ice-world, and
real preacher—than the owner of a gold
could command said, ¢ Helen,you are a very
there die.
“e
mine.
sick little girl’
Yes, pa, I know it.’
Weary, and still more-weary, slowly, and
Clara felt her heart beat high at this.
‘Helen,—and the poor father could scarcely
more slowly still, they willj ourney on far
“Truly,
it is ‘life in earnest,” she frame his words, but God taught him—¢Helnorthward, across fast-chilling seas. For a thought.
Instead of hoping too much, en, sometimes little girls who are as sick
doom is laid upon them, never to be still
however, she carried the little ones to Je- as you, are very long sick.’ ‘Yes,
papa,
again, till they rest at the North Pole itself,
sus, and begged Him to guide each into I know that!” He could scarcely go fur| the still axle of the spinning world, and
his fold through the paths He thought best. ther, but at last had strength given him to
sink in death around it, and become white,
—8. 8. Visitor,
: yes, ¢ my child, sometime little girls as sick
snow-clad ghosts.
as you are, do not get well at all.’ The
But will they live again, those chilled airchild turned her eyes, beautiful and bright,
A
Young
Man
in
Debt.
mothers? Yes, they must live again; for
upon him and said, ¢ Pa, I amnot afraid to
z
——
‘all things move forever; and not even
A young man running in debt ig a pain- die.’ God be praised for a religion that
ghosts can rest. So the corpses of their sisful
sight. The disposition to do this is can enable a child, in such sweet trustfulters piling on them from above, press them
ness, to utter that testimony! That day
outward, press them southward toward the the forerunner and exponent of all evil. was -one of farewells to- parents
and
authority says,” ¢ The love of
sun once more ; across the flows and round Apostolic
money is the root ofall evil.” But when a grandparents, and brothers and sisters. Her

‘Who leaves the door ajar;

we

their clear

shrank to mist; and they saw themselves
and each other wrapped in dull, rain-laden

Tis he who always tears-our books, -

that

own rage. For
struggling with

and their wings grew clog-

cold beneath them, and

By Mr. Nobody.

wood,

sailor,

ged with sea-spray, .and soaked more and
more with steam.
Bat at last the sea grew

There’s no one -ever sees his face,
-And yet we all agree
That every plate we break was cracked

us

sinking

each other, and by tearing the heavy wa-

— yy —

blow. fiercer,

the

children, tamed by their
they tired themselves by

I know a funny little man,
As quiet as a mouse,
‘Who does the mischief that is done
In every body’s house.

and shake

of

hasty and selfish even as children, and, like

Mr. Nobody.

stronger,

far

nor the need of his little ones on shore;

‘With his cup of death and ruin,
From a free, awakening world.

flutter

toward some ignorant village children, who
were going to destruction as fast as th

cinder-Strewn ; while

waves; nor the ‘cry

‘When the tempter shall be hurled,

and

of old volcanoes,

They heeded not the tree as they snapped.
it, nor the ship as they whelmed it in the

Thus the prayer goes swelling upward
From a thousand broken hearts’
From the poor man’s humble cottage,
From the city’s crowded martes #

them,

God, that giveth to all men liberally and
upbraideth not, and it shall be given you.”
Clara asked, and her heart was opened

themselves, up and down, roundand back-wardi-in the fury of their blind hot -youth.

The drunkard inthe grog-shop,

without

tain-gardens, and the cocoa-groves which
fringe the shores; above the rocks which
throbbed with earthquakes, and the peaks

of

ried home upon the northeast breeze.
Wild deeds they did as they rushed onward, and struggled and fought among

:

work just there.
Fite
', 'ften one is willing to work

cruel sharks ;above the cane: fields and plan-

eyes

beneath,
the ghosts of their dead sisters hur-

Binds the nameless and the knewn,

to you

A Happy

affection could bring. Some of my brothers
here knew her father, for he was President
Jesus.
of the Young Men’s Christian Association
ut the world outside of home seemed to in Cincinnati. His residence was a magclose against her. So she found missionary nificent mansion on a beautiful hill near the
knowing precisely what to undertake. *¢If
any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of

of the flying-fish, and the sidelong

Tint with red the eastern sky.

now

the whirl-

ing earthball whirled them east. So northeastward they rushed aloft, across the gay

‘When the noonday sun is high,

dies is calling

must fly to India, China, or Japan— somewhere, anywhere,
to tell the people of

passion to the northward, while

"From the city’s crowded marts;
Mid the turmoil and the tumult,

The

New Worlds, they leapt up when the great
sun called them, in whirls and spouts of

clear hot steam ; and rushed of their own

From a thousand brokenhearts,
:-From the poor man’s humble cottage,

He pulls the buttons from
And scatters pins afare
That squeaking door will
For, prithee, don’t you
‘We leave the oiling to be
By Mr. Nobody?

first 4 but her efforts to do good must extend’
farther.
:
met
i

“Go work to-day in my vineyard,” J esus | “I knew a young girl intimately. I saw
thousand miles across the sea ! Out of the ‘said to her, one day, through her pastor.
her almost every day. She was a beautiful
blazing caldron which lies between the two It was a missionary sermon. Clara felt she child, surrounded by all that wealth and

—

“ God protect our absent
_ Keep them safe from
From the frenzy of the
From the wine cup’s

Ah, how different were those soft airmothers when, invisible to mortal eyes, they
started on their long sky-journey, five

i

RCE

trait of Mary, Queen of Scots, and ending with
another specimen of legal pleading and savage
criticism against Mrs. Stowe’s account of Byron
and his divorced and mow dead widow. The

rushed to witness the spectacle. A thief
saw his opportunity, and entered at the
rear door to seize something, but in a twink- publishers’ continue to republish the four great
ling found himself firmly clatched by the leading Reviews of Great Britain, along with
diminutive clerk aforesaid, and, after a Blackwood, at prices that make them accessible
struggle, was captured. Not only was a to readers of moderate means. New York: L,
Scott & Co.
robbery prevented, but valuable articles tak———
4
en from other stores were recovered. When
Tae
HERALD
oF
HEALTH is one of those
asked by the merchant why he staid behind to watch while all others quit their practically valuable magazines which science is
employing for the purpose of teaching the mass.
work, the reply was:
es the sublime facts of the world and the
“You told me neverto leave the store laws which the Great Creator has sefus {0 ob-

One of the

grin, he

sons

be

swore

the

by

wit

next that

rode in that carriage.
The next mornin
he was found dead, with his face in a poo

of muddy water not large enough to drown
a cat.
In view of this awful judgment, the
mother wrote a pedtion to the rumseller
entreating him to sell her husband and son
no more ‘liquor, The petition, under such
circumstances, one would think, might
have melted a heart of stone ; but the rumseller cut if up,

and rolled

it into

matches

which he put into a tumbler and set it on
the shelf, and every time the old man and
his son canie into the bar-room, he would
give them a cigar, and hand down the tum-

ler of matches to light it, till they were all

consumed ; and then boasted that he had
made the husband and son burn up the pious petition of the old woman !
be,

The most dangerous of all flatteryis the

inferiority of those about us.
{

Sh

A

MORNING
STAR: FEBRUARY

THE

ep
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A

fm—

provingly,

Mangling the Music.

i)

entlemen occupied the pulpit together.
he church ‘has recently indulged in a new
organ. With the new organ came the concomitant necessity’ of a chorus cheir.. The
two reverend gentlemen, sitting on the pulit sofa, await the time for the commencement of the religious part of the exercises.
Meantime the organist does his best at
showing off the powers of the instrument

over which he presides, in a voluntary perrown the shuffling noise of
formance, to
feet, and .to awaken sentiments
incomin

at the bellows. | Frantic with desperate ef-

slides

to drown each

ered with gold lace; his breeches, of the
same material, and tied at the knee with
pink ribbon. White silk stockings, and

This instrumental

another variety of muchoir rises te its feet
commencing the volunone of those extraorwith which every worpreacher has so often
members are evidently

pumps with laces, and ties of the same hue,

completed the} habiliments of his nether
limbs. Lace ruffles clustered around his

attempts to discover the context, and give

itup asa hopeless job. The work is nearly
done. Bassoon gathers up his strength,
and with turgid veins and countenance
streaming with perspiration, heavesup, *O
Lord!” The Fuffs take up the strain and
contest

e heavy man of the concern, starts the
Wing with a choice selection of growls,
appear to have their foundation in
whic!
Gently at first,
the soles of his stockings.

but gradually more an more grufily, does
Bassoon’s music roar itself out, now rising
to the level of his stomach, now again subwith a sound like the dying muttergidin
ing of the thunder of a July gust, to the
depth of his boots. But touching as are
Bassoons solo growls, the thought of allowing him to enjoy a monopoly thereof
is too fearful a thing for tolerance. Mr.
Fuff, the tenor, must-take up the strain and
pusk it on, some. A few notes of your
t, Fuff, if you please. Hark! Fuff and
Bassoon are striving for the mastery. Fuft’s
voice is full and round—a god way round.

the ejaculation

back at each

the

lowest depth

seats, violently

Re

progress was

all

exertion,

stuffs

roots of his

to the

way

the

his mouth with

hair. His manly bosom heaves and expands like the canvas of a full-rigged manSee! Bassoon
of-war before a stiff breeze.
Fuff has
is catching it! It is a duet now.
nearly demolished the singer of bass, and
the

turn, pants to

his

in

singer of bass,

wreak the deserved vengeance on the ungcerupulous tenor. Their very hair seems
ready to stand on end with the excitement
of the game, but for the restraining influences of pomatum and perspiration.
The feminine portion of e chorus come
to the fescue, determined that, able-bodied
as these big men

are, they shall not have it

less than seven hundred feet,and its breadth

a little gore than eighty—dimensions somewhat greater than those of Noah's Ark.
The Ark was three cubits in length and fiftyin breadth. If we assume’ the cubit to
be the English measute of eighteen inches,

fan themselves,

and wipe the flowing
perspiration and
pomatum from their agitated brows. The
organist, conscious of having done great

seems

about

to take off,

she appears to be going to pour crude petroleum on the turbulent flow of song. She
opens the flood-gates of her melody, almost sweeping poor Fuff and Bassoon out
of sight and out of hearing. For a moment
it is a solo—so high a style of solo as to
make the congregation stretch their necks,
to try to learn w at is going on in the choir
galiery.
And so, lo! the solo ceases, and

the

‘‘united

head”

family have it to themselves.

of the

They

Fuff

each other

in

give

mittee for buying so ponderous an instrument; at the choir for making such an unintelligible racket with their singing; at
the organist for pulling out all the stophandles; and at the congregation for patiently listening to the noise.
And the gentlemen in the pulpit, what
part are they taking in the musiculous entertainment?
The pastor leans over to his guest, the
reacher for the day, who has been earnestly

istening, and vainly striving to find out if
anything was being sung which was in anywise connected with the subject of his coming discourse, and asks, ‘Wasn't that beau-

does he care whether they understand it or

from.

Speak out,

Sister; needn’t be afraid
Let ‘the music ratacidulous voice cuts the air

of anybody.

That's it.

That
tle on.
The congregation below
like a hatchet.
mentally liken it to the tomahawk inthe

strong

right hand of a healthy aborigine,

nervously

brandished

over their

heads, or

to a high March wind, late at night, gyrating around the tops of chimneys whose upper bricks are loose, and through shutters
whose

bolts

are unfastened,

sional

echo in the

with an occa-

distance by

Thomas-cat.

an

angry

:

Pity it is that Miss Seraphina Angelica
Uppercrust’s voice has not a distinctness
equal toits sharpness, as might be the case

if she confined herself to alto entirely.
When the sitters in the pews heard the
first blast of the hatchety voice, they assured

themselves™

that,

whatever

might

used.

The slowest, but least

conspicuous

is the stealthy glide .of retreat, when yo
can scarcely perceive a movement of any

Other vessels the ancients

had,

Alexander the Great

died

(B. C. 323),

his

path, and allow it to pass over it,

‘ scutes,”

which

cover

you

will

the Belly of the

snake, and each scute is moved forward and
backward by a corresponding pair of ribs,

of whith there are from one hundred to two
hundred and fifty in different species; and
80, though completely covered by skin, and
capable

of

but

slight

individual

metion,

each pairof ribs is a pair of legs, and each
scute is a single foot, which slips forward
without hindrance, but whose

hinder

edge

catches upon the least inequality, and so
serves a8 a point of. resistance by which the
body is pushed forward a little. And this
little,

multiplied

ribs, is enough to

by

the

hundred

propel

the snake

pair

of

slowly

here,

enables

least,

Fuffs

were

rendering,

was a goldén-edged oppor-

tunity to learn something of what was going on. Ere long, Seraphina Angelica’s
first bit of solo is done, and the Fuff family go in to help "her, joined in a few
Now the
moments by the great Bassoon.
whole blessed four leaders are at work
with their mightiest efforts, each one trying
The organist lays
to drown the other.
himself down to his work, for he is determined not to be choked off in the fray.
“‘More wind from the man at the bellows!”
Faster and faster does that suffering vic-

tim of the musical propensities of the enertic choir agitate the bellows-handle.
ouder and louder blows the blast. Fiercer and fiercer are the redoubled efforts of
Miss Uppercrust, the Fuffs and Bassoon, to
drown each other, and more and more determined is our organic friend to make his

“unholy box of whistles” pour forth a flood
of sound which shall drown the leaders referred to, and the chorus, combined.
The

full organ is loud enough for a cathedral.
It would drown the united voices of a thou-

sand

men,

women,

and

children,

to say

nothing of the fifteen or twenty composing the choir. The committee got the
. Most organ for the money they had, and
they had all they. could raise. They knew
an organ ought to have three rows of keys
to it. They had heard that it ought to have
ot
two octaves of pedals, and so they
them also, They were told that it ought
to have:a great man
stops to it, and the
builder accommodated
them with about
half a barrel of stop-handles, And now the

opgania has all the rows of keys ¢oupled,

pedals and all, and every stop-handle
punted out, reed stops, fancy stops, tremu-

ant, bellows alarm, and all. * He is getting
the worth of their money out of it for them.

It is a blast, a storm,

a raging

tempest.

The committee-men d down stairs. who got
all this noise for their money, look up up-

numeraries. On the deck were two thousand eight hundred and fifty mariners; and
besides all these, there was another large
body of men under the decks.
Philopator also builta vessel for the river, which was half a stadium
—a little more
than three hundred feet—in length. The
vessel was not so remarkable, however,
for its size as for its style of finish.
There

girdle, with figures of animals beautifully
carved in ivory. - The doors around this

vance steadily ; but if you have the courage
to place your hand quietly in the serpent’s

have been the difficulties under which they
had labored in catching the drift of what
at

When

this ship put to sea, it held more than four
thousand rowers and four hundred super-

edges, like those of paper-knives, striking
the band backward.
Each edge is that of
one of the broad overlapping
scales, or

ad-

on steadily onward, and in a straight
ine.
_The above arrangement of the scute also

Bassoon and the

use.

the

serpent

to

move

in

several

other ways, in which the ribs are less
rectly, or at any rate

less

di-

individually con-

cerned ; for the backward-projecting edges
hinder a movement in any other than a for-

ward direction, whether the serpent merely fixesone region of the body and then drags
thé others after it, or throws itself into vertical or Jateral undulations, by the successive straightening of which a more rapid
movement is effected. The greatest speed
is attained when it elevates the body in 3
lofty arch, and then projects the-head forward,

draws

up

the

tail,

and

repeats

its

steps, after the fashion of the so-called geometer or measuring caterpillars.
It is commonly believed that some serpents can take the

tail

in the

mouth

and

roll along like a hoop; but no such proceeding is scientifically
described.
Many
species, however, may spring by suddenly
uncoiling themselves into a nearly erect po-

sition, and using the tail as the point of resistance. The rapidity of this movement
is less remarkable than its precision, when
it is considered that every change in the position of any part of the spiral must tend to
affect the position of the head.— Harper's
Magazine.

Bride and Bridegroom,
—

#

HOW. THEY DRESSED A CETNURY AGO.
© To begin with the lady :
:
Her locks were strained upwards over an
immense cushion, that sat like an

incubus

on her head, and plastered over with pomatum, and then sprinkled over with a
show-

er of white

powder.

tower was somewhat

The hight of this

One sinits top, like an

over a foot.

gle white rosebud lay on

eagle on a haystack, Over her neck and
bosom was folded a lace handkerchief, fastened in front by a breastpin, rather larger

ship,

in gold;

andon

each

was

a

room,—twenty in number,—were

with ivory

and

Cannibals
—

they

Cook.

His comrades describe the process: The
Kanaks first decapitate their victim; a
matter of no small difficulty, -considering
the bluntness of their hatchets. Ten or
The: body is
feet, and the

Mean-

a yard and a half deep and a
dug in thesground. The hole
stones, and in the midst of
fire islit. When the wood is
a little and glows with heat.it
over with more stones. The
cleaned out and divided into

Nov.

words selected by the afflicted father,

large rose tree peculiar to the tropics. The
meat is surrounded with cocoa nuts,bananas
and some other plants noted for their delicate flavor. The whole is then tied together firmly; the fire is removed from the pit;
the meat is placed in among the hot stones,
and this, carefully covered, is left to cook

for an hour. Women do not partake of this
warrior's feast. Men alone are permitted
to enjoy so great an honor and so rare a
delicacy, which is another striking instance

of the tyranny of the male sex, and demands
the appearance of some South Sea Stanton
or Anthony to claim equal rights for the
women.

C—

Idle hope is a waking dreams
Tollow love and it will flee ; flee love and
:
it will fellow thee.
craft.
much
too
Too much courtesy,

earth,

.

manuscript

tions, viz. :

:

Wid

« What every Horseman
A
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the

to.purchasers

It 18 used by'all the great
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EVERYWHERE.
and

fully illustrated and richly

bound;

interest never before shown

to the public.

New

being

a

~ (ONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
OBERLIN

The claim of this Institution to first rank as a place
to obtain a thorough education in all departments of
increasing

patronage from all parts of the country.
None but first-class Teachers are employed;

all of

This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other pa-

per of its clas.

All communications in.

the present corps having been educated at the cele-

tended for publication should be addressed

brated Conservatory at Leipzig, Germany .

to ¢“ Tue
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ver, N. H.
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Stones 30 inches in diameter,

manufactured
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use about two months only.

Has been in
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commission, to sell eur new wonderful inventions,
Address,
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The
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first number in April.
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ent
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Sample copies will be sent free o
ppli-
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FOR
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Ten copies or wore sent to one address, 20
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PostaceE.—The postage on a single cope
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MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H.

All orders and remittances for the paper
shouldbe sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do-

TAUGHT.

Address,
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& CO.,

Marshall, Mich.

ANTED—AGENTS
in all parts of the U. 8. to
sell our great book for the Million, viz., The
the late George Peabody, illustrated and ub-

at a price

LELL,
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to the

times.
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Boston, Mass,
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have witnessed its effects on the young and the old,
and I can truly say that it is by far the best expectorant remedy with which I am acquainted. For Coughs
and all the early stages of Lung complaints, I believe
it £0 bo a certain cure, and if every family would keep

few oases of fatal consumption. It causes the phlegm
.| and matter to raise, without irritating those delicate
organs (the Lungs), and without produeing constipa-

is now offered

It also gives strength to the systion of the bowels.
tem, stops the night-sweats, and changes all the mor.

bid secretions to a healthy state,
Yours respectfully,
A. L, SCOVILL,
44
Sold by all Medicine Dealers.

ng Agents, 10 State street; Boston, and 37 Park Row,
New York, are authorized to contract for advertisin
the Star,
red

order

ean now be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies. Orders are solicited.

The

Mild, Certain, Safe, Efficient. It is far the best
Cathartic remedy yet discovered, and at once relieves
and invigorates all the vital functions without causing injury to any of them. The most gom plete success
localities;

has long attended its use in. many

Treatise.

knowledge

in curing

. The Myrtle.

COLLEGE.

Music is being sustained by a constantly

:

Dover, N. H., Dec. 15, 1869.

A. 8. Hale & Co., Publishers, Hartford, Ct.

8t2

The New Treatise, just revised by
and

R. BURLINGAME.
:
L. R. BURLINGAME.
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‘For full particulars send for circular,

Depot 10 Park
414

CONSUMPTION!

and

and see our extra inducements.

begins February 15, 1870,

it after trying

Balsam

To
York

life

at a

fair price.
The committee of award are Rev.
G.'T. Day, Rev. J: A. LoweLL and L.

for this work will derive great benefit from gratuitous
editorial advertising, Send for descriptive circular

SPRING

~~

perfect conviction

the most deep-seated

WANT

N. H.

mony and Composition.

Gents :—1 make the following
statement from a

and be in

street church, Portsmouth,
School street.

improvements,

Piano Forte, Cultivation of the Voice, Organ, Har

Dr. A. L, SCOVILL is the inventor of several med1cal preparatio..s which have become very popular,
and have been liberally used. Among his inventions
are “Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs” and ‘“Liverwort
and Tar.” For the pastsix years a bettergsung rem:
low
edy has been offered to the public. Read t
ing letter from Dr. SCOVILL referring to
it+

of the benefits of

52 lessons

Manuscripts not adjudged ¢ best,”
but having sufficient merit and adapta-

the latest

canvass for Henry J. Raymond

Sold by the Druggists and Store

Messrs, J. N. HARRIS & COs,

Bible

former are

instead of a second-hand one, years behind the times.
Address, REv. L. L. HARMON, pastor of Pearl

Wi

One dose revives and often saves the life
one bottle.
of an over-heated or driven horse.
For Colic and

Useit one andall.

of-the

the possession of the undersigned on
or before the first day of April, 1870.

Journalism, an Octavo volume of 500 pages, beauti-

horsemen on Lang

keepers throughout the United States.
Place, New York.
.

script must have

3d. After learn ng, the player is in possession of a

LINIMENT,

prominent

Those

And generally, each book manu-

this

ADVANTAGES.
1st. The use of money is saved.
2 . Having learned to play, the second instrument

Island courses.
It will not cure Ring Bone nor Spavin,
®8‘there is no Liniment in existence that will,—
What it is stated to cure it positively does.

No owner of horses will be without

characters.
preferred.

second else-

upon

present in a clear and

of Christ or other

or he will pay the same amount in money for the first

Such an article is Dr. Tobias’ Venetian Liniment,
For Lameness, Cats,
Pint Bottles at One Dollar.
Galls, Colic, Sprains, &c., warranted better than any

othér.

3. It must

it the specified sum at which it was purchased, deducting from one to two dollars per year for using;
Instrument, and you can Jitehace

10 to 15 years of age,

concise manner the Life and Teachings

on or Organ of the best quality, and use it to learn
upon; then Mr. Harmon will take the same in exchange for a higher-priced Instrument, allowing for

where. He binds himself
plan by a written pledge.

from

above.

You can purchase of L. L. Harmon, by cash down,

Wants.

RELIABLE

children

and to follow in regular gradation the
book referred to in the first condition

renting or monthly payments, a new portable Melode-

8. M. PETTENGILL & 0O0., Newspaper Adverts.

Physicians’ faults are covered with

original

for a Sabbath School Question Book
that shall meet the following condi-

HARMON’S
PLAN FOR ECONOMIZING.

it by them, ready to administer upon the frst appears
ance of disease about the Lungs, there would be very

Proverbs.

rich men’s with money.

sending them.

HANNAH, wifeof James Lord, died at WolfSister Lord had
borough, Oct. 23, aged 81 years.
been a member of the C: Baptist church. for
many years, always honoring it by her earnest,
consistent, Christian life. Though death came
suddenly and unexpectedly,it nevertheless found
her at her post. May her mantle fall on some
one who will wear itas she has done. Funeral
services by the writer.
LYDIA, wife of Upton Harmon, died at OssiSister Harmon expee, Nov. 14, aged 51 years.
perienced a hope in Christ years since, but, like
Yet God is
many others, she forgot her vows.
good, and we trust heheard her prayers in her
dying hour, and, that, while we mourn below,
she rejoices above where no sorrow is.
PARKMAN L. RoLEs died at Ossipee, Dec. 19,
aged 47 years. He was a great sufferer for several years,but his suffering is all over in this sorrowing world.
Services by the writer.
»
D. J. QUINT.

the Horse Embrocation of the day.

Friends and mules fail at passes.
All bite the bitten dog.

$100. for the best

the

Remittances of money for our publica-

found in

of the man are placed on the leaves of a

The pieces

When the wind serves, all aid.

filled with

tions may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the

Job. 19:21, ** Have pity upon me, have pity upon me, O ye my friends; for the hand of God
hath touched me.” The congregation was uncommonly large and solemn.
A father, mother,
and an only brother, now sick with the fever,
are called with numerous other friends to mourn
over a great bereavement.
D. 8S. FROST.

Belly ache it has never failed. Just as sure as the
sun rises, just so sure is this valuable Liniment to be

—

Development and Duty. He also offers to pay the sum of

L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

>

25,

pieces about a foot long, the hands and feet

being thrown away as worthless.

Address,

be

history full of deep interest to all. The author, Mr,
Maverick,Managing Editor of the New York Evening
Post, has in this book revealed many scenes of stirring

of citron

to run outfor an hour.

publications, or will

HEBER A., eldest son of Aaron N. King, Esq.,
and grandson of Rev. N. King, one of the founders of the F. Baptist cause in Vt.; died of typhoid
fever, at his father’s residence in Tunbridge,
Vt., Dec. 2, 1869, aged 27 years.
e was the
junior member of the firm of King & Son, one
of the most extensive business establishments in
Orange Co.
He had the talent to accomplish a
vast amount of business, and could cast up two
or three columns of figures at once, with dispatch and correctness, and buy a bill of goods of
‘yarious articles and prices amounting to $50, ort
more, and estimate the cost correctly without
making a mark.
He did not profess to enjoy religion, but he possessed a high sense of honor,
and was esteemed one of the most honest and
benevolent men in the state.
His tact, taste and
sound judgment were admired by all who knew
him.
Many a poor family cherishes pleasant
memories of his charities in times of need.
Few
young men are cut down with prospects of so
prosperous a future before them, or who were
so widely known and so deeply respected by all
their acquaintances,
Business men from different parts of the state and from Boston came to
his funeral to testify of their respect for his,
worth as a man of integrity and honor. Rev.
M. C. Henderson,of Lake Village,N. H.,preached
a very appropriate and sympathetic sermon from

lands, ard one of them was killed and eaten.

blood allowed

a consistent Christian,

tematic manner of Christian Doctrine,

their orders which will be immediately filled with

New Organ or Piano with

Some French soldiers were lately taken
prisoners by cannibals in the South Sea Is-

while a hole
yard wide is
is lined with
them a great
burned down
is covered
man is then

Cade was

8. It must treat in a clear and sys-

Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
| each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents

BENJAMIN TWoOMBLY died in Alton,

Cr

fifteen blows are necessary.
then hung upto a tree by the

Pompeii and Herculaneum,.ceesesecesees1,25

aged63 years.
The deceased embraced religion
in early life. He loved the Sabbath, the sanctuary
and the Sunday school,
He was kind and hospitable at his home and liberal in the support of
the gospel.
He loved to share its burdens and
its blessings.
Bro. T. will be missed in the town,
the church and at home.
He lived a Christian,
and his death was peaceful and happy.
Sermon
E. P. LADD.
by the writer.

were adorned with columns and statutes
and supplied with the most sumptuous
furniture.

How

book above referred to.

Sunny Skies,eecessecrccssssassscccroasesl

our own

Schools

and to follow in regular gradation the

Bright Days,eececectoesescrscssecasnneesl,2b

sion of Christ, and was baptized by Rev. B. F.
McMurphy, Feb. 20th, 1840.
For thirty years he
has held the office of superintendent of the Sabbath school.
In his death the town has lost a
good citizen, the church a devoted Christian and
the Home and Foreign Missions a warm friend.
He leaves a wife and seven children to mourn
their loss, all of whom he lived to see worthy
members of the F. B, church.
Funeral services
by the writer.
MRS. DEBORAH W. GARLAND died in West
Campton, Dec. 18th, 1869, in the 69th year of her
age. She experienced religion in early life and
was baptized. by Elder Moses Folsom in, 1853.
She was a devoted Christian, and was bé&loved
by all who knew her.
In her death, the church
has sustained another great loss, as she ‘was always ready for every good word and work.
She
leaves a large family to mourn their loss. May
the Lord sustain these bereaved families, in this
time of affliction. Funeral services by the writer.
3
G. WHEELER.

sort of

gold;

Series.

1. It must contain not less than 108
and not more than 120 pages, each of
relatives:
and friends.
A. G. HILL.
whose full pages shall contain 32 lines
A. JOHN COOK died in West Campton, Dec.
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
of 35 letfers each; or, pages like
1,%1869, aged 77 years and 6 months.
The subMoney Order, or in Registered letter.
ject of this notice was a man of strict integrity
;
and sound judgment,
He first obtained a hope
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk. those of the ¢ Story of Jesus.”
in Christ in 1817, his mind being aroused by the
© 2. It must be especially adapted to
death of his-broth8r. He made a public profes- Otherwise they will be at the risk of th

wood and ivory. In another of the banqueting-rooms the columns were of indian
stone. All were finished with the most
costly woods,

Day

Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.

with lead in the handles, that they are said

to

2. It must be adapted to the use of °

a good

Sister

immense empire was broken up,and Egypt,
with the adjacent province, fell to one of
the conqueror’s favorite generals, Ptolemy,
the son of Liagus, afterwards surnamed Soter. This Lagus was the founder of the
famous library at Alexandria.
Ptolemy
Philadelphus, the son of Lagus (B.C. 285247), surpassed most kings in riches, and

to have been very handy

Verses are inadmissible.

Bright

Sina

adult classes in our Sabbath

wife and an affectionate mother.
Though the
death summons came somewhat unexpectedly,
yet she was prepared to obey it. Her work was
done, and well done. In all the relations of life
which she sustained,
the loss is felt to be very
great.
She leaves to mourn, her companion,
seven children and a large circle of more distant

quite re-

perceive a sensation as of ‘a series of dull

does

the Year.”

. Jamie and Jeannie,.ceeee,
Boy’s Heaven,eesesoeanes

books of other publishers,and will be furnished to

markable in their way.
About half way
between Noah's time and our own, Egypt
was under the sway of the Ptolemies! When

were a temple, and several banquetingrooms and sleeping-rooms, finished with
materials of the most exquisite beauty.
One room was adorned all-around with
pillars of cypress wood ; but the capitals of
these pillars were of Corinthian workman-

one part, and yet the whole body

those of * Lessons for every Sunday in

each; on the T5 cents books, 8 cents each.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish. old ones, can send us

had a very large number of ships of war.

the responsive sort, as

not? They may understand it or not, just
as they like, so they may. And Bassoon
and the Fuffs have had their share of doing the- voluntary by themselves. The
feminine alto champion must be heard

lines of 35 letters each ; or, pages like

Child's Series.

EoNICE, wife of Geo. Cade, died in Buxton,
Oct. 26, aged T0 years and 6 months.
In 1831,she
obtained a hope in Christ and was baptized by
Rev. Jonathan Clay.
At its organization, in
1834, she joined the 2d Buxton church, and continued a worthy member until released by death.

cubits to seventy-five feet. But if we take
the Hebrew
cubit—nearly
twenty-two
inches—we find the length of this craft to
have been some five hundred and Aly feet,
or less than a hundred and fifty feet shorter
than the Great Eastérn, and about nine feet
broader than this largest of modern ships.

tative of the hinder leg of the ordinary
quadruped, and of our own lower limb;
the congregation presume they do in the just as the nipples of the male mammalia
retirement of the Fuff mansion.
Bassoon
answer to the fully developed breasts of the
groans out from time to time as the contest female; and just as our eye-teeth corresproceeds, something which sounds like pond to the canine tusks of the lion.
“told you so.” But that isn’tit. He is I Nor is the serpent restrieted to a single
Joins some expression from the Bible, method of progression, or even to two or
he fact that nobody is able to understand
three. There are even four or five ways in
What
what it is, is none of his business.
which its lithe and slender body may be.

it to

to make not less than 144 pages of a
book ‘whose full pages shall contain 84

Series.

The Christ Child,cceeeecerscssccssccsanas
Good Little Mittie,...

—_

the three hundred cubits will be equal to
four hundred and fifty feet, and the fifty

in

limb is no doubt the insignificant represen-

she

obituary.

but there have been two or three that might
remind one of this monster of the deep.
The length of the Great Eastern is a little

moments

head

Mrs.

Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obituaries published the Morning Star, who donot |
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cent a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

very an-

the men join in, each one on his own hook
again, and each striving for the mastery.
Bassoon is. soon conquered, and for a few

whose

Obituaries, A

quite favorably with

The war ships of those times were genertifully rendered ?”
The preacher for the
day makes answer, “I couldn't understand ally ranked from the number of banks of
it. - What was it?” To which the pastor oars ; and the more usual sizes were those
of three, four, and five banks.
Now, this
replies, “‘I don’t know !”
4
ow long shall we, O worshiping peo- second Ptolemy had two ships of thirty
ple of the congregation, endure such unhal- banks of oars, one of twenty, four of thirlowed mangling of the ‘Service of Song in teen, two of twelve, and fourteen of eleven,
the House of the Lord” ?—Phil. Evening besides large numbers of nine, seven, and
six banks, not to mention smaller ones.
Telegraph.
The fourth Ptolemy, surnamed Philopator (B. C. 222) determined to surpass all
who had gone before him in the size of his
Locomotion of the Serpent.
ships; he therefore built one, which, if we
iAy —
Itis-said,—and in one sense it i$ true,— reckon by the Egyptian cubit, was nearly
that serpents have no limbs; but some of four hundred and ninety feet long, and sixty-five feet from one side to the other.
the boas and pythons have at the base of There
were forty ranks of rowers, and the
the tail, on each side of the vent, a little
hook, which is supported by a bone im- longest oars were sixty-five feet in length.
bedded in the flesh; and this rudimentary These oars were so accurately balanced

all their own way. It is Fuff’s wife who
carries the heavy burden of sopranoing
for the party. Casting a genial look of
sincere. sympathy on the partner of her
joys, her sorrows and her singing, and a
savage glimmer ofthe left eye at Bassoon,

Day

Birth Day Present,cceesesssesscessscsece

those of a later date.
As to size, there has
been noship equal to tie Great Eastern,

organ, shakes his fist, and makes ugly
mouths at the whole concern; at the com-

and

not steady, as some

cient ships compared

them as if they were great plates of hot
soup. His massive brow is florid with the

bles his words,

S—

designer of the Great Eastern Steamship,
many centuries had to elapse.
But the

respective

things, whereof he is proud, turns round

—

the idea from seeing wood float, built and
navigated the first raft, and the age of the

his seat to face the wondering believers,
who, with twisted necks, gaze upwards
from the pews. The bellows blower, safe
in his retreat in the cozy nook behind the

what he

Rainy

ditions:
Eb
1. It must contain matter sufficient

+A Rainy Day at School,....

truly genteel

Between
the age of the man, who, taking

to sing, he seems to be singing or
He gobelse.
almost everything

stinctly

his own

best original manu-

script, for a Sabbath School Question
Book that shall meet the following con-

May Belliceoosrae
Sabrina Hackett, .
Aunt Mattieyeeesssescenss

pot.

Large Ships.

voices, the ejaculation already alluded to.
It is enough—exactly enough, and there is
no more. The music expires. Upperecrust,
Bassoon, the Fuffs and the chorus subside
into ‘their

The subscriber offers to pay the sum
of $1500 for the

Series.

Making Something, esse.

other, acéom-

of their

sale

Master and Pupil,

:

with despair-,

panied with a few choice words, apparentJ from some part of the Old Testament in
e original tongue.
Then all the chorus
singers join in the general burst of the
finality of the “Voluntary.” Pressing into
the service all their remaining strength,
they all scream out at the highest hight
and

his

are now ready for
:

r—

QUESTION BOOKS.

:

Andy LUtirell, sees siiaisoisasiives
* Shining Hours, sees.

gift, and

under

CHURCHES

Superintendents.

Prize

All are nothunters that blow the horn.
fire

S.

lishment. These Books
and delivery.

Every one sings as he has the

the

OF

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab-

the fox

marries as he has the luck.

wrists, and a portentous frill, worked'in
correspondence, and bearing the miniature

of his beloved, finished
appearance.

S.

ai

Every one rakes

PASTORS

AND TO

A ship aground is a beacon at sed.

is coat was a sky-blue silk, lined with yel-

catch something that sounds like soriptural
truth, but are bewildered .in their further

domestic

his

low ; his 16ng vest,of white satin, embroid-

The hearers-in the pews are gratifiedto

the

while

TO

A fool's head never whitens.
Wise men learn by others harm.

aeue projected like the handle of a skillet.

“0 Lord!” which are taken up in turn by

renew

preaches.

|

eachrof the other performers,

of the people to

Instead of enunciating d

me

Who i8 over nice lose many a slice.
Trust not still water nor a silent man.
Haste trips up its own heels.
Golden dreams make men awake hungry.

Take care of your geese, when

| Bobeetisements

~ B¥ibefisemis,

Allis fine that is fit.

Now for the swain: His hair was sleeked

other, each in turn in-

ing valor.
The sharp-voiced Seraphina
Angelica launches her contribution onthe
alr like so much commercial vinegar, a
basis of nitric acid diluted to a palatable
rehow,
know
they
best
the
doing
bent on
Fugaciously they toss
Eagles of consequences.
Mr. Bassoon, ‘degree of safety.

Tneans
saying

RAZ

back and plentifully beflowered,

.to a conclusion, or, rather, it

dissolves. itself into
The
sical exercise.
for the purpose of
tary “rendering” of
dinary compositions
shiper and every
Its
been annoyed.

forts

y out.

dulge in a few. closing screams, groans,
and
growls.
fioraphitia, sjadulaes some
‘vitriolic tones which sound something like

effort is somewhat varied in-its style, and
considerably tedious, but, like all other
earthly complications of joy and sorrow, it
at last

Her airy

form was braced up in a satin“ dress, the
sleeves as tight as the natural skin of the
arm, with a waist formed by a bodice, worn
the committee men, who ‘‘blow” so about outside, whence the skirt flowed off, and
their organ, would do the blowing in a . was extended at the top by an ample hoop.
more practical way, by taking a hand at the Shoes of white kid, with peaked toes, and
bellows handle. But little do the Fuffs and heels of two or three inches elevation, inUppercrust, Bassoon and the rest of the closed her feet, and glittered with spangles,
musical company, care for the poor fellow 8s her little, pedal members peeped cautiousthe bellows thinks it is poor fun, and wiping, as he gets a chance, the streaming perspiration from his throbbing temples, wishes

assistance of another minister, and the to

whom the feet belong.

no better invest-

Dry bread at home is better
than roast
meat abroad.

grandfa-

ment could have been made; Fhe*nian at’ ‘ther’s minature, set in virgin gold.

Lord's day morning, the
On: a recent
iy
pastor of a well-known church enjoyed the

of devotion in “the hearts

satisfied that

than a copper cent, containing her

2, 1870.

Reports.

The Reports of the Freewill Baptist.
Benevolent Societies for the year 1869
:
are now out of press.

Upon application, they will be sent
to any address on the receipt of four

cents for cach copy to pre-pay postage

and it

public with the convie.

to the general

tion that it can never fail to accomplish all that is
olaimed for it, 1t produces little or no pain; leaves
the organs free from irritation, and never over taxes
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or excites the nervous system.
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he best phy-

drings prompt relief and certain cure.
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prescribe it; and
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Original and Selacted Poems, price $1.50, by the Rev
S. ¥. Smith;D. D., author of the hymn Ameriea, &eo.
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. THE MORNING

Montpensier has not been
tes has defeated the

bill excluding

Span-.

adelphia Navy

Yard was

discussed without Te-

- sult; an amendment to the Virginia bill was introduced and tabled, and an evening session was
held for debate only.
.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, financial matters
were discussed. Mr. Buckingham of Connecticut introduced a bill proposing important amendments of the present banking law. . A bill was

introduced pffdhibiting the transportation of any
free matter in the mails. In the House, the chief
feature of interest was the speech of Gen. Butler
in reply to Mr, Dawes, and the brief rejoinder of
Mr. Dawes.
After some debate the League Island navy yard bill was killed for this session by

being laid on the table on motion of Mr. Dawes.
‘On Thursday, in the Senate, the debate on financial schemes was continued ; the two senators
from Va.were sworn in. In the House, Mr.
Dawes made a speech vindicating the necessity
and the facts of his previous speech in view ot
the attacks made upon it. The bill repealing all

laws permitting the transportation of matter in
the mails free of postage was passed.
Several of
the Va. congressmen were sworn in.
On Friday, in the Senate, a bill was passed, appropriating $30,000 for the ‘destitute of the Dis-

trict of Columbia.

In the House,

Mr.

Butler

made a brief speech upon Mr. Dawes, at the
close of which Mr. Dawes said he was content to
let the matter rest, as at present, without further
words on his part.
Mr. Voorhees made a speech
on the financial question.
The Sefiate was not in session Saturday.
In
the House, there was a session for speech-making. Mr. Golladay of Ky. announced himself for
repudiating the national debt, and claimed that
his position was not essentially different from
that of Messrs. Butler and Voorhees.

MISCELLANEOUS.
In an accident

on the Rome

;

and Ogdensburg

railroad, one man was killed and several wefe inJjured.
The wholesale business of Chicago last year
was more than 20 per cent. larger than for the
year before.
The seats of some of the Va. congressmen are
contested, and one of them has not a clean record
of loyalty.
The committee of ways and means voted to re-

UHeve foreign coals of all duties.

Tr

Something over a million dollars, which had.
been several years ago paid by China and Japan
to our government, investedin ten-forty bonds,
ang lost trace of, has been hunted up and is to
be added to the sinking fund.

The President has, it is reported, signed the
Va. bill, but has not yet sent it back to Congress.
The nine members

of Congress

elect

are

impa-

tiently waiting to be sworn 1n«
A French man-of-war arrived at Charleston,
8. C.. from Port au Prince, reports that Salnave
was sentenced to death and shot on the 10th instant.
Gen. Terry’s military commission has decided
three members of the Georgia House of Repre-

sentatives ineligible. Sixteen seats are vacant
on account of failures to take the oath. The
House met Wednesday and organized by choosing a radical republican Speaker by 24 majority
over Bryant.
The Iowa House refused to concur in the Senate resolution ratifying the Fifteenth Amend:
ment, and a Committee of Conference has been
appointed.

The

Postmaster

of Waterboro’, Me., has ab-

sconded, after obtaining a large sum
Three persons were

burned and

by forgery.
several injur-

ed by a fire at St. Joseph, Mo.
Several politicians and army officers have had a
conference with the President concerning Gen.
Terry’s -course in Georgia.
The President expressed great confidence that Gen. Terry would
act with discretion and within the pale of law.
Gen. Sigel has been nominated as Assessor for
the Sixth District of New York.
A great battle with Indians has been fought
and won by the United States troops in Montana.
Nearly two hundred Indians were killed and an
immense amount of their property destroyed.
The vacant seatsin the Georgia legislature
have been filled by voting into them the candidates who received the number of votes nearest
the number received by those originally declared elected.
A bill bas been introduced in the United States
House of Representatives authorizing a company to build several steamers to ply between our
ports and ports of Europe and South America,
the company to receive $300,000 for ten years fog
carrying the mails,
,

The committee on banking and currency au-

thorizes the statement that most of the evidence
reported by the papers, as given before it, is
not trustworthy.

"Three

members

of the Georgia

been unseated because

The

prospects

Senate

have

ineligible.

are that the law

the shape it passed the House.

Secretary

Boutwell

at New

has directed the Assistant

York

to sell one

million of

gold each, week, and buy one million of bonds
each alternate week, during February.

The ceremonies incident to the transportation
of the remains of George Peabody from the En_

glish ship Monarch
on Baturday

were

to the City Hall of Portland
very

imposing

and

solemn.

Captain Commerell surrendered his charge to
the State of

Maine, represented by its Governor.

After the coffin was placed in the Hall it was
visited by throngs of spectators until at 8 o’clock
the doors were closed.

i
The

Gen, Prim

Government

Creuzot.

will build a rail

has been publicly accused
of hay.

Ing conspired
with
Queen Isabella.
ord irom
Cn

seizure

:

even

the

poorest,

dark and gloomy

erty’s curse.”

a

Coal. is dear this winter, and for the poor,
hard to get;
but food costs more than coal, and

of foreign

newspapers has been made.

food must be had at any cost.

* Three Cuban generals. among them Marcano
and Figueredo, are said to have been recently
captured by the Spaniards.

fuel may be eked out and
supplemented by
many a makeshift, imperfect though it be; but
hunger cannot be appeased by a subterfuge.
The snow which falls, upon the earth is a tender mantle to infant food-plants which otherwise perish of frost. In what is called an *‘ open
‘wihter,” you may see whole fields of young rye
and wheat and clover, all pulled up by the frost
and laid on the top of the ground, to wither and
die in the spring sunshine.
The frost heaves
up the earth, and with it the plants; slight thaws
permit the earth to settle and renew its hold,
and so successive freezings and thawings gradually uproot entire crops. ** Winter killed ” is the
sad verdict of the farmer, as he contemplates
the loss
of; his labor and seed in the spring; and
*¢ winter killed” might be appropriately spoken
of the suffering and dying victims of starvation
prices which follow the destruction of crops.
True, nature sometimes, in her zeal to protect,
covers too deep and smothers the young plants,
—tucks in the coverlid so tight that the unseason.

The news of the end of the great French strike
is confirmed.
:

A: great workmen’s

meeting

in aid of closer

colonial union with England is soon to be héld in

London.

or.

Louis Gottschalk, the celebrated composer and
musician, died in Brazil ou the 18th of Dec.
He
fell senseless while performing at a concert in
Rio Janeiro, but lingered in life for three weeks

afterwards.

:

There is a mininisterial
another in Austria, and

crisis”

one

in

Bavaria,

threatened

in Spain.

Late reports from Cuba bring. intelligence that
General Puello has at last been heard from after
a long campaign in the enemy’s country, which
was not altogether unsuccessful.
The Pope has sent a deputy to France to find
out whether the Emperor does not thik the
Pope may be infallible, although he knows himself to be quite the contrary.

Picton

in New York, and

C

the

snow

The supply of

Heavy

alarming

Such was our exclamation as we
the milk- pail on November 1st.

what was about to occur by dull rumbling and

were soon followed by

that made them fly terrified to the

Shirting Stripes 16
Tic
sesaeene
Cottonades.....21
Denims ...ve0se156
Ginghams......14
Mous.de Laines..
Car etings—
Lowell sup.3-ply

. One of the first achievements of the new and
great Melbourne telescope is the discovery of a
considerable change in the shape of the great
nebula near Eta Argus, since it was observed
by Sir John Herschell.
The angular magnitude
of these changes is so great as to suggest that the
nebula is much nearer to us than the stars which
are seen within it.

luminating-

with

a light-house

electricity.

The

of warm

in il-

at Granton, Scotland,’ |

current was passed from

New
Zealand abounds in building
stones,
most of which are already being worked.
The
chief varieties are granite, limestone and sandstone.
There is a great diversity of color and
grain in all these, while the quality is superior.
has a publication devoted excluthe study of animal and
vegetacle
A late number contains observations
fungi which are found in the ear-pasare productive of some forms of deaf-

Nitro-glycerine has an explosive power thirteen times greater than that of gunpowder.
It:

is a combination

of glyceride and nitric and sul-

phuric acids.

water,

snow fell.

looked

Herri

one bit, and drinks every dhropI give herof
the hot sup, and likes it too.”
‘“ Well, well, Corny, obey in all things, and
if all’ her commands can make such returns,
I shall be «ayilling to obey
also, I thought
we should have
to buy both
milk and butter to supply our family this winter; but feed

It is nearly

two feet long,

and has alarge

lump of lead at the end furthest

the hand,
the circuit,

to threw

Mrs. Ottendorfer
largest

German

the key up and break

is the

daily

sole proprietor
of the

newspaper

in

the city of

medium

She

drives to her

office in

the morning, looks after its multitudinous offairs, and returns to her home at 3 o’clock in the
.
afternoon.

Butter Making

choice do....7 00 @ 7 50

number

agree with the shells

found

in

their origin in high

latitudes, where

moderate thickvess, which is carefully
then burying the bag about
a foot and
deep in the earth, and allowing itto rcfrom twenty-four to twenty-five
- hours.

After

the

expiration

of this

period, the

hard,

small pieces, and enough water

The most remarkable result

cream

poured upon it

‘We may yet succeed in discovering the Lingulas

|

@ i8

ceases

Mich. and Indiana

@+s

PRODUGE.

choice extra. 7 00 a 7 50 | Apples,dried B.8%@

Canada,supeir 0 00 @ 0 00
4s sliced.
com,extras..0 00 @ 0 00 | Jo,aew¥bl
medium

do.

0 (0 g@ 6 00

12%

..13 @.. 16
3.50 @ 4 50

Budter, ¥ Bb,

©hoice d0....0 00 @ 0 00 | Vermont......40 @.. 48

Southern,sup

. .. @..

.. | Beans,
¥ bush,

Rye

Flour....56 60 @ 6 25

[Cranberries,
br

Soft Shell.....15

@

. 25 |

Vt.and N.Y...13

@

+36 @ . 40 | Western......i5 @..

Currants..
Citron....

12 @..

Lemons,¥bx

14

|Onions.¥bbl

50 @ 3 50

16

17 @..

14
00

AIN,
Corn, ¥ 56 bs
Southernyel 1 06 @ I 12

HerdsG-ass.. 4 25 @ 4 50
Re? Te, .#bag,3 00 @ 8 50
|Liuseed, Am, 2 35 @ 2 40

Western mx’d.
Yellow .......1

!Canary.......4 25
SPICES.

|Cloves.
|Gi

43N

26 @ 2k
.
4

Bale hay, ¥ ton
Straw,100hs.1 25 @ 1 35
HIDES AND SKINS,
8..

@..

Rough.

Eng. com...80 00 @ 85 00
Do. refined 85 00 @ 50 00
Do. Sheet, ¥ » 5@ . 3
Russia, Sheet,..14 @.. 16

........ 658
TEAS,

Gunpowder,
Per
B....100

Imperial .....1
Hyson......

.

Japans.
81

Orinoco ..... 27 @
Oak Sole.....38 @..

30
46

vin 38

Dry Hide ......
In rouml
i
UMBER.
Clear Pine.. 30 00
Coarse do...20 00
Ship stock...21 00

@85 00
@22 00
@22°00

Oak,
¥ ton .c.cee.
Hemlock bdsl4 00
plank......
do,
Joist.sveree
de,
Clapboards 50 00

@:.
@156
@..
@ie
@55

Ohio

....
WOO!
& Pennsylvania —

Picklock.... 60 @
Choice XX....50 @
FineX........48 @

. 65
: 53
. 49

Medium......48 @ .
| Coarse.......43 @ .
|Mich.,N.Y, & Vermont
Extra........45 @ .
| Fimne..........45@ .
| Medium.... .45 @ .
| Coarse.......42 @-,

«+
@.. 80

49
45
—
48
46
16
4%

Spruce..... @..
shooks..00 @:*
g

|Buenos

..
..

APPLES,

Ayres..15 g.

MAPLE

12%

Wy

#bbl10 00 g¢17 00

Marrow....

Country do..16 00 @18 v0
BUTTER.

@..

@ . 65
@ . 70
@ 6 00
@ 1 25

..1 70 e117

PORK.
Mess ¥ bbl..24 50 g30 00

. 48 Prime... ... £4 00 @26 00
. 40 Hams,salted 17 00 @18 00
. 1 Hamssmok’dl7 00 @18 60
.
POTATOES.
@ 18
|Mercers....
2 00 822%
@ 17
[Peach Blows..2 00 822
@ 18
2
ULTRY.
Live Turkeyshb¥(0g..

ow

@

@
@
@

86 @ 0 90 |Live Chickens...143., 13
. 98

DressedTurkeyr!8 @ . 22

do Chickens.

14 @ . 16

RY

00 Western, ings 1039 1 04
SEEDS.

0g.

FEATHERS,
LiveGeese
# 1 85.9 . 90
FLO UR.

Timothy,..... 375 @ 4 00

Ohio & West..5 00 8 5 30
Canada...... 450 @ 4 75
HOPS.

|Barrels...... .. 12 e.. 18
WHEAT,
White,# bush 2 25 @ 2 35

BRIGHTON

CATTLE

Pack eggs little end down, with bran an inch
hick between the layer,

460,

terreassess
lil
JY
18

UB Ten-Forties..coccvviieseasseas
sescassenne
U. 8, Coupon Sixes, 1864 .vvevvvenss Crean anany

HAIR

DYE,

The best in the world—does not contain lead—no vit-

rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death,
It is perfectly harmless—reliable—instantaneous
—
Avoid the vaunted and delusive preparations
boast
ing virtues they do not possess, if you would
escape
the danger. The genuine W. A. Batohelor
's Hair
Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold
its integri-

Bold by Druggists.

.

* Nebraska

526
502

‘“
*“

Applied at 16 Bond 8t., N,
04

OF

and

Others

WILL

The exteriors may be plain and inexpensive, with
Just as perfect interior mechanism, or may be

Ornamented with Elegant Designs,
according to the fancy of the purchaser,
For

76
835

a MONTH...... 30,837

200.000

THE

Proprietors.

109

Distof Columbia
Foreign

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS,
where the means are insufficient
costlier Pipe Organs, the

HAVE

and more acceptable in every way than any ordinary
instrument of a low price. Thousands arenow inuse
among all denominations over the country,
moe i

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST.
THEY HAVE
READ it LONG, APPROVE of IT and NOT ONLY
FIND the MEANS TO CONTINUE THEIR own

~ AMERICAN

SUBSCRIPTIONS, but THEY ALSO BRING ALONG

are furnished with

their NEIGHBORS,
and thus CONTINUE TO SWELL
the LIST OF READERS, AS ABOVE INDICATED:

TWO

YOUR

IN 80 DO-

a NOTE

of

the

THINGS—JUST

as YOUR WIFE WANTS,

CHILDBEN

WANT-whether

YOU

The

A WHOLE

YEAR, or FOUR

IT

JUDD & CO., Publishers.
245 Broadway,

New

York,

hoir Should be without it!

EDITION

Price, $1.50.

1,000

choice

Choir Leaders.

$13 50 per dozen.

A

pieces

specimen

se-

_ MAINE STATE SEMINARY,
——

INSTRUCTION.

A. GIVEN, A, B.
C. A, MD0ERS, A, B,
L. W, BALLARD,
E. H.

:

Organ

M188 ADELIA M. BPEAR,
MRs, LURA D. GIVEN,
Miss Lucy L, WHITE,
Bussn.

? The next term will commence Jar. 27. Students
can enter at any time,
:
A new Hall and Boarding-hounse for gentlemen,
will

be opend
at that time. Should the number of board,
ers be sufficient, and the price of provisions allow

the maximum price of hoard will be reduced to $2.78
er week. The price of board in clubs will doubtless
correspondingly lower. Arrangements have
made whereby word can be Jurnisbod from one patwe
dollars
per cord cheaper
than students
have beén
able
to ih
furnivh themselves.4
A. GIVEN, Principal.
Lewigton, Me,, Jan. 10, 1869,
[Uo

INSTITUTE.

£0 that the means of becoming familiar with the works
of the masters may be
ALWAYS

AT

HAND,

VOCAL MUSIC,
AMERICAN ORGAN

the superiority of the

is undeniable. Its steady power, sustained and even
quality, and floely contrasted Stops, make it a sure
support for the Singer, and a delightful but unobtrusive part of the harmony.
No Advertisement can set forth
this class of instruments.

They

all the details of
must

be

seen.

At

the Warerooms of the Manufacturers, comps tent and
obliging persons are ready fo show every part of the
work, and visitors have the opportunity to contrast

the various styles.

LETTERS,
MEDALS,
:
TESTIMONIALS,
unbought and unsolicited, may be seen at their Counting-room; but the Makers, though highly pleased to
have merited such abundant commendations, prefor
to ask the public to

SPEAK

their
FOR

Instruments
THEMSELVES.

No puffery can make a poor Organ
true ear,
Das

sound well to a

Before purchasing elsewhere, the Musical Public
owe it to themselves to HEAR AND THEN JUDGE.
Illustrated Catalogues, with full descriptions and
Engravings of all the styles, sent postpaid on application. Agents in all the principal cities,
Ar Particular attention is called to the fact, that
as the MESSRS, SMITH make no poor instruments,
they sell none but the best. Distant purchasers ean
send orders by mail, after consulting the Catalogue,

and be sure of receiving precisely what they order.

;

. G.[H.
{H.

RICKER, Principal,

North Scituate, R.I., Jan, 5, 1870.

|

S.D. & H. W. SMITH,
MANUFACTORY & WAREROOMS, .
TREMONT STREET,

A dp la

4 Nor SPRING TERM will commence on Mox.
DAY, Feb. 7, 1870,

-

Practice,

@

- LAPHAM

‘

for

copy

will be sent by mail to any address, post paid on receipt of price,
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,
C.H.DITSON & CO., New York.

OF

WITH

and Students will find these an admirable convenience

Let

READY.

the foundation of our American Church Music for the
‘Containing

OF - KEYS, AND
PEDALS,

at times when larger instruments in Churches are inaccessible,

LIVE in CITY in VILLAGE or in COUNTRY.

ast flity years.

BANKS
3

ORGAN

As an accompaniment to

of GOOD

ected by 500 Teachers and

the

AMERICAN ORGAN
The larger kinds of the

FULL

to purchase

will be found to be far more fowerful, more steady,

A Collection of all thé widely
popular
Church
Tuaues, Anthems, and Set Pieces which have formed

Jnn, 26,1870.

BATCHELOR’S

577

HALF

BOARD

Of 1865. 0veeessseansnsss

4,217 From Kentucky & Ark’s 478
Maine
3349
i
463
3378
*
New Hampshire
438
20:8
*“
N.&S.Carolinh
432
20388
“
Tennessee
428
1,419
“Virginia
410
1417
“
Minnesota
401
1327
*
Geo. Ala., Fla
810
1,237
'*
Vermont
328
846
“
Central Territor’s 322
kt
‘“
Rhode Island
2
759
“
Louisiana & Texas 254
687
“Mississippi
132

The American Tue Book.

GOLD AND STOCKS.

PERSONAL SUPERVIS.ON

the

No

tot (0.

"Having built a large manufactory te answer the increasing demand, every part of the instrnmentis now
made under the

from

DOES IT MEAN?

-

CALF-SKINS—17 to 18¢,

.

only

ORANGE

;
cou
country
lots,

American Gold...vvuu..i.. PRS
NR,
U. 8. Five-Twenties, 1867.......
bvesnssasrlIBy

PARTS

Further, the mechanical construction of this Organ
is unrivaled.
The best workmanship is givem to
!
«
each part unsparingly.

30,837 CAME:

Delaware & MY

for

ALL

IS ALIST OF the STATES

Pacific Coast
Kansas

THIRD

with or without culves, as may be agreed; farrow
and Ordinary, #30 to $50,
STORES—Yearling $15 to $25; two year old, $28 to

U. 8.5208

HERE

from

COPIES for $5. TRY IT for THIS YEAR,
‘WILL PAY, and PAY WELL.

. 18
. 25

ing to their value as Beef.
Handy Steers, $#80to $125.
Mu.ca Cows—$30 to $60; extra good, $95 to $83,

PRLTRoii woo!wool 8100s
ch 0
;
$1,40or each;

IN
(ever

These

COME

COST is only $1.50 for

$10.50, per cwt., on total weight of hide, farrow, and
dressed beef,
WORKING OXEN—$150 to #265 per pair, or accord.

aT8—with

ON

WEEKS

of the

and as

MARKET,

Country lots, 8

GOING

MANY

SUBSCRIBERS

Great PAGES,

JANUARY, 26, 1870,
BEEr—Extra $12,%0 to $12,75 : first quality $11,75 to
$12 25; 2d quality $10,75 to 811.50; 34 quality $9,00 to

0 to 8c;

for

DAYS

since Sept. 1st), and STILL CONTINUES!

SUCH as YOU WANT,

WOOL.

Unwashed......16 §
Sheep Pelts.. 160 @

AGRI

of FIFTEEN

HAS BEEN

RATIO

faithful

Cannot Get Out of Tune.

200,000 SENSIBLE PEOPLE, who SPEAK by
ACTION LOUDER THAN WORDS, in TESTIMONY
| of the GREAT VALUE of the AMERICAN AGRI
CULTURIST...EVERY NUMBER contains “44

Old and dam. ...6 @ . 10 [New York¥ B..45 @
50
L ARD,
- JOhiO.ssssaaeivs £0 @ . 65
1
Vermont.......46 @ . 47
Ep,

WORK

SAME

such

In fact, the

ABOVE, and FOLLOW the EXAMPLE of Nearly

Clover eves «00018 @.. 14
(Flax per bu.,. 260 @ 2 65
State sup.....4'60 @ 4 80
TALLOW,
Ex Southern..4 45 @10 00 |PrimeCakes. «JA3 @ 14

BE

THE

receives

under any proper treatment,

of SUBSCRIBERSto the AMERICAN
each

instrument

AMERICAN ORGAN,

Make

Ex Statitpar .6 23 @ !575

New York......25 @ . 27
Vermont....... 22 @ . 25

15 days.

READER,

15

No other

Daily Average. |

DURING

the mo-

ATTENTION IN TUNING AND VOICING, every
separate reed being made perfect, and every scale
scientifically combined,

and EVERYTHING CONNECTED WITH IT.

381

Orange Co.#’lh
45
StateFirk prime3s
West ordi
2L
CHEESE,
Factory,ex.#Bb .6
Farmers’.....15%
Western , ...... 15
RN.
CS

"in One Day.

SUGAR,

cobsbin,

OATS.
New York......61
Western........65
NIO;
White........5 00
PEAS
Canada ......100

.

White West'rn

1,981

some,

80 MUCH PLAIN, PRACTICAL, RELIABLE IN.
FORMATION for the HOUSEHOLD (the LITTLE
ONES included), for the GARDEN,
asd for the FARM

CapeGoodto e25 @ . 35
|African, wash.... @.
..15 g., 18
Unwashed

Green Winter4 00 @ 5 00
:
BARLEY.

ExMess

in One Day.

from

notonous buzz that makes ro many Reed Organs tire.

S80 MANY EXCELLENT ENGRAVINGS, WHICH
both PLEASE the EYE and INSTRUCT the MIND—

NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.
For the week ending, .Jan 26, 1870.
@

1,769

The various Stops and Combinations have a beautsJul and individual quality, far removed

ING, FOR there is NO OTHER JOURNAL or MAGAZINE that GIVES S80 MUCH FOR the MONEY—

|California......15 Q.%

00 @3000

Dried .........8%

inOneDay.|
in One Day.

IN POWER AND VOLUME OF TONE t is preeminent;
not the result of accident, but of a peculiarity of construction entailing a largely increased expense, but
producing a grand sonority,

Day.
Day.
Day. : 30,827
in ouly
Day.

THEY are SHOWING their WISDOM

+. | Fine and X...44 @ . 46
00 | Medium......d4 @ . 46
00.42
..
. 50
oo
00.|
Superfine
359.5

pine...2 50 @ 8 00

do.
8.box

2,614
1,666

etc., FARMERS

Shingles,pine .225@ 7 50 (Canada ........00 @ .
docedar........ @.. .. | do.combing..65 0.67

Laths,

in One Day.

One
One
One
One

§

an instrument which they claim to be UNQUESTIONABLY SUPERIOR to any Reed Organ now
manufactured.

ANSWER.—SIMPLY THIS, that, DESPITE the
HARD TIMES, and the LOW PRICE OF GRAIN,

7

Spruce...... 16 00 @17 00 |Other Western—

15

1,887

WHAT

“il.

. 6%
104

B. Ayres....:30 @

do. Spruce

1,685
1,698

in
in
in
in

f

THE AMERICAN ORGAN,

lation for 1869 will for 1870 reach fully.

Rendered, b...0% @ 10

Com.ass’d12000 @13)00
EX, 8ize8..cses.@ereres

Sole—

CIRCLE.

MESSRS. 8.D. & H.W. SMITH

At this rate of inerease, the 160,000 circu-

Cuba Muscovado—
Fair to g'd retl¢’ @ 10%
NewOrleans

Powdered..0 00 @ 14%
Coffee crush 12% @ 13%
TALLOW,
:

Pig. gold......6% @
Sheet and Pipe....Q

1,866
2.807

Total

14

Nos.18to 20.14).@ 14%

18

ON.

Oak..oveeve

@ 11%

-Nos.13t617....!2

Crushed.

edi

in One Day.

“
“

|Havana.
Nos.8to 12.105

Slanghter.....!9 @.. 20
..27

2,221

“

1 50

Calcutta Cow,

od

:
that is,

From Pennsylvania
“
0 hio
“
New York
‘'*
Massachusetts
*
Illinois
©
*
Indiana .
‘Connecticut
“
New Jersey
*
Jowa
“Missouri
“
Wisconsin
‘Michigan
“
Canada, etc

Fine Feed...30 00 g31 00
Middlings ..,33 00 g36 00

Rio Grande...

in One Day.
in One Day.

which the ABOVE

Shorts ¥ ton.25 00 §27 00

B Ayres,

2,206
1,456

COUNTRY.

25

Wheat, west'rnl 35 @ 1 65 |Cassia,¥ Bb golds2

Green Salt......17

in One Day.

about the

25

Blue¥# cask. .. @'. ..
SEED.
Bunch,
#¥ box..
@ . .. |Clover,Northern,13@..
Layer......4 50 @ 4 60 | Westand South. @..

Ry€..eeeeesss.1 156 @ 1 20
Barle
100 @ 110
Oats...
... 57 @.. 60

1,767

PAST.

EZZB.esercecse.46 @.. 48

85 @ 1 12
06 @ 1 iv

in One Day.

CULTURIST

5 00 @ 0 wv

|Poultry........

J

2,486

BER

17%

. 16 | Jacksons.... 60 @.. 70
. 30 | pew ¥H....200
@ 2 25

Country
Hay,
¥ 100 Ibs ..i 40 8

Chapels,

AND FOR THE
HOME

EXPLANATION.

Peas. ¥ bush.
Canada.....1
00 128

450 @ 5 50

Oranges......2

Raisins—

:

THE above FIGURES GIVE the EXACT NUM-

Potatoes, ¥ bu

Figs, common. 12 @
28@.2..++0.12X @

Churches,

some facts with regard to

in One Day.)

@ 350

Corn Meal....5
00 @ 5 00 | Cape.......4
650 @ 5 00
FRUIT,
Cheese, ¥ Bb,
Almonds—
Factory ......16 §
18
Shelled

FIGURES.
FIGURES.
FIGURES.
FIGURES.

8944

2,066

extras.......5 b0 @ 6 00 |Smallandex, 2 M0 @ 2 75
choice Balt. 8 00 @ 9 00 | Marrow ....250 @ 2 75
Brandywine 0 00 @ 6 75 | * Blue Pod...1 50 @ 2 12

and it is then

to wash out the butter-milk. To prevent any
mixture of earth itis advisable to enclose the
bag in a second ome of lurger size and coarser
quality,

was the discoveryof living specimens of shells
which were supposed to have been long extinct.

of the Silurian age; or even the primal Kozoon,
still inhabiting our ocean-bottoms.

Pickled

choiceextra, 8 (0 @ 8 50 |Hogs, dressed..12 @.. 18

broken up by means of a wooden beater into

they reach

(Hams smokedl7}

18%

SHOTES—Wholesale, 10% to 11}4¢; retail 12 to 14c.
HIDES

bag of
closed;
a half
main

is found to have become

@

$10; three years old, $00 to $00.
FAT HOGS—-10% to 11%¢.

in France.

The following is sald to be the latest mode:
A singular method of making butter has lately
.come into quite ‘extensive use in France. The
process consists in placing the cream in a linen

deep-sea soundings in the Mediterranean, only
much larger, which seems to indicate a deep
current into that sea. These shells must have

00

Family....19 00 g22 00

do..5 60 @ 6 50 | Lard, bbl. B..17%

— Brighton

The sea-bottom in low latitudes shows peb-

large

00 @ 700 |

Illinois and Ohio,

shrink

and Home.

small paper.
She went earnestly to work. at
once, attending herself to all the details of the
office, and she now controls a very rich and

powerful journal.

out uncommon—doesn’t

the cow well, and that will be needless.— Hearth

New York. Many years ago her husband died,
leaving her a large family of children and a

Dicks

choice extra 8 50 @ 9 50 | Mess, best.28 00 28 50
West'rn sup..4 50 @ 4 756 | Prime.... 2¢ 00 @i6 v0
com.extras..5 00 @ 5 50 | Lard keg,Bb..e.... @.. ..

slightly salted, morning, noon,

‘of the signal key,
to-day, is ridiculous.

0 WW

FLO
AND MEAL,
(Pork,
St.Louis, sup.. .. @.. .. [Extra Clear.34 00 g35 00
extra brand
550 @ 6 00 | Clear......52 00 @34 00

into

winter? I thought Juno would fall short in her
milk when taken from the pasture.”
This was said to Corny in our presence.
¢‘ [ndade, an’ ye must just ask the misthress.
She tould me how to feed the cow; an‘ I did it,

as compared with the one of

@

Naptha
@.
Shore...s«.10 0
PROVISIONS,
Alewives..... 475 @ b 25 | Beef—Mess,
Salmon. tce..29 00 @80 00 | Western...16 0C @)8

You don’t feed her

The original model, filed by Professor Morse
when he got his telegraph patent, has been unearthed from a lot of old rubbish iu the cellar of
the Patent Office, where it has been lying for
years, and was an object of considerable interest
to numerons parties Saturday.
The clumsiness

an‘ she houlds

00

Mackerel, 1ge13 00 §27 00

a quart at a

“How’s this?’ asked
pater familias. “Do
we make all the butter we use at the table this

:

PETROLYU

Fl
>
Codfish, large6 00 @ 7 25
small.e.....0

ama)
(1 0) { SRE]

STRIKING FIGURES.

Pans Whites....8
@. 8%
SpanBrownAmd%@.:
VenRed¥ewt.2 C0 @

14

@ 27%
« 36
. 45 Yormiltion «r+ 93 [']
« 80
. 17
Boston .....2 25 @
. 20 FrenchYellow 2X @
] Varnishes ....1 50
@.1 65 Pu
cessesrasaned
el
Glue. sarees
ld

LEAD

and night. Then keep her well supplied with
hay; and, Corny, I know that if you should stir
two quartsof wheat-bran and corn-meal, mixed
together, into the pail of hot water, morning
and night, that she would give more milk than
she did before she left the pasture.
Now,try
it and see.”
‘‘ Indade, ma’am, and you be the curiousest
ady I ever met, What’ll the master be afther
saying at that?”
.
:
‘ When he sees a nice platterful of buttercakes, then we’ll hear what he has to say, Meanwhile, you do as I tell you.”
iy
:
Fortunately, Corny possessed one great virtue,
—he could obey. So Juno was fed as we desired, with the addition of half a peck of potatoes
night and morning.
The milk-pail soon showed the results. Instead of decrease, there was a steady increase,
and now nearly three quarts more of very rich
buttery milk are obtained, and nearly three
pounds of butter added to our weekly store.

a battery on shore by means of a submarine
wire, and the light made to flash in front of a
mirror at the top of the tower.
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‘“‘ Indade, ma’am,-an’ Ido.
It’s just the way
with these craturs. If they can’t have grass,
they won’t have any thing.
Now, ma'am, I’ve
fed that cow justas nice as I could,” was the
reply of our Milesian assistant.
| “Well, I can’t have this; butter at fifty cents
per pound, and Juno makes a pound to every
seven quarts of milk. If she loses two quarts a
day, there’s two pounds less of butter per week
You must feed her differently.
Give one pail

neighboring hills, and all of them with the exception of three men, whose cupidity probably
detained them, escaped with their lives.
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A lady correspondent sends us the following
bit of experience, which may be of advantage to
other housewives who find their supply of milk
decreasing with the advance of cold weather:
“ Why, Corny, what have you done to that

cow?
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disappeared—entirely swallowed up in the.earth
after three successive shocks. of earthquake.
The inhabitants were to some extent warned of
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travel in our crowded thoroughfares, that one
may well be pardoned for wishing that in the
ancual
distribution our
metropolis might be
overlooked.— Scientific American.

The Impartial of Smyrna gives an account of a
frightful catastrophe. The town of Oula, in the
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able warmth of the earth stimulates their vitali-

A Saccharimetrical Congress has been meeting
at Berlin.
Tts name is more suggestive of sw eetness than it is euphonious, especially as it has
an unpleasant resemblance to hard swearing in
some languages.
The objects. are investigations
into the characters of raw sugars, with reference to determining their quantitative values,and
establishing some uniform system of measures
in this article of commerce.
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ty into an attempt at growth, which fails for
want of air and light, But semch disastes are
comparatively ‘rare, and open winters are the
most deadly to grain crops.
Itis also true that
Paragraphs.
in the large territories devotedto grain-growing
Professor J. D. Steele, writing to the Elmira
in the [yited States, when a crop fails in one
Advertiser, describes the storms which are now
section it- succeeds in another, and so the food
observed to be raging upon the sun with a vio- supply keeps pretty steady pace with the deanand; but it is none the less true thatin many
lence of which we
can form no conception.
“Hurricanes,” he says, ‘sweep over its surface ‘sections of thie country winter-wheat or rye
with terrific violence.
could not be successfully grown without snow
Vast cyclones wrap its
fires into whirlpools,at the bottom of which our to protect these crops from the frost.
But snow has another important office to perearth would lie like a boulder in a volcano. Huge
flames dart out to enormous distances, and fly
form.
It is a fertilizer.
Ask the experienced
over the sun with a speed greater than that of
farmer, and he will tell you that the late snow
the earth itself through space. At one time a of spring falling upon the springing crops makes
them look green and vigorous, and really nourcone of fire shot out 80,000 miles, and then died
ishes them.
It is the bearer of ammonia, an imaway, all in ten minutes time.
Beside ‘such awportant element of the food of plants, which it colful convulsions, the mimic display of a terrestrial
lects from the air. We have known thrifty farmvolcano
or
earthquake sinks
into
insignifiers to rise early to plow in a light snow before
cance.”
it melted, being aware of its value, though per_
Coloring matter for wine is prepared on a
haps not realizivg in what its virtue consisted,
large scale in establishments at Fimes and PoicTt is'also without doubt true that open winters
tlers, France.
The elderberry having a very
are more favorable to the spread of disease than
rich, deep color is extensively used in the conthe contrary.
Itis an old proverb that * Green
coctions. Alum, however, on account of its valChristmases fill church-yards.”
ue in intensifying color is a constant ingredient
So we see that snow has other uses than to
in all the receipts; and this is very deleterious to
make sleighing, though we get so little of this
health.

their largest size.
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shiver in cellars along

alleys, are interested to have the snow fall, although they, in their ignorance, think it * pov-

bles and volcanic gravel, probably from Iceland.
The temperature is down to 32 degrees, The
shells are those of high nothern lattitnde,
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all Bourbons

Prince Bonaparte, whose
case, with that of
Prince Murat, will very soon be brought before

Paris,

Now,it is' to be admitted

York cityis concerned, the benefits of a good

down more than {wo and a half million dollars
from the estimates.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, the San Francisco
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a condition of holding power.

oblivion on the

soon cease to melt, and will gradually fill our
streets with the Shargteristie New York slush,
to the utter weariness” of. overdone horses, and

not to make

on this

mittee on appropriations, reported the exequtive,
Judicial and legislative appropriation bill cut

whisky seizure was considered and laid over;
the currency bill was discussed, but no vote was
reached. In the House, the removal of the Phil-
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“postal telegraph system, and was referred to a
special committee. Mr. Dawes, from the com-

to avoid a rupture, it is proposed
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As we write, a few straggling snow-flakes flut.
ter timidly past our window, and quickly melt

20,000 men, and the allies have already ‘suffered
from his attacks.

fealty to the government policy

A bill was in-
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army of

conditions attached, passed the House of Representatives, by a strict party vote, in precisely the
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For the weekending, Jan. 26, 1870.
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There is trouble in the French® Cabinet over
the question of commercial treaties, andin order

shape it came from the Senate.
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bill for the admission of Virginia, with certain]

troduced in the House for the establishment of a
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A proposition for i
rtant .amendments of the
savings bank law wassput into the Senate. A

Lopez
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tions of thanks to the Hon. Henry L. Dawes for
his efforts in favor of national economy were |
presented - in the
House of Representatives.
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The French Government has in contemplation
a reform which will give trial by jury to persons
charged with violating the press laws.

Senate, Mr. Sherman

On Monday, in the

.
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plained and advocated his bill for a redistribution of the currency and free banking, and other
senators discussed
financial policies.
Resolu-

"CONGRESS,

Aural and Domestic,

2, 1870.
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‘The London Times, in 4) four-column review
of Mrs. Stowe’s latest book, concedes only that
it is possible Lady Byron may have been mystified by her husband, and so ledto believe him
4
| guilty of incest,
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